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MEN IN BLACK & THE UUYVERN-MOTHMAN 

hen I first discovered that certain words were referring to what we call ‘men in black’ I was a little amused that 

Nostradamus would raise the subject. Other than being worker drones for a couple of different Off Worlders they seemed 

to carry no further importance. As usual – this is not so. Revelation 4: 13-17 in the Bible speaks of times when the ‘living 

shall join the newly raised dead’. I have put some thought into how this could be.               Throughout the Hidden Texts  

Nostradamus uses the word ‘revenant’ which means ‘brought back to life’ and the other words he uses for what we call men in black 

is ‘ainhum’ which is a disease where the flesh dies in the outer limbs and the digits fall off. This creates the typical zombie like way of 

walking one sees in the movies. People with ainhum disease are like the ‘living dead’. It seems to me that looking at the words used 

in the Bible from the perspective of a real and tangible event, that the ‘revenant’ – that is, the living dead are those which have been  

‘risen from the dead’. 

1 Thessalonians 4:13-5:22 - Because Jesus Is Coming Back ... www.bible.ca/ef/expository-1-thessalonians-4-13-5-22.htm 
... he can do again! 3. When Jesus returns, god will raise the dead in Christ.  4. Those still living shall join them meeting Jesus.  

“and the dead in Christ1 shall rise first. 17 Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up …” 

1 Thessalonians 4:17 After that, we who are still alive and are left ... bible.cc/1_thessalonians/4-17.htm 
then we, the living who remain, shall be caught up together with them in the ... the dead are raised,  they and the living will ascend to…  

1 Christ - Jesus/Ysus/Isus/Sirius…in league with Orion.  Orion who CREATE and use the ‘men in black’… 
 

HORLOCK-  MEN IN BLACK… greys  from 

ZETA RETICULI  2 and 4 

HIDDEN  AGENDA,  NO  COMPUNCTION. 

COLONY MENTALITY  
ALLEGEDLY USED BY ORIONS AS WELL, but see 
“CANOPUS-OSIRIS” here               MEN IN BLACK 

See RODS. BLACK SUITS BUMPY SKIN, TAKEN 
FROM DEAD HUMANS and see 1:3.2. 4:45.4 

“USED REVENANTS”  

(THE RISEN DEAD) 

“DRACONIAN BIO SYNTHETIC FORMS ORION 
APROPOS” 2:80.4 

"ARTEMIS, APROPOS [PLANETOID] 

NEEDS MEN IMPERSONATORS" 2:80.4 

“REMOUNT EPIDERMAL - IMPEL CORPSE COPIES”    

  6:12.1                     ARTEMIS is ORION the EMPIRE 

DINOSAUR RAISE MENS CARCASS 3:62.4 

Could be to eat them or “revenant” them 

MOTHMEN see also UUYVERN 
SUBTERRANEAN   PTERYDACTILOID  

SOME HAVE HORNS 

"SEXAPURA WINGED MORPH NEEDS HOST" 3:54.1 

UUYVERN 4:51.1   CHUPUCABRA 

"WINGED MORPH NEEDS HOST" 3:54.1 

"USES AZINES" 

"DEMONIST TRIBES" 8:17.1 

    “OCCUPIED OTHER SIDE” (of the world) 4 51 1 

"SEXUPARA SINGLE PULSE ENSLAVING – 

XEUS CRAFT SVENGALI  FAUNS " 3:54.1 
 

indogemstone  has commented   
"The Real Men In Black: Government Agents Or Visitors From Beyond?"                                            http://beforeitsnews.com/story/0000000001287624 
“Back in the late eighties I was camping in an RV in the Arizona desert and I witnessed a ufo flying low overhead at about 10pm.  
My friend saw it too and at the exact moment we saw it the power cut off. 
A few hours later after midnight that same night we were sitting at the RV table looking at cut gemstones that my friend brought from Brazil to sell at the gem 
show that we were on our way to and I heard knocking at the RV door. I opened the door and I saw a man dressed in black. As soon as I opened the door he 
pushed his way in and came and sat at the RV table across from my Brazilian friend. When I saw this person in the light I was shocked. It had a very pale white 
skin and no nose. It was wearing a wig and had large black sun glasses taped on to its face. It didn't say a word. It seemed very interested in the cut gemstones 
we had on the table and looked at them for about 20 minutes. Then suddenly a zip lock bag appeared on the table packed with cash. It collected the stones left. 

It was the strangest thing that has ever happened to me”.                                                                                                                  [Gems are crystals] 
 

1 10 
THE IRON CAGE: COIL TRANSMISSION BEAMS,  AGGREGATE 
Stage gate beams the traveller and re aggregates 
ACQUAINT COQ YEAR OF THE SEVENTEENTH (2017) 
Arriving  in  2017, the year of the Cock 
CREATURE AGENDA CLAIMS THE CHILDREN 
THE ANTIQUE AND LIVING DEAD FOREFATHERS EMERGE BELOW    
Men in Black, the living dead, emerge from the stage gate 
Antique : ancient astronauts such as Enki or Prince of Dark Men 
SUPREME ELDERS BEHOLD CRITICAL DESTRUCTION OF FRUITION 
The Watchers, also known as The Keepers, (may or may not be two 
different factions) see great damage to their « fruit » (humankind) 

1 10 see 10 100 4 the very last line : Rennes is a time portal 
Serpens transmis dans la cage de fer   
Reptilians transfer in a cage of iron     {stargate 
Ou septaines du Roy sont pris les enfans  
Les vieux et peres sortiront bas de l'enfer    
Ains mourir voir de fruict mort et cris  

formerly 
A coffin is put into the vault of iron 
where seven children [stars] of the king are held    (Cepheus 
The ancestors and forebears 
will come forth from the depths of hell,                 (Stage Gate 
lamenting to see thus the fruit of their line dead  

Erika Cheetham 

Watchers, also known as The Keepers: there is a question mark over who these are and if there is a difference between the two titles. 

 

1 10  2 Ou les enfans  septaines du Roy sont pris  
PRINTS  SONY  LOUISE   

FANS DURATIONS PORTIONS  
SONY TRESPASS INOPPORTUNITY 
    or:      Opportunity in sony trespass 
INAPTNESS  STEPS  NOT  YOURS  

Trusty pen - sparsity on poison                

DINOSAUR  PERILOUS  PESTS  

PRINT STONY SOUL SEEN   OS
Senior stony Rasputin top spy 

In the Preface to Cesar, Nostradamus explains god’s prophecies’  
failures being discrepancies in chance , of  nature and  time lines 

Where the seven children of the king (Cepheus) are held 
8 88 4 “NOISOME COMETS YULE ~ GRACE” 

Publishes that the asteroid (LOUISE) will have great noise attached to it 
This noise is involved with promoting the life of the problem 
INOPPORTUNITY – no opportunity…no chance of escape 
Errors in publications are not the collators: not many errors  (in the stage gate 
forum some of the timelines change and this alters some prophecies, see Peru 
Slip which was to be in May but is now “NOEL”)                            at May 30 2012 
STONY SOUL =  men in black 
OS = bone, either means DNA or in Capricorn – or even “AUS” Australia 
“Stony Rasputin” – is this saying RAS (head of) PUTIN (Hebrew for Cobra) ….. 
 is he a man in black? Or a “replica”? Ras is the head of Draco constellation 

W 

http://www.bible.ca/ef/expository-1-thessalonians-4-13-5-22.htm
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=and%20the%20living%20shall%20join%20with%20the%20raised%20dead&source=web&cd=2&sqi=2&ved=0CCsQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fbible.cc%2F1_thessalonians%2F4-17.htm&ei=SMVPT7PGH6aRiQf7o6TRCw&usg=AFQjCNHJjRpKW_KTZ4FlU4YDiia-yEBG2g
http://beforeitsnews.com/story/0000000001287624
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1 64  2 Quand le pourceau demi-homme on verra 

QUARAN  RENOVARE    
RECOUPLED RARE CANDLEPOUUER (the sun  
AQUA OVERRAN MY HOME             (Provence) 

When they see the half pig-man. “On” is the Oannes (in a fish mask?) 
QUARAN: Book of Other Worlders RENOVARE (men in black)  
See pictures last pages               Half pig man - shapeshifters 

These “men in black” have nothing to do with the movie 
 

1 78  2 Degenerant par savoir et par armes  
S.O.S. – AURAS  I               (see more last pages 
RENEGADES REARM  RAMPART PARAMETERS  

DEEM  PTEROSAURIAN  GENERA  APART    

Idiot heir, both in knowledge and in war.            Sounds like us 

I  is Egypt also eve of the winter solstice Dec 20, and Yew Tree 
day – All Saints = Halloween   All Souls November 2nd  

DEEM – believes the Saurians are separate, not involved 
                                   

1 80  1 De la sixieme claire splendeur celeste 
SERAPIEL LED  AXIS IX- UNREFLECTED  
MIXES IDEALS PERSIA, ISRAEL  
LETƒ (allows) PERILS ENDURE  
RECLAIMS REPLICAS                           
PAINLESS SUCCEEDER  APRIL            (2013 
Or :  Peculiar presence is Dals*    (the cat eyed) 

FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED ~ XII (2012 

DALS LIE – SPACE’S PRURIENCEwww.thefreedictionary.com/Prurience 

From the sixth bright celestial light…    see table below 
Seraphiel  (Hebrew       )  is the name of an angel in the 
apocryphal Book of Enoch.  The ‘fiery’ ones UNREFLECTED 
UNREFLECTED: either no one realises the part Seraphim play in the AXIS 

(treaty 9) or the IDEALS of the Seraphim are not included in the Treaty   
Protector of Metatron, Seraphiel holds the highest rank of the 
Seraphim  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seraphiel REPLICAS  Men in Black       

*Dals inspire  secure place: trouble is – do we believe them? 
adj.    1. Inordinately interested in matters of sex; lascivious.  

1. a. Characterized by an inordinate interest in sex: prurient thoughts 
 
 
 

1 80  1 De la sixieme claire splendeur celeste 
SERAPIEL REFLECTED U.N AXIS   
LED IDEALS - MIXES PERSIA, ISRAEL  
RECLAIMS REPLICAS LEFT –  
PERILS ENDURE 
CALIPERS IXIAS CURED SPLEEN  
FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED ~ XII  

From the sixth bright celestial light:   Vega, Rigel (Orion) or Auriga 
Earthfiles article “from Auriga” in other forums - a mother ship?  
And see SHIPTON chapter 
REPLICAS: Men in Black  
CALIPERS: part of the IXIAS plant 
SPLEEN of the Roswell J-Rod?  
2012? The asteroid event? 
 

  
V 

Mag. 
(m) 

Bayer 
designation  

Proper name 
Distance  

(light years) 
Spectral 

class  

SIMBAD  

0 −26.74   (Sun) 0.000 016 G2 V 1 Our Sun 

1 −1.46 α C Major Sirius 8.6 A1 V 2 Sirius A 

2 −0.72 α Car Canopus 310 F0 Ia 3 Canopus 

3 −0.04 var α Boötes Arcturus 37 K1.5 III 4 Arcturus 

4 −0.01 α Cent A (α
1
 Cen) 

Rigil Kentaurus, 
Toliman 

4.4 G2 V Alpha Centauri A 

5 0.03 α Lyre Vega 25 A0 V 6. Vega 

6 0.12 β Orion 6. Rigel 770 B8 Iab Rigel 

7 0.34 α C Minor Procyon 11 F5 IV-V Procyon 

 

1. List of brightest stars - Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_brightest_stars 
 
Do we count our Sun as the first? 
We should      Nostradamus would have 

2. Top 10 Brightest Stars 
space.about.com/od/stars/tp/brighteststars.htm 
6. Capella                    (involved in the second coming) 

The sixth brightest star in the sky, Capella's name is from the Latin for little 
she-goat.          Capella is in the constellation Auriga.       The Charioteer 

 Distance: 41 LY    Spectral Type: G5IIIe+G0III 

 
1 91  3 Avant ciel veu serein espee et lance   

REUSE SELECTIVE VULCANITE  
ELUSIVE  VILE  CLIENT  REVULSE  U.N        

INCENSE  TAU  LEAP – ELSE TAU  NICE  PAN 

ESP (note e.s.p) ALIEN  CANUTE  

LUNACIE NET,  APES           (also means Sirius)            

pen alien Cetus REUSE A (Cassiopeia) PINES  
Centuries ELATE SEER  ~          (the hidden texts centuries) 
 

ALIEN CETUS could be a pun for Cetus at the North Pole 

 
Before the sky was seen to be free of weapons and lasers   
VULCANITE  Men In Black (rubber synthetics M.I.B.) 
CANUTE “seated king” is Cepheus, holding back the 

tides. INCENSE:  angers Tau Cetian LEAP in Scorpio 
Cnut the Great (Old Norse: c. 995 – 12 November 1035  

NET: is “Reticuli”   APES is obsolete for  Gemini  2nd decan 
A means the Cassiopeian hybrid breeders  and December 22:   
NUCLEATE  PINES  see tables 

ALIEN (Tau) CETUS (south polestar)     Tall Blonds usually  

A (Cassiopeians) and REUSE (again) in PINES 
 

Cypress PINES    Jan 25 to Feb 03  Celt Pine tree zodiac Feb 19 to Feb 28  

Cypress PINES Jul 26 to Aug 04  Celt Pine tree zodiac Aug 24 to Sep 02  
 

Metatron: – Co Pilot   Semi-YHWH or a Sem-yase/Samjase. Thought to be the angel who saved Isaac from sacrifice 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayer_designation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayer_designation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light_year
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectral_class
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectral_class
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SIMBAD
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sirius
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/sim-id.pl?protocol=html&Ident=Sirius&NbIdent=1&Radius=10&Radius.unit=arcmin&CooFrame=FK5&CooEpoch=2000&CooEqui=2000&output.max=all&o.catall=on&output.mesdisp=N&Bibyear1=1983&Bibyear2=2005&Frame1=FK5&Frame2=FK4&Frame3=G&Equi1=2000.0&Equi2=1950.0&Equi3=2000.0&Epoch1=2000.0&Epoch2=1950.0&Epoch3=2000.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canopus
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/sim-id.pl?protocol=html&Ident=Canopus&NbIdent=1&Radius=10&Radius.unit=arcmin&CooFrame=FK5&CooEpoch=2000&CooEqui=2000&output.max=all&o.catall=on&output.mesdisp=N&Bibyear1=1983&Bibyear2=2005&Frame1=FK5&Frame2=FK4&Frame3=G&Equi1=2000.0&Equi2=1950.0&Equi3=2000.0&Epoch1=2000.0&Epoch2=1950.0&Epoch3=2000.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcturus
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/sim-id.pl?protocol=html&Ident=Arcturus&NbIdent=1&Radius=10&Radius.unit=arcmin&CooFrame=FK5&CooEpoch=2000&CooEqui=2000&output.max=all&o.catall=on&output.mesdisp=N&Bibyear1=1983&Bibyear2=2005&Frame1=FK5&Frame2=FK4&Frame3=G&Equi1=2000.0&Equi2=1950.0&Equi3=2000.0&Epoch1=2000.0&Epoch2=1950.0&Epoch3=2000.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_Centauri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_Centauri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_Centauri
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/sim-id.pl?protocol=html&Ident=HD+128620&NbIdent=1&Radius=10&Radius.unit=arcmin&CooFrame=FK5&CooEpoch=2000&CooEqui=2000&output.max=all&o.catall=on&output.mesdisp=N&Bibyear1=1983&Bibyear2=2005&Frame1=FK5&Frame2=FK4&Frame3=G&Equi1=2000.0&Equi2=1950.0&Equi3=2000.0&Epoch1=2000.0&Epoch2=1950.0&Epoch3=2000.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vega
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/sim-id.pl?protocol=html&Ident=Vega&NbIdent=1&Radius=10&Radius.unit=arcmin&CooFrame=FK5&CooEpoch=2000&CooEqui=2000&output.max=all&o.catall=on&output.mesdisp=N&Bibyear1=1983&Bibyear2=2005&Frame1=FK5&Frame2=FK4&Frame3=G&Equi1=2000.0&Equi2=1950.0&Equi3=2000.0&Epoch1=2000.0&Epoch2=1950.0&Epoch3=2000.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rigel
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/sim-id.pl?protocol=html&Ident=Rigel&NbIdent=1&Radius=10&Radius.unit=arcmin&CooFrame=FK5&CooEpoch=2000&CooEqui=2000&output.max=all&o.catall=on&output.mesdisp=N&Bibyear1=1983&Bibyear2=2005&Frame1=FK5&Frame2=FK4&Frame3=G&Equi1=2000.0&Equi2=1950.0&Equi3=2000.0&Epoch1=2000.0&Epoch2=1950.0&Epoch3=2000.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procyon
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/sim-id.pl?protocol=html&Ident=Procyon&NbIdent=1&Radius=10&Radius.unit=arcmin&CooFrame=FK5&CooEpoch=2000&CooEqui=2000&output.max=all&o.catall=on&output.mesdisp=N&Bibyear1=1983&Bibyear2=2005&Frame1=FK5&Frame2=FK4&Frame3=G&Equi1=2000.0&Equi2=1950.0&Equi3=2000.0&Epoch1=2000.0&Epoch2=1950.0&Epoch3=2000.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_brightest_stars
http://space.about.com/od/stars/tp/brighteststars.htm
http://space.about.com/od/stars/p/capellainfo.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Norse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circa
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1 93  1 Terre Italique pres monts tremblera 
U Q  AIL: TREMBLES  METERABLE  
BELT MODESTNESS  RA  MARBLE  
[abler belt  arm,  belt realm  bar (in Cancer) 
term label bar (Cancer),   Belt [Orion] ramble ray 
Ra (Poe) melt rabble,      (human combustion) 
ET let abler Bram barrel lamb (Isis)    
relabel M. (as a date?)  R bat (UUyvern)   
Bram rate bell [bell ufo? Arbatel (pray) M L   
OMEN: EQUIPARTILE SEED  

BELT DEMONS RE- EQUIP - LIQUATES  

RA  TORMENTS  SUPERSEDE  (C.M.E.) 

= LATE in R - B = December 24 – January 20 
Barrel is a Celt date = January 21 – February 17 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Earthquakes near Italian mountains:      like now May 2012 
U: heavenly  Q: orbit AILS MEASURABLE EARTHQUAKES 
This speaks of the planet Nibiru upsetting the Earth as it orbits our sun 
ORION SLOWED DOWN A SOLAR FLARE MAY 29 2012 see last pages 
MARBLE means ‘ascending’ 
Ram: Aries. abler belt = Orion in Aries          Arm is Alderamin in Cepheus 
Fore arms is Gemini   Bar: Cancer is also Ursa Major              
M = Orion and L is Tau Cetians and the conduit (see photo last page of 
ETNA ATEN forum)  R = Draco M = September L is in Pisces 
or M = Orion (north)  L= Cetus/Pisces(south) = poles 
EQUIPARTILE: modified …        no idea who Bram is 
R = Nov 25 – Dec 22                   L = January 21 – February 17  

RA  TORMENTS  our sun goes “orange” in other lines 

LIQUATES: to divide by melting  
 

1 93 1 I read here that our orbit will have a modest “upward” move in January 21 – February 17.  
            This ushers in an ice age following great flooding in other lines.  
            Note how 2 dates are duplicated using different ciphers 
 

1 91 3 NUCLEATE PINES.A TABLES  1  91  3  ALSO SAY: 
ATEN* - an asteroid CAPE** = Sackcloth 

 Canopus =  OSIRIS   

An = Annunaki ALIEN PACT ENSUE 
 

ALIEN  SPUN  EA  ETC Ea is the Earth & water ALIEN : in TEA  CUSP  Tea = Sagittarius = Dec 21 

ATEN* UP  then N ICE SEAL N:  ASH Feb 18 – March 17 ELAN  ICES (ice age) ENUNCIATES  LEAP  
(Scorpio 

CELESTINE – I PUN A.A. Ancient Astronauts I is either/and Egypt or Yew  tree day Oct 31/Dec 20 

ANU PESTILENCE A A Winter’s solstice  NAN  SPECULATE Nan = Pleiades 

 

CANOPUS is in the Constellation Argo – at the “keel” of the ship. It is Argo which are part of the “unholy six” of the Second Coming 
These are also the “golden Oar league” in 2 5, and the “lenient prouu” of 1 9 1 (the best of a bad bunch) 

 

1 100  3 Tenant au bec un verdoyant rameau 
AN BRUTE UNEVEN,  
MANDATORY CAVEAT     

He holds a flowering branch in his beak:   end of flooding     but see also 
the  vignette of the vulture (Lyra) holding the branch in ETNA ATEN forum 
AN: the Anun.nakim…    the “caveat” would be the “pact, Treaty 9 
 

2 7  2 L'un estre nay a deux dents en la gorge   
DAY  XX  EXTENDS  ALONG  EASTERN 
NEGRO  AGOG  GRAYLES 
UXE  REVENANTS                                 (Risen from dead) 
Google angers gray 

DEED  ENTANGLE  LANE  UUEED  D                                              

Will be one born (carried) with two teeth in its mouth : asteroid 
with « two bites » 
Twentieth  day  « extends » means the Earth stands still or slows 
down. The word NEGRO implies a time with a Negro president  
GRAYLES are the tall thin grays that are in league with the U.S 
military, which use Men in Black.  

 

2 7 2 DEED  ENTANGLE  LANE ~  UUEED  D : ENTANGLE LANE = change the Earth’s orbit. Pictures in Three Crop Circles 

This DEED/act séparâtes [WEED] the Moon (D) from the Earth.    See the forum :  THREE CROP CIRCLES ~ CAUSE FOR PAUSE                                         

 

 
2 13 
EXPEDITIONARY FORCES ~ BLOODLESS CONSCIOUSNESS 
NO LONGER BETWEEN ~ UPRISE BEYOND: -  
SLEEP WALKING ACTIVE AMONGST THE AGES  
 

DAY OF DEATH IN ABEYANCE OF BIRTHDAY 
 

THE DIVINE SPIRIT: BLISS WILL TRANSPORT THE SOUL 
 

SEEING AGELESSNESS ON ACTIVATION OF THE WORD 
 

 

 
Men in Black 
Because of using the Stage Gate 
visiting both day of birth and day of death – putting each aside 
By using the Stage Gate 
felice, taken as helice – a component of the Stage Gate  
HELICE is also a key word for Ursa Major-MAR.GID.DA 
If ‘ARM’ (Cepheus) is added, you get ARM~MAR.GIDA 
However, felicity also means bliss 
Literally seeing. Go to WITH WAND IN HAND 

H Parks 

1 91 3 “Alien Cetus” also means Cetus is not where it should be, so this is saying the Earth has tipped. 
Then “REUSE” means this happens again in “PINES”…only this time Rio is to become the south pole.  

Any of the dates SCORPIO/LEAP – APES/GEMINI – PINES could be interchanged 
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    2.13  

Le corps sans ame plus n'estre en sacrifice  
 Jour de la mort mis en nativité  
L'esprit divin fera l'ame felice,  
Voyant le verbe en son eternité  

The body without  soul  no longer to be sacrificed …                            men in black  
Day of death put for birthday:                                           born again the day they die 
The divine spirit will make the soul happy- but not the body, is there a deal in this?  
Seeing the word in its eternity                Seeing those from Orion “I am the word…” 

 

2 22 3 D’Arton classe phalange pliera 
DECLARATION ~ SEAL 
PER  ALPHA  ANGELS 
PREDATORIAL SCALES           (‘scales’ could be Libra) 

HAPLESS PERIL ALEPH (A)                  (Ant rod fleet) 
RADAR CLAN PHASES SHAPES                    (chimera) 

PHASAEL PHALANGES  ING  LEAP  

D’Arton fleet folds its phalanx…Darton = Ant rod/mantis-tan rod 

ALEPH: is “A” = Cassiopeia in PERIL, also A is  December 22 
PHASAEL - tower of Jerusalem or just ‘tower’ - planetoid 
PHALANGES: “fingers” ~ to point? To “dob in” 

SCALES = Reptilian Ant rod/Mantis fleet: the hybrid breeders (“A”  
ING: the harvest RADAR CLAN – men in black 
PHASAEL brother to He Rod LEAP: is Scorpio/Antares   

 

2 23  1 Palais, oiseaux, par oiseau deschassé 
UX   XP   OS               (Os is in Capricorn) 
OSPRAY EASY ALIAS PHASES SHAPES 
ALOYSIA CHASED ASPOLIA SEXUPARA* 
CHASES AUSPEX sexual SACHS SHAPES       
(cigar shaped ufos)     (ASPOLIA is Isis/Sirius)   
Your SEA AUSPEX     (Oannes? Or Saltwater) 

*A winged morph, deposits on host: Mothman* 

UX  means astronomical clue here XP = gods in partnership 
Osprey = sea eagle, FALCON = Horus ~ Isis~Ysus/Sirius 
SACHS: orbs =  PHASES  (these are the Denebolan craft) 
(Aloysia means “FAME & WAR” or a citriodora herb ‘lemon 
verbena’ (Lippia) – or ‘aromatic’ [see Tall Whites]  
Lippia aka “LOUISA’ and LOUISA is an asteroid)  
Lippia aloysia contains a toxin alkaloid.  
Or MARIA Aloysia a soprano. Maria is also an asteroid 

 

2 24 1 Bestes farouches de faim fleuves tranner 
UUE FLEUU HOUSES (zodiac)  SAFEST CRAFT 
BEEN - AFFIRM   EASTER   BATS  SERFS  FED   (pun)         
AIMS   FEED   FEASTS             (rapture?) 
RULES  UUETTER   U.S. sham fuse die –  
USEFUL RAN  AIMS  HEEDS OUR FATE               
mouse hid safe  DAN      (Scorpio 2012?) 

fuse amid shoe          (shod horse is Sagittarius) 
O                                 (cultural inheritance)  
UUATER’S NATURES FUEL - if sea, ohm used 

 

Wild hungry beasts will float across (from where? How?) 

NOTE: “WE” - Using the stage gate? BEEN: at the scene 
BATS: UUyverns – mothman. 3 33 3 “SPY PICA EASTER” 
HOUSES of the zodiac indicating which Federation it is, in the skies 
NATURE’S FUEL Saltwater and radio waves: google research 
Mr Kanzius (Kansas) see notation salt water power below 
DIE: pronounced dee-ay latin for ‘day’ and obsolete for the 2nd decan 
in Virgo – also represents Centaurus- the female warrior 
Fuse: “grand pulse” of Dr Paul la Violette or Planar Planisphere 
SHAM: false, a scam or related to the reptilian bases attack 
USEFUL RAN: ~ GOLDEN HOST DOING 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2 32  4 Lors naistra monstre pres et dedans Ravenne  
EDDAS  DATED  RUNA  SET SAD END  
NORMA,  ENN  REPRESENT  SAINT’S  ROLE   
POEM presents astronomies STARS RESTART  
ARSONIST ISTAR ANIMATORS  
STRANDED  MINOR  SATAN      

EDDAS = an asteroid is named Edda, so it is plural 
RUNA:  Celt  January 21 – February 17.  SET is Easter 
NORMA = Leonine. ENN = Annunaki pretends they are saints. 
ARSONIST: those which used the “rays” or “arranged pulse” 
ISTAR is meant to be Sirius ANIMATORS: shape shifters? 
MINOR SATAN: greys (the “ANIMATED”) or men in black 

 

 2 62  4   Cent main  soif faim quand courra la comett 
RURAL CISMONTANE MINNESOTA     

SO IF MAIN comet COME = FATE, (&) As in N                                       

E.T. ~ I COME SOMNIFACIENT               (in a trance)  
COMET CAME MINNESOTA LOT  
RURAL CENTESIMATION A   
COME SOMNIFACIENT                          (hibernating) 
FATE COME  OS Iƒ MAIN  CISMONTANE    

2 62  4 Cent, main, soif, faim, quand courra la comett  

COMET LOT CAME   A in December 21/22 

As in N = Ash tree date = Feb 18 – Mar 17 

CISMONTANE: on this side of the mountains 
CISMONTANE = manic onset, no semantic.   
ANOSMIC TEN: no smell/fragrance angels, the Seriphot (E.T) 

This is the Ennead plus Horus = 10. As is god of the Aettir 
N = Erid.anus sky rune  OS  is ‘bone’ in Capricorn                                 

Codes within codes                       FINE TUNNEL = wormhole portal 
L (Tau) AFFIRMATION  COMET                                      ACCUSTOM  QUADRENNIAL COLD AMERICAN SQUAT  U.N   ALIENS ACCORD QUANTUM 
TOUTATIS has a 4 year orbit                                       MANIAC COULDNT SQUARE SQUARE CLOUD is MANIC ANT  UNIQUE DRACO CALMS ANT or    

MODERN CANICULA SQUAT (Sirius planetoid stops) CONTAINS  MAD CLAQUEUR   (Canicula/Sirius followers) 
FINE  FACTOR  (Tall Blonds)   
TO  MAIM1… OR 

 TO MAIM – ACCUSED NORMA  
 (Norma is in Leo)   

FACTION OMIT R FAME  
 (R:  Draco greys hidden from us) 

ARTIFACT IN  Oƒ  MEMO  
(Os = Capricorn event) 

NICE AUNT has  QUALMS – 
(Pléiades) 

C  MAQUIS   A  -  (A = winter 
solstice, C = Ophiucus. 29/11-20/1) 

ARM (Cepheus) OMIT 
AFFECTION (affecting/doing)                 

ACCUSED ON TRANQUIL A.M. 
(On = Oannes) AM|MA (in Libra 

DRACO CRAFT FINE TUNNEL   Iƒ (is) TO MAIM - NOT FARCE  MORTICIAN TEAM OFF  MORTICIAN  MATE      (Orion 
MORTICIAN OFF MEAT –         
to get MEN IN BLACK! 

Iƒ FIT COMET A :  Iƒ Oƒ TIME         
(Capricorn)    ACT  OFF  (from) 

 Iƒ  FAT NORMA COMET  I -  
( I is Dec 20 or Halloween ) 

(from Norma, the direction of Leo 
UNIQUE  ANT  CALMS  DRACO    

1…OR…NORMA ACCUSED FINE FACTOR (Tau Cetians) TO MAIM. The Norma are involved in the false rapture 

Directory: John Kanzius Produces Hydrogen from Salt Water   peswiki.com/.../Directory:John_Kanzius_Produces_Hydrogen_from_...  
20 Dec 2011 ... PESWiki.com -- Pure Energy Systems Wiki: The late John Kanzius found a way to burn salt water with radio frequency 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tf4gOS8aoFk 

http://peswiki.com/index.php/Directory:John_Kanzius_Produces_Hydrogen_from_Salt_Water_Using_Radio_Waves
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tf4gOS8aoFk
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2 62 4 Cent main  soif faim quand courra la comett 
COMET AFFIRMATION  Accustom quadrennial     (Toutatis  
accused on tranquil a.m (noon)  iƒ time of act, iƒ a fit comet 
NORMA (Leo) ACCUSED FINE CRAFT ~ MAIM TOO 
MATEƒ  OF  MORTICIAN (men in black) 

Hundred hand, (obs. For Leo) thirst, hunger when the comet will run. 
AFFIRMATION :  reiterating that the asteroid with the four year cycle 
accusing the Oannes saying that NOON is the time of this act, this will 
be NOON of December 21 2012. Those from Denebola in Leo are 
involved with this. MATES with those of Orion. This is the TRIAD 

 

see 6 44 1 ISTAR (Sirius) - ERID.ANU - PELEUS (The Anun.nakim/Orion) TRIAD INDUCE ASTEROID ORDINATES – SPIRAL UNCITED 

 

2 80  4   Des ennemis sont remis a propos     
PAIRS: PAMIERS IMPRESA               (device/icon) 
MISASSERTION             (in my previous decoding) 
ASSERT(trains) PROPOSED IMPRISONMENT OS 
APROPOS  ARTEMIS  [Orion]  ARMIES  PAROS    (Greece 

NEEDS MEN IMPERSONATORS  temper (orbit) transmission Os 
 

Restored by the enemies (code for Capricorn) at the proper time   
PAIRS: means there is another line that belongs with this one 
Sometimes I stumble across the other one,  and here it is 5 36 1 
APROPOS name of Planetoid- also means…about the moment  
Is this saying the moment is almost here? 
IMPERSONATORS [MEN IN BLACK]  OS in Capricorn  

5 36  1 De soeur le frere par simulte faintise 
PAIRS: REFER  PAMIERS  IMPRESA    
ALTRUISM  RULE  PREFER DOSE* PERSIA             (Iran)                    
ANTI Emulsifiers (chemtrails)  FLUTE   (March 18 – April 18 

Sulfate PSALTERIUM  (ti spread) FULMINATE, INFLATE:     volcano   
MILETUS (Greece) TIMEFUL  DESTINE  LEFT                   

 

The IMPRESA of PAMIERS…clues are 
Red (Mars) and gold (Leo) ~ Leo rampant 
Flower of fire: Triad   – Griffin - Tower and 
a Sorrel tree (May 13 – June 9) 
The same date is in the vignettes on the 
empty wheel of time as the little owl 

 

ful·mi·nant (f l m -n nt, f l -). adj. 1. Exploding or detonating. 2. Occurring suddenly, rapidly, with great intensity. 

 
3 6 2 Les citadins dedans leur fort grevez 

SEAL FOUR  SAD END 

UNADDRESSED FELONS 
DISTANCE ACTINIDES CITADEL [planetoid] 
FURORE DREADFULNESS LANDS 
FORT (planetoid) URGEZ  FUNERALS 
INSTEAD  RULES  DAN            (Pale Horse is in Scorpio) 

 
The citizens their fort emptied within : Fort Knox 
FOUR see Daniel page 33 Omens & Seals PALE HORSE Oct 28 – Nov 24 
UNADRESSED FELONS: go to the Second Coming   

trying our best to “address” the felons here… 1 5 1 - 2 51 2 - 9 45 3 & in 10 71  

DREADFULNESS LANDS: asteroid lands – or the hordes or tectonics 

DAN. of the Bible and or in Scorpio and or Dan Burisch 

Planetoid wants funerals to re-supply men in black 

 

3 20 4  Un de  Cordube trahira la contrade      Cordube = cube rod 
RARE CRUDE DRACONIAN BIO – ADULTERATED RAD   
DRACONIAN CHERUB with TRUNCATED HALO 
ALERT: CRUEL HATRED ~ TROUBLE    
RARE ACCOUNT ~ ULTRA HARD CHORE    
UNDAUNTED  BIO  HAND  (Leo)  REED DAN CAR 

BIO  ACCELERATED  HARD  TURN  AROUND 

Curb doe, Cued orb. Doe means Orion (stag) or in Capricorn 

Or RAD ( a measure of radiation)  ADULTEREATED  BIO - sphere 
TRUNCATED = shortened, like the halos seen in medieval paintings 
The rare account and very difficult chore is the moving of Earth out of 
the way of a nova of our sun. These three dates are “horse” dates 
Libra Scorpio and the first ten days in Capricorn 
HARD  TURN  AROUND of the Earth off her orbit   pg 13 

 

3 20 4  Un de  Cordube trahira la contrade  …one of Cordoba will betray his country. As usual this is not what it seems. 

In a previous forum it was established that « Ferdinand » ‘the fair’ is a key word for the very tall blond Off 

Worlder involved with the Cassiopeian and the Mantids in the hybrid breeding program. This line is saying that 

the Tall Blond or even Tall White will betray the ideals of the program he is involved with.  

Usually ‘orbs’ indicates either the Golden Host or Other Worlders here to help. 

 

3 21  3 De face humaine, et la fin aquatique 

ALFAQUIN  ANTIFEMALE  INFLATE  HUE   A 
FINAL AQUA QUITE DEFACE (de FACE “of Scorpio” 
AQUA QUITE CHAFE QUITAQUE                 (Texas)  
AINHUM ALIEN ~ AQTI AIM EAT EACH  
AQUA INFLATE ~ DETAIN MANICHEE  FEUD    

With face human and its end aquatic:  = Oannes 
ALFAQUIN: interpreter of Navarre-are the “Navarre” only male? 
DEFACE:  the face of the map                AQTI: hidden agenda 

QUITAQUE in Texas. A: December 21. A also means Saturday 

AINHUM (disease where the toes fall off)  ALIEN: men in black 
MANICHEE: combination of religious beliefs  War 

EAT EACH: Cannibals   FEUD: warfare is detained by the floods 

Alfaquin: interpreter of the court of Henri Navarre, a chain reference to the Navarre ‘greys’, clue being they have a “hue” 
and are male In 3 25 – it speaks of AMOURY – shiny pubics of a metal man. 
A means Be Aware and Saturday, it is the  Celt rune for Fir Tree day – December 21/ 22,  and it is also the sky rune for the 
Cassiopeian.  However, the Men In Black seem to come from Orion.  
 

3 62  4 A Carcassonne conduira ses menees  
ONCE  AA  ERID.ANUS  DINOSAUR 
RAISES   MEN  CARCASE   
NONE  SEE  SCARS  

AS SAC CROSS CARCASSONNE  CAR    
CESAR’S  NURSEMAID                   (vignette feet washing  

AA. Ancient Aliens  Erid.anu pterosaur  
Make Men in Black 
Who have some weird scars 
AS: god of the Vanir/Cassiopeia in SAC – orb crossing France, in 
CAR this is the first ten days in Capricorn 
NURSEMAID in Cesar’s Lost Book might be the feet washing vignette 
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In the Lost Book of Cesar de Nostredame, one of the vignettes shows what could 
be a hospital bed (in the days of Nostradamus).  Of the four people here, one is a 
maid, one could be a relative, the patient is seated and the person treating the 
patient could be a doctor. If it was simply foot washing – a custom in many parts 
of the world, the message is lost to me. In the vignettes, the true colours have 
meaning too. Unclear here.  It is certainly a fancy bowl being used to treat the 
right foot, and the doctor is seated comfortably – another reason I discarded the 
customary foot washing concept. It actually says CESAR’S nursemaid. Maybe it is 
Cesar who is being treated. .. An interesting thought because Cesar was only 
thirteen when Nostradamus died, and the patient here seems older than that. 

3 75  4 Proche secours, et bien loing les remedes  
SEER DEEMS TRIBES CORPSE (Men In Black)  
TENEBRIOUS (gloomy) SINGLE LINES                            
PRECHOSE  OUR  BEST  SOURCE   
LONG LINES CHORE  - ECHO    

Relief near – remedies far away       (in a new orbit) 
Nostradamus is saying the men in black lines are “gloomy” 
PRECHOSE  indicating we are all here for a purpose  
(one of our personal destinies) Note the word “OUR”  

ECHO  =  the hidden texts  “echo”  the quatrains 

 

4 45  4 Tous destranches, un en sera tesmoing   
USED  CHANTRESS  ~ DUET  SONG  

EO GO  TURGOT          EO – the First, primal one 
SEVEN MISGOTTEN TRANCHES  
ATOMISER   RENNES  MONASTERIES  ~ EASTER 
MOISTEN  STEERSMAN -  SOME USED REVENANTS               
 

Turgot recognized the function of the division of labour 

DUET SONG – Two of us doing the hidden texts,  see  Turgot ! 
TRANCHES = MATURED CONTRACTS        SEVEN bad clauses 
MOISTEN = adsorbent greys STEERSMEN      Greys from ARGO 
REVENANTS = the risen dead, re applying that which was former = 
MEN IN BLACK.                RENNES  where there is a stage gate 

4 51  1 Un Duc cupide son enemi ensuivre        enemy is Capricorn 
OEDIPUS (Greece), YEMEN USURY PENSIONED  

ONE SIDE UPSIDE (Earth) UNCURVED in NONE       (January 5th ) 

ENEMY UUYVERNS                                  [winged reptiles] 
MY OPUS DEI                     [seeking a god, saying O.M.G.]  
VERDUN UURY MEN Unnerved Occupied           (!)   

4 51 1 One Duke eager to follow his enemy 
UPSIDE UUYVERNS Occupied (Mothman) ONE SIDE  (of USA) 
UURY U.N PENSIONED OEDIPUS (Greek) MEN  
NONE CURVED (curbed) USURY - YEMEN Unnerved ENEMY  
NONE = Roman date    UNCURVED – see crop circle pg 13   
VERDUN ~ MY OPUS DEI  or: ENEMY unnerved YEMEN                      

 

4 63  1 L'armee Celtique contre les montaignars  
QUITE TRANS MARGINAL  CEMETERIAL MOLESTER 
SAINT ELMO ELECTRONS RESET LN   ATONING   G 
ONCE (after) ELECTRON GIANTS OMENS QUIT  
ANTAGONISM AGAIN SOLEMN Electromagnetism    

ELECTRON GIANT:  Erid.anu - Enki was a giant 
RESET LN = Reset our orbit (Lane) 

QUIT leave TRANS: using a ‘star gate” 
called ‘stage gates’ by Nostradamus 
ATONE  is in Libra, ING is the harvest 
CEMETERIAL MOLESTER: men in black  
QUIT: leave once again (the body leaves) 
G is a Monday – Sept 30 – Oct 27 = in Libra  
ELECTROMAGNETISM:  the FUSE EVENT 

 

4 63 1 L'armee Celtique contre les montaignars 
ELECTRON GIANT RELENTS SOLEMN OMENS  
SAINT ELMO QUIET TRANS  ELECTRONS 
MARGINAL ATONING ANTAGONISM 
CEMETERIAL MOLESTER 
QUIT ONCE AGAIN 
Electromagnetism   G       (C.M.E?) 

ELECTRON GIANT: The Anu 
QUIET TRANS: using a ‘star gate” 
Or QUITEN THE TRANS OCTANES = the FUSE event 
called ‘stage gates’ by Nostradamus 
CEMETERIAL MOLESTER: men in black 
QUIT: leave once again (the body leaves) 
G is Gemini – the Geminids? See METEOR TABLES  

 

4 66   4 Au fort de Gennes humains devorateurs 
FORESAUU DIANES [Orion] AIM DEHUMANISES 
T.O DEER HUMANISED AINHUM  
GREAT INHUMANENESS  
UUATERS DUE MAIDEN   
FORSAUU  UUATERS - ROSE 
FOUR HOURS OF RARE FUSE - AUDIO MENUS   

At the fort of Genoa devourers of men               (T & Orion) 
AINHUM HUMANISED: Men in Black                  DEER: Orion 
T: Ursa Major. O: Andromeda and Orion have men in black 
MAIDEN = September             DEER also means ‘in Capricorn’  
ROSE: is the stage gate and on a Friday 
RARE FUSE: a large solar flare or intra space pulse  
or the FUSE EVENT in May 2013 

4 66 4        AINHUM is a disease commonly seen in Africa where the toes “die and fall off” and the person becomes like the walking dead. 
 

4 71  1 En lieu d'espouse les filles trucidees   
USE LIFES PSEUDO LINEƒ (men in black) centuries  

TELL  SEEDS  CLUSTERS  NEEDLES  ILLS  

ESPOUSED  TU  LIFELESS  RELIC      (Nov 25 – Dec 22)                                                        

Instead of brides, the girls are slaughtered 
 

NEEDLES  ILLS  another warning against vaccinations 

TU  LIFELESS  telling me my time is up in Sagittarius 
 

 4 73  3 Ferrare et Ast le Duc esprouvera 
E. ROD SEDUCE, SOURCE CORPSE – UP EASTER (men in black 

STATED:  LAST ERA  RARER FEAR  in SPRUCE 
C.P.  USE   POUUERS   cue   P.S.    

CUE P.S. means for me to find someone who can continue the work                                                                

SPRUCE is Fir Tree – December 21/22 
LAST ERA:  the same thing happened to create the end of the former 
ERA in June 3123BC – an Aten class asteroid on Sodom & Gomorrah 
C.P. = Coburn-Parks to cue Post Scrip – ties in with message above 
TU (you) lifeless in Sagittarius. This can not be just a coincidence! 
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4 73  4  Par lors qu'au soir sera le pantomime  
PATERNAL PTOMANE SERIOUS SQUALOR  
MIME LEPROMA T PALERMO (Sicily- 8 86 2 
TEMPO  PALER  SEAR  POLAR 
PLANET POLAR ~ ROSARIES SAUIOUR 
OMIT PLANT  AMPLER  OMNI (every/all) 
AMMONITE (fossil oceans) RISE  MMOII  
 

When the pantomime will take place in the evening False flag 
PTOMANE  are the men in black 
LEPROMA nodular lesions (warty nevus greys)  
T = Ursa Major central (the cattle mutilators, traders in men) 
TEMPO is the time of      “T” is a date: July 8 – August 4 
PALER  could ‘lesser damage’ or the Grayles (PALE R) 
MMOII is either 2011 or  November or just the number “11” 

4 73  4 Par lors qu'au soir sera le pantomime  
OMNI (many) TEMPO  MMI  T  ROSARIES  R   
SEAR  LOOP  PLANET AMPLE     
POLAR  AMMONITE  RISE  APPLE (Friday) 

SERIOUS   SQUALOR ~ MIME  SAUIOUR               (false rapture) 

APPALL  PATIENT  ORNAMENT* 

PEER AMORAL IMMORTAL R.O. 
Not alarm papal penitent appeal rotten napalm tin 
*See ORNAMENT OF HIS TIMES 
 

SERIOUS SQUALOR: EBENs “TAUNT, BASE ABUSE, SMELL” 1 49 1 

OMNI TEMPO  MMI mixed times following 2001 and/or 2459 
T (Holly: July 8 – August  4) this is in “late” Cancer 
SEAR= pulse ray LOOP = orbits   PLANET  AMPLE     
ROSARIES   (Nov 25-Dec 22 & “in tin”)          [note the pun] 
POLAR AMMONITE   means ancient strata/tectonic plates 
R: (Elder: Nov 25-Dec 22 & “in tin”) an event which possibly is the 
broken contract of Treaty 9. A vignette in Cesar’s Book shows it 
PATIENT ORNAMENT:  is Nostradamus who is PEERING in the 
Looking Glass part of the stage gate, watching the R.O.= Andromeda 
Reptoids.                     ORNAMENT  also means in October    
Napalm tin:  (is this the second Ray, in Sagittarius?) TIN=U.K 
 

4 76  1 Les Nictobriges par ceux de Perigort 
PAGES SECTION REDUCE    

SPARCE TOCSIN    

PER CLOISTERING ORBIT  SINCE  IX    
UXED EXPIRED SCLEROTIN, EXCUR   

SECTION PAGES  - no newspapers  

TOCSIN – warning  

The planetoid orbiting 
Since the treaty 9 and or 2009 
SCLEROTIN - skin  (M.I.B.) EXCUR - go forth                                                     
 

 4 76  1   Nictobriges.Perigort  codes within codes See this very important  information at the end pages 
 

4 76  4 Trahir le temple, le prebstre estant au prosne  
PETER  PELLE  BEST  ETHERIAL  EARTH  TEMPLE  
PORTUNES  PERSON  IN  EARTHLIER  
HIS (its) ARRANT ATROPUS  
EARTH  EPITHERMAL  REPELS    
TEHRAN  POURS  ION  AT EASTERN 

 

To betray the temple, the priest giving his sermon  
PETER Farley PELLE = named EARTH TEMPLE = stage gate 

PORTUNES: doorkeeper, holder of the keys 
ATROPUS is the name for a  planetoid 
EPITHERMAL – can also be men in black…or a chain reference to 
the gold which the Anu need for containing their atmosphere 

EPITHERMAL:  (geology) Pertaining to mineral veins and ore deposits formed from warm waters at shallow depth, at temperatures ranging from 
50-200°C, and generally at some distance from the magmatic source.                                            Is this why the Other Worlders come here? 
Read more: http://www.answers.com/topic/epithermal#ixzz1QLX1yfyl 
 

Peter Farley 
Cathars 
Protected in many ways by the powers of the Grayle, these “brave knights” ride forth on the business of their leaders in helping fulfil the 
timetable set for the establishment of the Order’s goals.  But along with that, not being entirely unconscionable, they go forth to seek repentance 
for knowing who it is they serve, and what it is they do. Something there is within each and every one of us that still retains a memory  
This, at one level, is Hermes-Thoth-Mercury-Ningishzidda, the winged messenger of the gods, and the source of the Ancient Mysteries in the 
reborn Egypt. The Grayle is the all-seeing-eye, (Watcher) the pinnacle missing from the truncated pyramid temple, and it is still a means of 
control as many of our references have said – particularly control by the Men in Black from Orion.  
 

“We have reached the most influential military scientists and political leaders, and these humans know we are real. We have told them 
that we will not allow military use of space technology . . . we have programmed some of our messages into earth’s computers . . .  
The scientists are so disturbed by our interference that they are considering polluting the atmosphere with radiation, specifically plutonium . . 
. The scientists who are trying to do this are the Men in Black from Orion . . . The scientific community . . . will demonstrate publicly  . . . that 
they are an ancient technocratic cabal of scientists who were previously one cause of the fall of civilization on Earth.” 

Like a flashback to the 70s and the TV series "V"--they will all fall in line as the changes begin to take place in earnest.  
They will be backed by the advanced crowd-control technology of their acknowledged masters--the aliens who have controlled the planet 

on and off for millennia--in particular the Men in Black from Orion, the old time Black Sorcerer Kings of Atlantis. These aliens are only pawns 
themselves in an even bigger battle taking place at the present time in the Universe. The battle between the forces of Darkness led by Lucifer 
and his minions, and the Forces of Light working for the ultimate Creator. 

In the last Orion battle against earth 25,000 years ago, when Pisces last precessed into Aquarius the Men in Black caused a great cataclysm--
the Fall of Atlantis--but the Men in Black did not succeed in their ultimate goal, which was to wrest the minds of men from the gods throughout 
the Mayan Great Cycle of twenty-five thousand years, from 23,613 to AD 2012 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Right now the timeline of the past 240,000 years looks like a piece of Swiss cheese the way it has been so abused by various alien races, the 
Orion-led New World Order, Thoth/Hermes/Ningishzidda (Anu) and all his cohorts, and various and sundry other time travellers coming and 
going just like the planet was something out of Men in Black II. 
 

http://www.answers.com/topic/epithermal#ixzz1QLX1yfyl
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In an interview conducted by Suanne Konicov (Connecting Link, issue 19, 1992), Al Bielek outlined the additions made to the basic warlike U.S. 
attitude by an alien presence not conducive to the highest ideals of Man - additions that led to the time-altering phenomena we now know as the 
Philadelphia Experiment and the Montauk Project.  In this excerpt, Bielek describes the time-rift ‘tunnels’ formed by some of these activities: 
“It will stabilize itself by the year 2003 unless they reopen it. Then you have another can of worms to deal with. They just don't realize what risks 
they are running in reopening that thing. The rift was stabilized in '63, or this North American continent would now be under salt water.  
There was a special project created, now well-covered, to restabilize the reverse time wave which would have hit the forward one in '63 at the 
node point and wrecked this continent. It was due to the fact that they had this time rift, and because it was unstable in the way it was generated 
(like a standing wave in an RF transmission line). You may not understand RF theory, but you get a reverse wave in an unterminated or 
improperly terminated line (time as a cycle or circle which cries out for completion). Time is a wave as well. 1 SEE “SQUEEZING THE WAVES” IN 1 63 
Time is a key element in the controlling of Mankind on this planet, and we have not heard the last of it on our journey through history.   
For now, however, if one is to keep moving forward with their spiritual growth, an understanding of the cycles of time is necessary to freeing 
themself up from the old paradigm and timeline which is at the present moment diverging, and to move forward into something new and as yet 
unformed, awaiting only the imaginative and cooperative abilities of those who will be there.                               Peter Farley   The End of Time    
 

 
 

   

Found in 1955 in Ojuelos Jalisco Mexico     Baal - Unknown source       Greek cross and ankhs            Egyptian temple cross          Enlil/YHWH cross 

It is not certain what the four points of this cross represent, but logic says it could mean the four points of a compass of the universe as we see it 
Meaning Taurus constellation (East) Aquarius (South) Leo (West) and Scorpio/Antares (North). The angulated cross on the Egyptian alter 
seems to indicate the Grand Cross of the turn of the great wheel of precession…Is this the source of the Templar Cross? What does that mean? 
 

4 85  2 Prisonnier faict mene' au tombereau   
INFERNOS - BEAUMONT AFIRE          
FEAR PIRAEUS MOB UPRAISE 
CEMENT PRISON INFERNO      (cement – cities) 
TOMB FINER ARTIFICE  
UUater  Persia   On menace urban beautifier              
BENEFIT NECROMANIA BUREAU 

Un-American before in a tube, feature became brain union      
Recently I discovered that “cement” can be a key word for 
Quetzal.Coatl which means “cement spirit” 

PIRAEUS MOB: part of the triad involved with altering asteroids 
Could be Ursa.  Chain ref “Telamon” as in cow mutilations lines  
TOMB: pyramid or Rennes     FINER ARTIFICE: the stage gate 
NECROMANIA  BUREAU:  Men In Black    
ON: Annunaki-Oannes…       urban beautifier  (Ran or Pleiades)             
 

 

4 86  4 Apres conquestes meurtrira innocens   
ESTEEM TRUE  ~ REINCARNATIONS CONQUER    
CONQUERESS MEETS SPARCE SEQUENTS  
RECONQUESTS - CORPSES  
Apes R INCINERATORS  IN  OCEANS   
RESUME QUEST  ONCE IRAN RAPES SUMER  

4 86 4  ONCE  (after) IRAN RAPES SUMER  ~ after IRAN attacks IRAQ 
 

REINCARNATIONS  are real 
CONQUERESS: female grey, may be Cassiopeia, who are hybridizing 
humans in order to replenish the polluted earth 
RECONQUESTS CORPSES: men in black or the reincarnations bring 
humans back to life. This is part of the puzzle for other greys who are trying to 
comprehend the “soul”  Apes (Ah-pees) means from Sirius or in Gemini 
R: Draco, possibly greys of the Annunaki - Oannes 

5 92  4 Qui des Romains ne sera trop conforme  
PRAETOR AIM MOIRAS ~ ARREST (Earth)  SAN  
SEE SON’S STAR MEMO  a son’s memos 

ESQUIRED  IN  trees MANSIONS  

CORPORATE NEAR -  READMISSION  EASTER 
ROMANISED MISDOER PROCREATE  EQUIFORM   
 

 
Moira = asteroids aimed on a  Sunday  
Cesar’s “star memo” the Lost Manuscript  forum The STAR & The SHIP 

IN trees MANSIONS: in Celtic zodiac houses   
The CORPORATE is close  (see the Quaran) 
EQUIFORM:  having the same form = Men In Black 

5 92 4    ROMANISED means from the QUARAN  ~ The BOOK OF OTHER WORLDERS. The source for the word ‘ROMAN” is “NORMA” Obs. For Leo 
 

6 5  3 Samarobrin cent lieux de l'hemisphere  
AS UXE SAME span EPHEMERIS  
SERIPH RE-SHAPES HELM HARE (2011) 
SPHERES HELD NONCELEBRITY BARONRY  
MISHEL REEMPHASIS BARONRY UXED 
HESPERIS PHARISEES embryo 
BY SPHERE  MAN POSER 
 
 
 
 
 

Samarobrin one hundred leagues off/from the hemisphere 
SPHERES: orbs. Men in Black 
SERIPH: Seraphina HELM: Argos. Can mean the stage gate 

  –  a god  of the Aett. AS
HESPERIS: Venus or “in the west” 
HESPERIS: America (in the west – of France) 
Men in Black 

Hybrid babies in Vitrum. The “Super Lunar Nurseries” of Cassiopeia 
See Dan Burisch at the end of QORAN QUARAN  forum and see also 
Michael Prince and the Danger of ARTificial INTELLigence in MANNEQUIN 
by James Michael Casbolt (recommended)  …  also at ProjectCamelot.org 

 Then one will be elected who will not be agreeable to the Romans (Normas of Leo) 

Ephemeris: Astronomy, Time and Motion in the Solar System and Universe meaning both AS and the SERAPHINA   use the same mode 
This is the prime method invented by the Anu of standardising time and the cycles of time – by using the celestial clock. The word Aett gave rise 
to the Aettir (Asia) Runes (which are based on the 24 constellations in this clock) and which are the foundation of our alpha-bet. The extra two 
letters that make our alphabet 26 are the inclusion of “C” which was also K (Kano) and the use of “V” additional to “W” (Wunjo) and “U” (Uruz).  

In the times of Nostradamus there was no “W” in use, so two “U”s are needed in these texts. His “I” and “Y” and “J” can be interchanged too 
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6 5  3     SPHERES HELD BARONRY ~ UXE MAN POSER 
BARONRY  BY  SPHERE   
AS UXE (use)   SAME span LINE

MISHEL  (himself)  -EMPHASIS  RE

SERIPH  RESHAPES  EPHEMERIS 

HESPERIS  embryo   PHARISEES  
HELMET …  HARE……….. (Feb 18 – March 17) 
BY  CORN  D… (Friday) 

BARONRY: Grayles?   MAN POSER = Men in Black.  
Come by space craft not by Stage Gate (this instance) 
AS – god of the aett. Not using the stage gate either
HESPERIS: America (in the west – of France) 
The Pharisees maintained that an afterlife existed and that God 
punished the wicked and rewarded the righteous in the world to come 
a  FRIDAY in HELMET Celt Aug 5 – Sept 1    table of  EPHEMERIS 
values that gives the positions of astronomical objects   
CORN is Virgo. See Cesar’s Manuscript regarding Virgo 

6 5 3       The word “embryo” here is either the RE birth of a belief in the PHARISEE principals by Americans, or a literal replacement by hybrid 
bred babies…as a rebirth OF THE AMERICAN people    R.E could also be  Celt September equinox to E. R Celt Elder tree: Nov 25 to Dec 22.           : 

6 12  1 Dresser copies pour monter a` l'empire  
EMPERIAL REMOUNT EPIDERMAL  
REPRISED IMPOSURE ON PREDECESSOR  
IMPEL CORPSE COPIES   

To raise forces to ascend to the empire: see reptilian  
‘Empire’ in the Quaran – book of Other Worlders 
EMPERIAL REMOUNT EPIDERMAL  
CORPSE COPIES - Men In Black   
EMPERIAL: the Empire   

6.12  1 Dresser copies pour monter a` l'empire  
REPRISE  EPIDERMAL  PLANIMETER  
SUPER REMOUNT PLANOMETER MODe (DOMe)   
EMPERIAL.PREDECESSOR ON IMPEL  
IMPOSURE  CORPSE  COPIES   
ETERNAL PERISCOPES  
MOURN  MONTREAL            see 8 86 2                     

 

REPRISE the MEASURE of the outer “skin” of the planes 
This would mean to rethink the matter of volcanoes and the core 
of the Earth…ON = the Oannes in league with the Annunaki 
CORPSE COPIES: Men in black: dead raised “with the living” 
ETERNAL WATCHERS 
scopes (sees) rip omen  

 

6 24  1 Mars et le scepte se trouvera conioinct   
ROMANISTIC MORTICIANS REROUTES Astronomic  
~ UUATERS ROSE           (Friday clue) 
ANTINOMIC  SCEPTRE     (tribes)  ORM ACTION  

L (Tau Ceti) METRICATIONS  PRESELECT  U  

SEER  UUROTE  TREES  LETTERS - STREAM                 

Mars and the sceptre (URANUS/tribes) will be found conjoined 
Sceptre: obsolete for stars near Lepus the Hare, is this a pun for 
“NEAR LEPUS” the year of the Rabbit?      NEAR LEPUS is ORION 

MORTICIANS Men in black. M: Orion R: rods/draco ORM: gold powder 

ANTINOMIC: opposite. Opposite to Tribes – the Aesir  
Or Opposite Uranus?   U:  astronomical…Earth’s orbit 
L: Conduit or “flow” and/or Cetus. TREES LETTERS: Celt code 

6 24 1 Mars et le scepte se trouvera conioinct 
ROMANISTIC  REROUTES  Astronomic  L  (flow) SCEPTRES (Uranus) 

M. R. MORTICIANS LET  ANTINOMIC ACTION ~  
UUATERS  ROSE                      (Friday clue) 
SEER  LETTERS  STREAM  ROUTE  (uueb) 

METRICATIONS  (ANU?)  PRESELECT U ROUTE 

Mars and the sceptre (URANUS/tribes) will be found conjoined 
Sceptre:  obsolete for stars near Lepus the Hare; is this a pun for 
“NEAR LEPUS” the year of the Rabbit? Or from Lepus near Orion 
MORTICIANS:  are Men in black.               M: Orion R: Draco 
ANTINOMIC: opposite. Opposite action Or Opposite Uranus?    
U: astronomical…Earth’s orbit           Sceptre single is Jupiter 

6 24 1  ROMANISTIC means “of  Norma” which in this case is those from Regulus – come to help move the Earth (REROUTES astronomic)  

Or it means Earth is re-routed in the direction of Norma 
 

6 60  4  Au port de blaue deceus par moine et prebstre  
PUCE  ENEMIES (“enemy” obs. For in Capricorn) 
PTEROSAUR  BLADE PROTUBERATED  

At Blaye (Brittany) port (portal) deceived by monk and priest 

PUCE = a dark red. This colour is mentioned in other lines 
BLADE = shoulder blade    PROTUBERATED ( bulges out 

2 29  3 Transpercera le ciel, les eaux et neige 
            It will cross the skies, waters and snow 
 

CARPENTER CLEAR LIES  
ELSE (otherwise) NEXT PARTNER  
PARENTS EXIGENT ANGRIEST  

GREAT  ARGENTITES  ENTREATING  TRIAGE  

ARGENTINE TEGUEXIN (S Amer lizard 
CLEARER PRESAGE TIN   (Sagittarius 
 

TRIAGE fixing the most urgent matters first 

 

 

CARPENTER the obsolete term for Leo who 
in other lines are part of the false rapture 
with their shape shifting craft (one of which 
is a lizard shape) and the PTEROSAUR  is 
the reptilian entity in league with the Anu. 
The Carpenter Leonine (from Denebola) is 
one of the TRIAD involved with kid.napping  
GREAT ARGENTITE the Tall Whites are 
asking the Anu for help in the moving  
Earth away from the dangers of the sun 
 

PRESAGE 

14 Decembre 1555 TIN   (Sagittarius)  Nostradamus’ birthday 
La porte exclame trop frauduleuse et feinte 
La gueule ouverte, condition de paix:                   hole or trap 
Rhosne au cristal, eau, neige, glace teinte 
La mort, mort, vent par pluye cassé faix 

 

Strongly protests the portal  fraudulently and false 
The hole opened, (the rip in the canopy) peaceful conditions: 
Rhone in crystal, water, snow, ice stained:                 ice age 
The death, more  death, by wind, rain - broken (by) burden       (a pun) 
(this could be saying “death of death” meaning men in black) 
 

La Port: time portals have been dismissed as a fiction all through the 20th century by everyone except science fiction writers 

Burden:  Mining. overburden (def. 3). waste earth and rock covering a mineral deposit; (Gold?) “Broken by burden” 
could also mean that the entire set up of having gold as the foundation for our economy is too much of a burden for the economy 

In Metallurgy:  the minerals (Earth itself in this case?)  charged into a blast furnace for steelmaking  furnace (Our sun) 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/overburden
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22 1557 Nouembre TIN (Sagittarius) (collator’s birthday) 
Mer close, monde ouvert, cite. renduë 
Faillir le Grand esleu nouveau, grand brume, 
Floram, patere entrer camp, foy rompuë, 
Effort fera severe à blanche plume. 
 

Sea enclosed, world opened (by the sea), city surrendered (to the sea) 
The newly elected president to fail, great pall:               (Yellowstone?) 
Florence conned, cabin (ufo) to enter, contract broken           (Treaty 9) 
Stress will be severe by the white plume            (Pliny cloud/chemtrails) 

23 1557 Decembre           in Capricorn  
Tutelle à Veste, guerre meurt, translatée, 
Combat naual, honneur, mort, prelature : 
Entrée, decez. France fort augmentée, 
Esleu passé, venu à la mal heure.         (at a bad time) 
  

Vesta, (an asteroid) tutelage (guided) war dies, (Earth) transferred 
Naval (flooded) combat, honour, death, prelature: (preferred place to be) 
Death come into France greatly augmented                       (by asteroids?) 
Elected one passed, come to a bad end.       A date clue… Go to 9 4 2 

46 1559 Decembre   (4+6 = 10th) in Sagittarius 
La joye en larmes viendra captiver Mars. 
Devant le Grand seront esmeus Divins. 
Sans sonner mot entreront par trois pars. 
Mars assoupi, dessus glas troutent vins. 

Joy in tears Mars will come to captivate                       (the orbit of a red planet) 
In front of the Great one (Anu) the divines (Tau Cetians) will be stirred up: 
Without uttering a word they will enter from three sides    (the triad-no warning) 
Mars made drowsy, (red planet slows) the ice runs in wine   (in wine = in Virgo)  

 

6 61 1 Le grand tappis plie' ne monstrera 
MENTIONS  NEMESIS  pipe  REAL  DANGER 
MONSTER  TAPS  PIPELINE     see pictures last pages 
ARREST, RARE REPEL –        see « bull’s horns » ditto 
Prominent nominates pipes 

I met personnel – omnipresent El 

else (otherwise) mentions  AS    (a god of the Vanir) 
APPOINT LINE ~ OMENS on men reptiles…        below   

 
NEMESIS. Another name for the destroyer – Nibiru solar system 
ELSE: otherwise. I met personnel: plural “employees” of El, Eloim being 
plural, (all encompassing) where “I” is Nostradamus 
RARE: very difficult. ARREST : stop 

Pipes is a Celt date : March 18 – April 14  2013 

Prominent: principal one  – “Creator God - Father” 
in MEN IN BLACK : man: obsolete :: Orion or men: obsolete: Aquarius, 
possibly the Tau Cetians from Cetus in the south skies 

 

 
NEMESIS  pipe  REAL  DANGER 

 

10 92 4 
SALIENT ETHNICAL GIANTS CASTING 
« STEALING HELICAL CASING » 

“pipe” is also the date of March 18 – April 14. 
The actual dates the sun anomalies were 
reported: are March 12 and April 26 2012 

 

From Omens 5 56 2 Sera esleu Romain de bon aage 
SEAL GAEA  AUREOLE  

RAD ARES RULES DOMAIN B 

.A. AGREE ~ AIM MOIRA MAIDENS BONE  
AGREES  RELEASE SAGE  AM NOON I (Dec 19/20) A  
 

Earth’s atmosphere? ARES: in Leo and/or manslaughter 
RAD =  a measurement of Radiation   B Dec 24 – Jan 20 
MAIDENS = Canis Major (Sirius) = Oannes & Canis minor 
AIM MOIRA asteroid - BONE: Capricorn towards the north 

A: Cassiopeia  (and December 21/22) SAGE: Wormwood 

From Omens 6 53 3 Par Duc fertile a` son grand Roy Bretaine 
REPAGINATE EARLIER AEGIPAN SEAL 
ARSENOLITE DORY DRAGONRY 
REPEAT DRAGON LEO ING 
BY READAPTING 
AS SAINT SOON TRIAGE 
BOY ISOLATE - FRACTURED ION RADON 

AEGIPAN SEAL See MISRAIM 1 36 2 on page 29 Omens 
By Miss Frances Rolleston, see also SECOND COMING forum 
REPEAT: is Procyon in Canis Minor, is also Gemini 
ING: the harvest DORY: space craft shaped like a dory fish 
Dory is a pun on “golden” D’or DRAGON (Oannes) 
READAPTING: phasing – shape shifters 
BOY = LAD = DAL.         FRACTURED = FRACTAL 
 

From Omens 6 1 4 Un Romain chef le craindra dedans l’eau 
DRAINED VENULAR (Dragonry) PARACELSUS VALUE  

CHANI* ACRONIM IN ROMAN CALENDAR  

IS M  ICON  IN COMA...COIN AM 
EDDA AID FRENCH UN CALENDAR 
SEAL AIM ~ HARMONIC SEND MOIRA  

MAVOURNIN  UNRAVELS   ENHARMONIC  CLEF  

Fear a Roman (Norma) chief in the water - the Oannes/Leo 
ROMAN QORAN QUARAN = book of Other Worlders 

EDDA asteroid changes the calendar 
Icon in Coma: the star of Bethlehem in Virgo 
M ICON = ORION 
HARMONIC – using sonic 
MAVOURNIN: dear one ENHARMINIC CLEF = THE ORBITS 

 

CHANI* the Acronym is Channelled Halographic Access Network Interface: An entity which communicated for five 

years with computer operators at a secret particle collider in Africa.      Why do we have all these particle colliders? 

 

Au fondement de la nouvelle secte 

Default Encodement OS OMEN 

NOUU UUE ALONE ƒELECT WELL 

U.N FOMENTED DEMENTED Scene FATED... 
UU. L. FOUND LAMENTED END NOEL  
or: UNFOMENTED scene: A: Dec 22 

OS is in Capricorn OMEN 
According to Nostradamus, Eloim says this is our real 
Nemesis.  ELSE: otherwise. Prominent: principal one – “god” 
I met personnel: plural “employees” of El, Eloim being plural 
RARE: very difficult. ARREST : stop 
in MEN IN BLACK : man: obsolete Orion or men: obsolete Aquarius 

 

See 5 92 4 “elected one” not suitable for the Off Worlders 
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6 66 1 Here is where we get into the debate regarding FATE. We can all have only ONE FATE – the final end. 
           The destinies (destinations) along the way is what comes our way during the advancement to our fate. 
Nostradamus refers to this problem in his Preface to his son Cesar… in relation to prophecies that become altered 
over the course of time by what he calls ‘chance’ and ‘natural events’. One good example of this, the person who 
was « destined » [but not ‘fated’ to] discover anti-gravity as a source of power was killed as a boy in Auschwitz 
 (thus his fate, with one of his destinies unfulfilled).  
Here is another way to put it. 
I do not know what my fate (singular) will be, apart from the fact that it will assuredly include the end of this life. 
My destiny has included many – usually controlled by my will but not always. I chose to have my last child, I was 
destined to produce her. But if I had stayed on the pill – that destiny would have been altered.   I have had many 
destinies, one of which has been the work I am doing here on the Hidden Texts for Nostradamus. The quandary  
for Nostradamus was a leap of faith, since he had included Allan Webber’s name – my full name – and many other 
person’s names within the hidden texts. I have googled a couple of them, and they are most certainly real people. 
These are people destined to be involved in whatever topic their name appears – with the possibility  that  they 
won’t. Fate may have taken them in another direction causing them to be unable to fulfill that particular destiny. 
Such as the boy genius taken unwittingly by the Nazis, altering that potential destiny of his and providing his fate.  

 

6 71  1 Quand on viendra le grand Roy parenter 
RADON  PONDERARY  IRE   
DORY LAND DRAGONRY  DAN  
PRAY LEGENDARI QUARAN  TERRAQUE-AN 
QUARTENE  DONT  ENTER,  LAND 
PRAY ON  NOR  ROD  QUE  PREY  (false rapture)            
ROQ  penury Eq. -   R. pure Enyo 
QUATERN  

TERRAQUE-AN = Earth-water An/Oannes 

 

PONDERARY: carrying weight = the problem of RADON 
DAN: Scorpio DRAGON  the year of and a double pun 
QUARTENE: synthetic  Men In Black   Dory: flat round craft 
ON: Annunaki – Oannes and obsolete for Egypt 
O.R: Andromeda Council PENURY: extreme poverty  
ROQ: rock = Earth  Eq: Equus, date of the horse 
R: rods (Enyo)  pure warriors, and female   
QUATERN: Four, by four line stanzas, so this line must have fifteen others 
that go with it.  DAN could be DNA which would mean “shape shifting” 

 

6 72  1 Par fureur feinte d'esmotion divine  
DEMOTIONS URƒA FIREPAN  INFRACTED      (violated) 
CONFEDERATISM UNDI(ne)       [water breather Oannes] 
UN-FAIRER  T.O  - INFARCTED             (necrotic = m.i.b.) 

 

DEEMS  FRANTIC  EMOTIONS   INTO  RAPINE    (attack) 

Through feigned fury of divine emotion (false flag)…here we are 
again – the ‘wrathful’ god, which really means the angry Other 
Worlder…a totally different concept 
DEMOTIONS  FIREPAN  [Ursa Minor ] …moved off the polestar!  
T =(Ursa or Treaty & Aug 5 – Sept 1”) O= (the Andromeda council) 

– moving of the Earth was meant to be team work 

So stay cool – confuse them with your cred, they respect courage 
 

 

 
 

CONFEDERATISM: means the Confederate which is generally supposed to be composed of 
those who wish “to help” but does include certain Off Worlders which do not always have that 
agenda. The “Federation” does, but the “Confederation” includes additionally, those from 
Sirius (Prince of Dark Men and the Oannes of the Anu) 
Here we have the Prince of Dark Men (Sirius) in his black mitre with the Ursa Majorites 
clamouring to get their way – in the south.       Does he have HIS LEFT FOOT BANDAGED? 
Explanation: The left foot of Orion connects to Epsilon Erid.anus – meant to be an 
ally of the triad of Sirius-Orion-Erid.anu 
The Ursa Minor faction rides “on the shoulders” of Sirius or “to the north”, as it has been the 
polestar! And under the auspices of those from Sirius. Since Cetus is supposed to become 
the new polestar (was in the south before the Earth lies on its side) then Ursa Minor will be 
“demoted” or “moved down”! Note the “V” shaped” or “spade” shaped icon on his breast and 
the darkness behind him, saying he pretends to be in league with the Andromeda Council 
 

 

6 73  1 En cite' grande un moine et artisan   
ANCIENT MONEY INSANE TREATISE  
INSANE ARGENTIC = (silver/ greys) TREATY   
NICAEAN ARTISTE GRANTED CREATING MONEY  
GENETIC  ANCIENTS  ENTREAT RECRUIT  SAINT AS              
RE MONEY ACTING   

ANCIENT MONEY arrangement = the need for gold, (by the 
Anun.nakim) upon which all our foundations have been laid falsely 

These silver greys could be the “heroes” in the Lost book of Enki 
AS SAINT: the god of the Aettir, involved with the Vanir hybrid 
breeding program. The consequences of the love for easy money has  
created a worthless human being 
GENETIC ANCIENTS – the Anun.nakim 

      

6 73 1 NICAEAN:  from  NI  = for Nibiru. CA for Cabal. EA for Enki. AN for the Anu. The Nicaean Council which collated our current bible. 
So far the forum titled  “THE NAMES OF THE ANUN.NAKIM”  has 108 names  –  it is evident we need to let go pedantic spelling in this case 
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6 74  1 La deschassee au regne tournera 
A  RUNE SEES CHALDEA  NEAR         (an asteroid)  
SACHS  CHASES  NEUTRON                          [ufos]  
GETS  LAUNCHED  OS                        [in Capricorn] 
ENTOURAGE  ARGUE  ROUTE   
OUR  REGENT TO RUE  GENE  DEAL          

She who will be cast out will return to reign (Rice?) 
A RUNE means the sky rune which is Cassiopeia, hybrid breeder 
Space craft to “neutron” the asteroid, to move it where it is needed 
The coordinates of the asteroid are argued over, because this asteroid 
is to do a particular job: roll Earth out of the way of danger from the 
sun. The “gene deal” went awry when we bred like rabbits 

 

I have no idea how these two lines arrived here in the Men In Black forum!            GETS LAUNCHED  –  could be the Earth. = LOUDEST CHANGES 

OUR  REGENT …this is Nostradamus saying “OUR” and “REGENT” must be Eloim which allowed the Anu to play with genes 

7 24 1 L’enseveli sortira du tombeau 
BAUME SEAL  – NEBULAE  ENSUABLE  YULE 
RAY  SORELY TRY  LENAEUS  (YULE?) 
 
U.N STORY (BAUME) UNSEEABLE 
TOMB (Y) MOB TROY 

He who was buried will come out of the tomb: Men In Black 
BAUME is an asteroid – ensuing from a nebulae Christmas 
TOMB TROY MOB: Men In Black (the Trojan horses) 
RA(Y) = Ra means the Coronal Mass Ejection 
LENAEUS: Dionysus god of vegetation 
UNSEEABLE: telescope needed?       See page 29 Omens 

Or Men In Black unseeable?   Y = Auriga.  Or “I”/Halloween TROY means a mountain or Homer/Pleione 
 

BAUME SEAL : These two words are a pun. The difference between an OMEN and a SEAL – is that « omens » are only portents and 
signs, whereas a SEAL means it is set in stone and needs to occur. Baume is the name of an asteroid (any asteroid is meant by this) 
but BAUME is also a scientific measurement for density of liquids, hinting at ocean movement. This is saying that an asteroid will 
ensue at a ‘Yuletime’  from the direction of a nebula, or that  a NEBULA  will ensue, from our own sun. This is corroborated in many 
other lines which speak of SLAYER RAYS and AMPS and OHMS, and the moving of Earth out of harm’s way. 

 

7 24  1 L'enseveli sortira du tombeau  
TROY Symbol BAUME SEAL TOMB   
LENAEUS MOB ENSUE LAB YULE 
NEBULAE  UNSEEABLE  RAY   
STORY SORELY TRY U.N 

 

 
TROY symbol is I think, Homer = Pleiades 
BAUME is an asteroid SEAL from Revelation in the Bible 
LENAEUS: Dion Ysus (god of Isus: Sirius) or and a large moth 
Pterourus menatius lenaeus indicating the UUyvern mothman 

7 40  3 Au second guet par mont feront prouesse  
PROETUS  POSTURE  USA  OCEAN  
PUGET SOUND NOT CENSORED        (safe) 
R RETROFORM  MORT USES  PORT  
ONCE PARTS ORNE   USA Dungeon FORT  
CAUSES REFORMAT PROTON - SEE-SAUU              

ONCE = after              PUGET SOUND Washington State 
PROETUS POSTURE: insectoide type  greys  
RETROFORM MORT: men in black 
PORT = stage gate DUNGEON/underground FORT Knox 
ORNE = flowering Ash tree, a Celtic zodiac date, three dates… 
Nov 22 – Dec 1. Feb 18 – Mar 17. May 25 – June 3 

7 40  3  Allan’s original 

SECOND TONGUED PORTUNES      (holder of keys 
PROETUS  POSTURES   U.S.           
ON  ENCORE USA FORT PART Dungeon           
CAUSES OCEAN  SEE-SAUU ~ REFORMAT  
RETROFORM  MORT USES  RA (sun)  PORT PROTON             

 

Second person on the hidden texts has the keys 
PROETUS POSTURES: praying mantis greys  
ON: Annunaki. ENCORE: come again.  
Dungeon =  Area 51 FORT (Fort Knox) 
RETROFORM MORT: men in black PORT: carry… see 
illustrations last pages 

 

7 40  3  PROETUS  (a Trilobite creature, described like a cross between a scorpion and a crab by an Iowa minister when he saw it in 
2007 on the back of a cow during a cattle mutilation/Earthfiles.com) …could be PROTEUS, which means two things: the god from the 
ocean (Gk)which would Argo (in the second coming)  and the Elephant Man Syndrome where parts of the body become enlarged 

 

8 34  3 Delves et brodes septieme million 
EPISTEME SUBTREE SPEEDIEST  
PESTIS ROD SEEPS - BREEDS OUT  
USE MILLION OLDEN SET BE 
TIME  STEPS  BEST 
ROD Epitomise ILL    

Noun, 1. episteme - the body of ideas that determine the 
knowledge that is intellectually certain at any particular time. 
cognition, knowledge, noesis. SUBTREE =  saying here that the  

“body of ideas” in the hidden texts are quickest understood using the 
“SUB TREE” which is the Celtic Zodiac.BE = in Virgo SET = at Easter. 
TIME STEPS = stage gate, indicating there are other time travel ways 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  8 88 4 Lui mesmes apres soin someil marrit scome 

ELOIM: AMPERES (c.m.e?) NOISOME COMETS 
M. SCLEROTIUM COST SIMEON  

COMETS  ASPERSIONS  I  YULE  

SEEMS  MY OMENS LIE                (e.g. “Peru Slip”) 

IMMORTALISER  SESSION  COMES 

CYMOLUSE (small flowers-seen) TIN – in Sagittarius and/or UK 

SIMEON can mean the year of the monkey, Pisces and the 

Yid nation. Any or all. I = Egypt  I December 20/Halloween 

M = Orion. SCLEROTIUM: Men in Black? 
TIN: the ‘tin’ isles, (UK) the Metal is Zeus – 
TIN: in Sagittarius/Pisces or Jupiter 
small flowers could be Artemis Alba = Wormwood 

 

In other lines the Eloim (light being) produces radon which is dangerous to humans… so as well as a coronal mass ejection 
(‘slayer rays’) happening at Yule, so are the Elohim. In 3 5 it says: “but two great good natured ones by land and sea will 
relieve all parts” – this could be referring to the Plejarens (from Pleiades) and the Arcturans (of the Hopi) – are they the 
Eloim? No. 
SEEMS MY OMENS LIE: well, yes, Peru did not happen in 2012… the explanation sits in the Preface to Cesar. Peru is yet to occur. 
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9 3  3 A Rome naistra deux monstres a` testes double 
ASSORTMENT  ARSENITE  EXTRUDES 
EASTERNMOST STATES UNSTEADIER  
UXED MOX EMONIA  EMONA 
U.N READIEST METEOR A - MUD B 
Ra El  TREATS EASTER  BLUE  RAI    (Kachina?)     
STATES  ISTAR (Sirius) DOUBLE MOERAE  
OMIT DREAM –  ROD  TIME  AM – ROD  Et  MAIM 

At Rome will be born two double-headed monsters (asteroids 
EXTRUDES ARSENITE ASSORTMENT  Men In Black 
 

MOX:  radiation 
A – December 22  B = Dec 24 – Jan 20 
Also saying “meteor first, then floods” 
STATING that SIRIUS sent two asteroids 

OMIT DREAM = get over it, this is real 

 

9 46  4   Mort estrangler carne omination  
MONITOR  OMEN …it into moon 

REMONSTRATION  ~ TREAT  
STRANGLE TORMENTS IN NECROMANIA    
REMONSTRANT ANOINT ANTIMONI TORMENTORS                     

NITROAMINE  ANGELS  NOMINATE  EMONA  INTO  MOTION 

Carnal prognostication to strangle death  = Men in Black 
REMONSTRATION  from Nostradamus! 
NECROMANIA (men in black) they feel nothing (no torments) 
TORMENTORS  the “anointed” greys 
EMONA  =  an asteroid 

 

9 74  4 Et a` Vulcan corps morts sepulturer  
PULSES  Rupture  Nuclear  Reactor                                        
CERN TAUNT ALL – TRUE …Tall creuu vent art 
MAN  PUSTULES  CORPS  POSTURES  STEPS 
AVERT  MONO  CARPS  VERNACULATE    

Vulcan = VAN (Vanir god = Cassiopeia) CLU, VAN CUL  
CERN is Raypoz of 9 44 – flee flee 
MAN: Orion  CORPS: men in black 
Avert: to ward off; prevent:    “vernaculation” refers to the process of 
creation, mode of expression of a group or class.   

AVERT (prevent) MONO CARPS: plants that fruit only once in their lifetime:  i.e. genetically engineered “Planned 
Obsolescence” to force farmers to buy seed every year because they are unable to reproduce from G.M. seed 

 

Refers to 4 51 1 on page 6 
 

ONE SIDE UPSIDE (Earth) UNCURVED in   

NONE            (of Capricorn = January 5th  
The FIFTH of January – would that be 

where the number ‘5’ belongs? 
None is a Roman date  in the same way the 

Ides of any month are  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Crop circle June 12 2012 

Looks like the Earth and moon  

being flung off their orbit not 

before doing a “half flip” 

Taking five days to leave? 
 

Photo Bruce Coldbridge.  
Silbury Hill Wiltshire 

9 91  4 MEN DEFAULTERS:   MEN - is obsolete for “from Aquarius” the DEFAULTERS could be Men In Black. CLONING 
could refer to “SPUN IN CRANE” 8 40 4,   2 80 4 and many others. Crane is in tail of Pisces near Aquarius 
EMONIA:  Magnetic Electricity Generator  
Building a magnetic free energy device that generates free electric energy for home use, to find out how this has been done visit:  
http://www.MagEnergy.us 

 

 

9 96  2 Duc entrera par persuasion   
UNDEREACT (to) RUSSIAN PAPERS  WORDS  

RAISE RARE PARTNERS Centuries  
UNNOTICED  PUP  DINOSAURS 
REUNION  CARPENTER [Leo]  A 
RED REAR,   UPRAISE CETUS  
ANCIENT ARSENOUS  ADONIS            (Adonis is Orion)   

No one seems to be reacting to the words published by Russian 
Scientists…extract below PUP DINOSAURS: Pup is Puppis the ‘poop 
deck’ of Argo.  One of the Second coming, the ‘unholy six’. See 2 5 
also titled “the desired” or at least Argo is; in the Mizraim  by Miss 
Frances Rolleston     CARPENTER : allied with Regulus (not Denebola)  

A is Cassiopeia or December 21/22       RED REAR, means Nibiru. By 
‘upraising Cetus’ (from south pole to north pole) indicates poles shift. 

 

9 96 2  RUSSIAN  PAPERS  WORDS …    “Letters of Extraterrestrial Civilizations: The Last Warning”,  
“Extraterrestrial Civilizations (ETC) warn: the weakening of Earth's magnetic field has reached a critical value, and threatens the life of mankind. 
‘ETC’ instructions in crop circles indicate how to escape from global cataclysms which will begin very soon.” 

ET pictograms (CROP CIRCLES) predict global cataclysms: 
The Russian scientist group states that the Extraterrestrial pictograms communicate that:  
“Extraterrestrial Civilizations (E.T.C)  
predict three preliminary catastrophes followed by global cataclysms of a magnitude  
beyond anything experienced in living memory.  There will be a short time period between all these events."  

9 91  4 Mal incogneu, et le refus d'Anthoine  
HOT EMATHION  SHAFT  U.N   in  I (Halloween/Dec 19/20) 

CLONING  MEN  DEFAULTERS  (men in black)  
GNOMICAL  MALE (male greys) 
REIN  Left  Another     (reptoid)  
SUDAN  FUSED  E   
REFUEL CONGENIAL  EMONIA  

NAMED THOUSAND LINCS      

Either SUDAN does the fusing or Sudan becomes “FUSED” 
EMATHION:  son of Electra – one of the Pleiades, so this means an 
Electron related being, thing or event.      E = September 20/21 
U.N. could also mean Uranite Erid.anu, which could mean it is the 
Erid.anu who are doing the “SHAFTING”.      I also means “Egypt” 
REIN is Auriga (see pg 3 FUSE PALL RIP) 
EMONIA: magnetic power 
THOUSAND LINCS (names) of the Anun.nakim  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo98RvaO8Hs&feature=email
http://www.magenergy.us/
http://www.ourtransition.info/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1&Itemid=2&lang=en
http://www.ourtransition.info/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=134&Itemid=7&lang=en
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They continue: 
“E.T.C warn that civilization has to be pre-informed about the scenario of global cataclysms [before the] beginning [of the] 
event.  A civilization that is not informed has no chance to make the Transition in time and to prolong life.  
First pre-cataclysm will be related with interruption of global system of communication (or C.M.E?)  –  phone, Internet.  
Pre-informed civilization will avoid shock and chaos of super-powerful disaster and has a chance to make the Transition in time.” 

 

9 97 1 PAIRS:  [two different subjects – and also........ 
STAR POINTERS SEEM SEEN   
PORTRAITS COPIER  ~ CORE ARTS  
PROPENSITIES (natural ability) REDEEMS  
SENT ENTRIES RAPISTS RECOPIES  
RECEPTIONS RIOTS  -  PORTS AIR 
ATROPINS  (greys)  POED  T  

[AIR PORTS – rarely means ‘airports’ in the lines] 

PORTRAITS :  former people seen, because   “core arts” from the 
core of your brain = visions.                  SEEM SEEN = holograms? 
Or a reference to Cesar’s Lost Manuscripts 
PORTS = carries... AIR (their own atmosphere) 
RAPISTS RECOPIES are the Men In Black       rape:  to attack 
Atropins –  reference to the greys which need atropin for their eyes 
POE: human combustion. T is Ursa Majorites  or  July 8 – August 4 

 

9 97 1 De mer copies en trois pars divisee  
PAIRS:  [linked.......which will be paired in a line elsewhere]  

STAR  POINTERS  SEEM  RED    
RIOTS  RECEPTIONS  REDEEM   (in Libra, a pun 
COPIES  PORTRAITS  SEEN ~ ARTS PROPENSITIES  
P. O. T  SENT ATROPINS  ENTRIES    (greys)         
RAPISTS RECOPIES  
PORTS  AIR  CORE        (Kore: the stage gate 

The oceans forced into three portions 
STAR  POINTERS: the north pole star – in a red sky 
PORTRAITS SEEN :  the vignettes of the Lost Book of Cesar 
PORTS = carries... AIR (their own atmosphere) by COPIES (tanks of air 
RAPISTS RECOPIES are the Men In Black   rape: meaning to attack 
Atropines – the greys which need atropine for their eyes.                   
P: Algol     O: Andromeda    T: Ursa and/or the Treaty = the Triad 
[AIR PORTS – rarely means ‘airports’ in the lines] 

 

 10 1  1 A L'ennemy, l'ennemy foy promise  
ENN~EMM~Y,   (Capricorn)  Y,  ENN MEN   
POLYMERISE  Y                     (from Auriga) 
IMPLORE  MY  LIMONENES  
MY NELL SELL  MY PROMISE (Nell/Helen) 
PROOF  SEMIPRONELY   Oƒ  (Os is bone is Capricorn 

ENN is Celt Ash zodiac Feb 18 – Mar 17. ‘N’ is also the sky rune for 
Erid.anians. Y means Auriga ….and MEN obsolete Aquarius.    
 Y also means Yew Day December 20 or Halloween 
POLYMERISE [ingredients in plastics] = Men In Black       
IMPLORE LIMONENES  (Tall Whites)  means to pray 
SEMIPRONELY : the Earth to be on its side – (twice)                                                              

 

10 2  3 Dix naues proches tourneront pousser  
LEPROUS CORPSE SOULS ~  PLUTO SLIDE       
NIAUX  AUXIN  CHORE  
R CHOSE PROTON   NEXUS~A~    

LET (allow) PROTONEUTRON  (star winds) PAUSE                                                   

PLUTO “SLID” 20 years faster as Nibiru MEN IN BLACK, passed 
NIAUX (caves) means prehistoric (and a clue where to hide) MIB 
AUXIN means plant hormones which cause cellular growth. This can 
be saying ‘in spring’. And telling us that the prehistoric peoples were 
‘created’ (CHORE) this way. R-Draco. A NEXUS = December 21/22 

 

10 2  3 NEXUS  Noun, nex·us. 1. A means of connection; tie; link. Joining the dots. 2. A connected series or group. 3. Cell Biology. 
4. The core or center, as of a matter or situation such as the centre of the Galaxy which we cross December 21/22 2012.  

WHENEVER 2012 REALLY IS  see Dr Hans Ulricht-Niemitz “The Middle Ages Never Happened” deleted by the stroke of a pen 
 

10 23  2 Par lors l'armee se saisira d'Antibe   
SEE M.I.B.  IRIS  ~  PARENTAL BANDIT  
SOLAR  RADIANTS  BITE ~ POLAR  ROLLS 
SEAS  Rise                        

BITE (in) DAN – Scorpio…(or ‘bite DNA’) 
SEE by using IRIS (looking glass in the stage gate) 
PARENTAL BANDIT  stealing babies in utero 
SOLAR BITES: the “slayer rays” in other lines-C.M.E. 

10 23  2  
SEE M.I.B.  IRIS  ~  PARENTAL BANDIT  

SOLAR RADIANTS BITE ~ POLAR  ROLLS ~ SEAS Rise                        

Men In Black  IRIS (looking glass or greys or both) 
PARENTAL BANDIT  could refer to the “trade in men” lines 
SOLAR BITES: The “POE” effect, human combustion 

10 23 2    Unfortunately – due to the ‘fun’ movies MEN IN BLACK, readers seem to think of the real men in black as human… 
However, if you google Dr. Dan Burisch and read his information, you will see just how truly horrendous the real 
“Men in Black” are. Basically, they are zombies in the most profound sense. REVANENT, Nostradamus says in other lines. 

REVANENT means “risen from the dead”.                    PARENTAL BANDIT could mean that adults are stolen to become Men in Black. 

10 24  4 Sauf coup de feu barril liqueur d'abeille.      « Bees » = Ursa 

ISABELLE  EBRILLADE QUADRILLE I   (Halloween)   
FED COUP RID  BELIAL REBURIAL   

AS A'QUIRED ABLE FUEL        LABEL   BREUU (barrel)   

  AS is a god of the Aettir. ABLE FUEL  – to move the Earth                 

Except (for) the late (recent) bees barrel blast: this refers to the 
space “station” implosion seen Sept. equinox 2011 in which 

Nostradamus says “YOU SAUU ME DIE” 4 31 4 in “Canis Canare” 

REBURIAL  (men in black)           FEDERATION  of Other Worlders 
BREUU May 13 – June 9 (A crop circle said  May 20 Bees: Cancer     

 

10 24 4   EBRILLADE: A bridle check; a jerk of one rein, given to a horse when he refuses to obey a turn.   Rein means Auriga. 
QUADRILLE: is a historic dance performed by six couples in a rectangular formation originating as a horse-ridden movement. 
Here it has two hidden meanings. The quadrangle (square) means Pegasus. The SIX reference is aimed at the Second Coming 
ISABELLE:  as a name means “GOD’S PROMISE” and as a reference to a horse is the famous palomino colour which is not a 
breed of horse, just the golden colour. Hence it means the “golden host” Notice these are all Spanish terms related to horses? 
SUMMARY:  The ‘GOLDEN HOST’ is coming from PEGASUS to ‘check’ and cause to ‘turn away’ - those from AURIGA which 
are one of the ‘UNHOLY SIX’ of the SECOND COMING. SPAIN is involved.  The ‘horse’ references are the dates of Halloween 
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10 24 Sauf coup de feu barril liqueur d'abeille 

Sauf  - bar - besides  - but - contrary - else  - except - nobody - none - pass - piece - provide - respect - safe-conduct - specify - unless  save   safe   except             
d'abeille  bee  - sting - vaguely….BEE AND BAR MEAN IN CANCER 
coup  abort - afterthought - back - backhand - battering - bear -  bell - belt -  bite - blast - bloodless - blow - bolt - bound  - certainty - setback 
feu  afire - aflame -  beacon -  blaze -  burn - burning - curfew -  enemy - flash - flint - fuel - glare - heat  late (died recently) sparkle  burner  tail light  flash   

barril   barrel - keg  Gerry can - cask BARREL MEANS BREW THE DATE 
 

10 27  1 Par le cinquieme et un grand Hercules  
And  the fifth via one great Hercules (Earth to fifth place by Herculobus) 

LURCHED EVENT LUNAR ECLIPSE CQIN    (Nov 28 2012)        
QUINCE DRENCH CALIPERS QUIN  
HAND  REPLACES  SCHEDUL 
CRUEL HERCULES REPLICAS  RELINCQ  
CLEAR CLUE ENGRAVEMENT IN SEPULCHRE 

LUNAR ECLIPSE AND THE EARTH “LURCHES” crop circle pg 13 
QUINCE is Cydonia an asteroid FLOODS the MAP (CALIPERS) in 
QUIN – May? In May 25th is a Lunar eclipse 2013 
HAND is Leo, replacing a clause in the Treaty 
Hercules are the Zeta Herculis greys or Herculobus, Nibiru system 
REPLICAS = Men In Black 
SEPULCHRE is the Sphinx or the tomb of Nostradamus 

 

10 27 1  alternately: LUNAR ECLIPSE QUIN (MAY) QUINCE (asteroid) ~ EVENT LURCHED (Earth)  DRENCH CALIPERS CQIN    
                                   however, Lunar eclipses in 2012 are: June 4th  (Celtic month is May)  November 28th   (Celtic month is October)  (NASA) 

Also in April 25 2013, May 25 2013 (begins Saros series 150)  and October 18 2013 

10 36  2  L'Isle Harmotique* le tiendra a` mespris  
AMPERSAND  RETAINS  QUIET  DRAMA      
replies: immediate praise                              

ISOTHERMAL PERILS  PIE  
HERA PRIMES DEMATERIALISE SAME   
Metamorphis Ra  QUITE HARM Atmosphere  
IMPRESS ILLS of MORTA REANIMATED ~  

*(HE) IT 1AM, ROLLS QUIET (him) IT EQUATOR, TORQUE A 
So Robert Tippet was right – the AMPERSAND in the quatrains 
divides “quietly” the separate “dramas” 
HERA is the key name for an asteroid 
‘PIE’ is the short version of ‘Magpie’,  the obsolete clue for 
Provence where Nostradamus was born 
Warning us about Men In Black 

 

10 84  4 En empliant et pendant tous son temps  
During all its time and emplacement across (orbit being moved) 

IMPLANT PARENT PATIENT ~ 
TAUTON IMPEL UNROTATED PLANET 
IMPLEMENT PATENT DEED ~ PLIANT MEN   
not purest son – to spurn onset – soon turn pest 
ON PEST TURNS O (orbit) OS proton Ten to spurn 
tests Pronoun  ~ to spurn stones unset  (asteroids) 

  PATTERNED* TIME DEPART ~   RUN POTENT S.O.S.   
port no sunset  – U.N. sets no port  

PARENTED – sperm donored    
PLIANT MEN: clones, MEN IN BLACK 
ten = Sephirot  Pronoun = Eloim 
OS = in Capricorn. Unpure son = hybrid 
stone – asteroid POTENT S.O.S. = pray  
(J-Rod) PATTERNED* see Project Patchwork1  
no sunset, no sun - to outer space  
U.N. cancelled their ports (stage gates)  
TAUTON: deep mines, the Anu are not going to lose them! 
PRONOUN = God                  ON PEST = the Anun.nakim 

 

10 84 3 says: Le Recloing ne sera sans debatz  = The ‘Rec’ (recreation/recuperation) further away (a long way over) not without debate 
       Thus saying the ‘repair’ (of the Earth) by moving it further away was debated by the Other Worlders 

10 84 4 TAUTON has two meanings: a deep underground development, or the “soul’s sameness”. In this instance it could actually be 
the CERN Hadron Positron Particle Collider (“RAYPOZ” of 9 44) and or the Other Worlders which  do share something unique to 
humanity – a soul. By ‘Humanity’ – I mean to include  the  source  of humanity. Those would be the Plejarans, and it seems, they are 
involved in IMPELLING the new spin of our planet after it had stopped. Ambiguously, it could also be saying that it is the CERN 
Particle Collider which causes the planet to “UNROTATE”. It may not mean Earth, as Saturn “rotated” in middle 2011. 
10 84  4 En empliant et pendant tous son temps  

IMPLANT PARENTED PATIENT ~ 
TAUTON IMPEL ROTATED PLANET 
(ROTATED PLANET IMPEL TAUTON) 
UN IMPLEMENT PATENTED   PLIANT MEN   
tests Pronoun  ~ to spurn stones unset  
PATTERNED* (planned) TIME DEPART 
port no sunset  – U.N. sets no port  
O. PEST TURNS ON proton 
RUN   POTENT   S.O.S.   
Ten to spurn  OS 
ON PORTS SET (Oannes stargate Easter) 

See “SPY PICA EASTER” 3 33 3 

Implanting the artificially fertilized humans 
Both by a tagging device and by a foetus 
PARENTED – fathered by or mothered by 
TAUTON – greys  with a soul (Aisa, mantric greys 
TAUTON:  a very deep mined area 
PLIANT MEN: clones, or MEN IN BLACK 
S. - Ursa Major east    O. - Andromeda  
TESTS Pronoun = Eloim 
stone – asteroid unset: diverted. Set is also Easter 
(J-Rod) PATTERNED* see Project Patchwork 1 
PORT: left or West no sunset - to outer space   
U.N. cancelled their ports (stage gates)  
POTENT S.O.S. = to pray   ten = Sephirot  

 

10 90 1 Cent fois mourra le tyran inhumain 
ANCIENT TYREAN AINHUM* Oƒ  
HUMAN LYTERIAN  INFECTION  
LAY: E.T IN NICAEAN HUM [verse] or HUM IN NI.CA.EAN  
American TRY AIM  Myst  IRAN                        (chemtrails 
MURMUR  SLAYER  TORO (Toro is an asteroid, but also: 
OFTEN  INHUMANIC  RAY                                (H.A.A.R.P 

OS is in Capricorn                     LYTERIAN (terminal disease)  
*Ainhum means M.I.B. It is a sclerotic disease of dark skinned people  
in which the small toe self amputates  creating an awkward gait   
by “humming” silently in the key of A  the brain opens a channel  
for communication with certain Greys.  
NI = Nibiruan CA = Cabal  EA = Enki  AN = Anu –  
NICAEAN: the council which collated the Bible! 

 
 

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bar
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/besides
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/but
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/contrary
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/else
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/except
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/nobody
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/none
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/pass
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/piece
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/provide
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/respect
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/safe-conduct
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/specify
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/unless
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bee
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/sting
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/vaguely
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abortive
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/afterthought
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/back
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/backhand
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/battering
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bear
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bell
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/belt
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bite
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blast
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bloodless
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blow
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bolt
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bound
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/certainty
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/afire
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aflame
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/beacon
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blaze
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/burn
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/burning
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/curfew
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/enemy
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/flash
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/flint
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/fuel
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/glare
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/heat
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/barrel
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/keg
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10 90 1  MURMUR  SLAYER  TORO  also spelt TORUS 
I wonder if this is also related to the CERN problem mentioned in 9 44:  

flee flee Geneva, POSITRON RAY will exterminate you all 

To be seen in a number of crop circles. Good explanations in the movie :”THRIVE” 
Looks like a wormhole, and is the foundation geometry of much life on Earth 

 
 

3 54  1  L'un des plus grands fuira aux Espaignes   

SINGLE SEXUPARA [winged morph needs  host ]   
XEUS PULSES ENSLAVING 

mothman?  
XEUS, king of the gods,  (not “god of the gods”) overthrew Saturn 
So this would be another name for the Anun.nakim 

 

23)  Is reincarnation real? 
True, the machinery of the universe. 
24)  Are black holes “doors” between universes?  
Yes.             (9 44 – flee, flee – Positron Ray will exterminate you)

4 86  4 Apres conquestes meurtrira innocens   
 ESTEEM TRUE  ~ REINCARNATIONS CONQUER   

5 44 4    ♪ ME (Orion) RA (CME) DOE  (In Capricorn)     

 AFTERLIFE A MERE DOUBLE   

25)  Is there real potential for Homo sapiens sapiens enslavement by any of the non-human groups interacting with Earth?  
Which types have which agendas?  
There are groups out there that are hostile, but there are other groups that feel a responsibility to protect Earth humans.   [ Editorial 
Note:   I have been told more than once that “EBENs have been known to lie.” But no one ever clarifies which non-human group has 
which agenda/s.] 
26)  Are the EBENs who “manipulated DNA in already-evolving primates to create Homo sapiens sapiens?”  
The EBENs are responsible for creating the evolutionary gap between Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon. Other non-humans have also 
been involved in manipulating genetic changes of Earth life for a very long time. (EG: THE ASIAN RACE) 
27)  What are the various non-human types that have been involved with Earth? 
– “Iconlas” [NOSTRADAMUS HAS LINES WITH ICON & L.A.S.] or the Tall Nordics. Their feet are short with raised curvature or ball 
structure under their little toe. Their religion demands a change of clothes and colors frequently. Long shallow, straight nose with 
creases on either side. These do have voice boxes that allow speech, but they are often silent and can communicate telepathically as 
well as the EBENs.  
USAF officer says he doesn't know much about the Tall Nordics and doesn't know anyone else who seems to have much information 
about them either.  
But there has definitely been military-type encounters between American military and the Talls. The only way MJ-12 can keep track of 
the Tall Nordics is through the EBENs - they can communicate with Nordics and then pass on information to MJ-12. But Nordics don't 
spend much time in direct communication with anyone, even though they are supposed to be able to speak English.  

 

LMH: DO YOU THINK IT’S POSSIBLE THAT  LIFE ON THIS PLANET COULD BE COMPLETELY ERADICATED, 
WHICH WOULD TAKE WITH IT ALL OF THE HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION UP TO THIS POINT? 
Wm: I think it’s quite possible that could happen. It’s happened before, according to Zo.   [Tau Cetian] 
LMH: THAT’S WHY I ASK: WOULD THE PRESERVATION OF KNOWLEDGE BE LEFT ONLY TO THE SOULS SINCE 
THE BODY CONTAINERS WOULD NOT SURVIVE? 
Wm: Bodies will survive. There will be those humans who do survive. It’s not going to be that there is 
no one left. But the way the information is stored and is accessible – well, that’s why they wrote on 
rocks after things like the Great Flood.  
They wrote and carved on rocks because rocks are more indestructible.  
 Wm: Reincarnation Is Real 
The thing that is missing is the way the soul remembers the last life time and the need to remember it.  
For most people, it’s not important. But after this, it might be very important. 
L.M.H:YOU MEAN, THAT SOUL MEMORY HAS BEEN LARGELY SUBJECTED TO AMNESIA, BUT NOW AS TIME 
GOES FORWARD RECYCLING INTO BIRTH MIGHT BE MORE PEOPLE WHO REMEMBER INTIMATELY THE LIVES 
THAT THEY HAD IN THIS CENTURY AND LAST CENTURY? 
Right…………….                                                                                             INTERVIEW WITH WILLIAM – Earthfiles. 

 

– “Psys” come from another galaxy beyond the Milky Way Galaxy. USAF source doesn't know much about them physically or 
otherwise, except they landed in Ellicott, Colorado, on October 8, 1983. What happened? No details. The Psys also landed at 
Wamaru, Australia. And the Psys might have been involved with Bentwaters, England, events in December 1980? 

–  MJ-12 does not trust the Psys.  
 

– “EBENs” (extraterrestrial biological entities), also referred to as “Miecon.” The EBENs were involved with Ezekiel, Fatima, Christ 
and other religious events on Earth in an effort to reduce human violence and homogenize human thinking where religious events 
occurred.  
– “Bowlas,” are 2-foot-tall with pointed ears and big eyes. Scary-looking, but actually mean no harm. From a planet relatively close to 
our solar system - Alpha Centauri? These were involved in the Hopkinsville, Kentucky, encounter on August 21, 1955. 
 
[ Editor's Note:  Wikipedia - “Alpha Centauri is the closest star system to the Solar System, being only 1.34 parsecs, or 4.37 light years away 
from our Sun. It's the brightest star in the southern constellation of Centaurus and an established binary star system, Alpha Centauri A and B.”] 
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Small creatures with long, pointed ears and big eyes that frightened the  
Sutton family of Hopkinsville, Kentucky, beginning around 8 PM on August 21, 
1955, after the family saw strange lights in the sky near their house an hour earlier. 
Image source: Stumbleupon.com.  
 
The EBENs can use their craft to control materialization 
and dematerialization of matter, and also do ‘dimensional skipping’ 
like jumping from stone to stone over a river. ”  - USAF Officer  

 
– “Terains” and “Mongols,” are the Oriental-looking Men In Black (MIBs) from another galaxy that have some kind of alliance with the    
     Psys.  
– “Cliys,” mechanical, skeletal, tall, 6 - 7 feet, from about 60 light-years from our solar system, more intelligent and more powerful 
than Iconlas? There is a pecking order Out There.  
– “Decons,” involved in the Betty and Barney case, 1961, White Mountains of New Hampshire.  
Ebe 2 said the EBENs knew about fifty other non-human types in this particular universe, implying the EBENs have knowledge of 
other universes and other intelligences in those other universes. Strangely, the USAF officer did not know anything about tall 
humanoid reptilian types that have been encountered by many eyewitnesses, even at noon outdoors on a sunny day.  

Part 7: High Strangeness Files about EBENs  
© 2009 by Linda Moulton Howe  

  
“People who were able to get a good look at it said that it was acorn-shaped. An acorn monument was erected in the town and stands 
to this day. 
The first reports came out of Canada and the thing in the night's sky continued southward. The UFO buzzed the Pittsburgh area and 
turned...which, of course, indicates that it was not a natural phenomena. Thousands of reports flooded into news agencies. KDKA 
received hundreds of calls alone. If I was only mature enough, I would have searched through newspapers the next day. This would 
have told me that my cousin and I were not alone in our observation. 
Kecksberg was another Roswell because the military was dispatched. Once more...government agents, soldiers, Men in Black 
converged on a small American town. Guns were pointed at citizens; people's lives were threatened; there were 'radiation' scares; 
and authorities told people to lie.  
People witnessed that federal 'suits' seemed to give orders to the military. 
This convergence of government officials does not happen when a meteor falls to Earth. Of course, there are those that will say the 
Kecksberg UFO was a piece of Soviet intelligence...and that was the reason for military intervention. The same was said about 
Roswell. 
A large, flatbed truck was seen entering the wooded area where the thing seemed to come to a soft landing. The truck was empty 
when it went in and covered when it left. To this day, the Kecksberg controversy rages on as townspeople are divided as to what 
really occurred. Some deny the fallen object and that feds made any appearance at all. Others claim to have had been in direct contact 
with government intimidation. 
This writer is very pleased that something did happen at Kecksberg. I wish my father was alive so I could tell him that I was not crazy. 
Or...look dad; there are many others that are just as crazy as I am. 
Related Article  Do Anagrams Reveal UFO Secrets (PDF, 91KB) - by Doug Yurchey 
Other Articles written by Doug Yurchey:  HIGH-TECHNOLOGY IN THE BIBLE      

 

 

Grenada War extended from October 23 to November 21, 1983. 
In illustration above, green lines indicate vines still clinging over the top  of bell-shaped UFO after 
the USAF and Marine troops cut it out of the Grenada jungle on the northeastern end of the island 
near Pearls Airport and Tivoli. The craft was loaded aboard a C-5A for transport to Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio, after one crew  rest stop in Barbados. Government insiders have said this type of craft 
is linked to the blond humanoids referred to as “Nordics,” different from the grey EBENs 
(extraterrestrial biological entities) and another group described as  “standing up lizards.” 
Drawing © 2006 for Earthfiles by Dwayne Britnell. 

 

Some people in the government think the EBENs are our allies.  
Others think they lie to us. Maybe they all lie to us? 
 It's really difficult when no human can get an honest and objective view of beings from somewhere else in the universe - especially when the 
EBENs and Tall Blonds both are involved in human abductions and animal mutilations. That means they are getting genetic material from 
Earth - so, what are they doing with it exactly? That's where the cloning technology to make body containers for all kinds of different missions 
comes in. MJ-12's greatest concern is who is walking around on this planet in a human body, but is not really human.       MEN IN BLACK 
Paul Bennewitz is convinced from the Cimarron case in New Mexico that those tall humanoids in charge of the short, grey ones, were 
mutilating animals in order to put blood in a vat as liquid sustenance for some kind of beings there. [ See 040306 Earthfiles.]  
That's true. Probably part of the reason for the E. T. mutilation of animals around the world is literally for food.  But there's more going on 
because genes are harvested from Earth life the way we grow crops to harvest.  L M H 
 

http://www.world-mysteries.com/ufosecrets_anagrams.pdf
http://www.world-mysteries.com/awr_1doug1.htm
http://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=1071&category=Real%20X-Files
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9 28 4      CROESUS I GILLIE ….. Gillie: Circus parlance for an outsider      

a) Richest man in the world    Croesus: revenant. Nostradamus uses this name for men in black.  
For the most part, avoiding combined races and classes from the same source.  So this would be true too, as there are 
more than one Off Worlder who use men in black. However, in keeping with the fey (grey) idea Croesus was once an elf.  
He was also King of Lydia in Asia Minor 

b) GILLIE: a male who acts as an attendant on a hunting trip.   I = Isa rune: “stuck in one place” or December 20/21| 
Halloween 

This code within codes is telling us that the wealthiest man in the world is in league with Other Worlders and is not able to 
escape his position, in fact, has “made a pact with the devil”.  
A “gillie” suit is apparel worn by hunters for camouflage, so that fits in too. Orion is the hunter 

 

“This started with the first outbreak in China and then hit Europe the hardest. Nohl also found that people reported only ground mists. 
 They didn’t necessarily see the bright lights, and in a couple of cases, the mists were even bluish green in color.  
The third phenomenon, which I found very intriguing, was the men in black happening at that time, too. In a number of villages and towns, 
people would report human-like figures dressed in black would appear on the outskirts of town with a long instrument they would wave back 
and forth. Right after that, a plague would break out. Sometimes people reported seeing these figures walking through town with these long 
instruments and right afterwards, the plague would break out in those towns.  
The interesting thing is that when the figures in black were out in the fields*, the eyewitnesses called the instruments ‘scythes.’ The idea was 
that symbolically, the figures were mowing down the wheat or whatever grain was growing and this was symbolic of the death of the people 
later. But eyewitnesses reported that the wheat or grain was never actually cut by the mysterious moving scythes. So, I interpret that to mean 
the figures had some instrument that they were waving around and spraying out in the mist whatever germs they were spraying around the 
town.                                                                                                     • 02/10/2006 — NORAD "Fast Walkers" and "Men In Black" Earthfiles 

MIB’S 
Also referred to as the ’Men In Black’ or ’Horlocks’. These are apparently in many cases humans who are controlled by draconian 
influences, although other ’MIB’ have been encountered which do not seem human, but more reptilian OR synthetic. The ’MIB’ have 
been encountered often after UFO sightings, usually intimidating witnesses into keeping silent about what they’ve seen (many of the 
witnesses may be ’abductees’ with suppressed memories of the event). 
Their ’threats’ appear to be motivated by attempts to utilize ’terrorism’, ’fear’ or ’intimidation’ as a psychological weapon against 
witnesses. This ’weapon’ may not only be used to keep the human ’MIB’ under control, but by the human MIB’s themselves. 
’They’ are often, though not always, seen in connection with large, black automobiles, some of which have been seen disappearing 
into mountains -- as in the case of one basing area between Hopland and Lakeport, California -- canyons or tunnels or in some cases 
apparently appear out of or disappear (cloak?) into thin air. Most humanoid MIB have probably been implanted by the Draconians and 
are essentially their ’slaves’. Bio-synthetic forms possessed by ’infernals’ also seem to play a part in the MIB scenario, as do 
subterranean and exterran societies. 
Sirius, at only 9+ light years away, has been identified as a major exterran MIB center of activity, with a subterran counterpart existing 
in ancient antediluvian ’Atlantean’ underground complexes which have been ’re-established’ beneath the Eastern U.S. seaboard. 
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_19a.htm#As 
 

The life and times of Michael Prince  by  James Michael Casbolt – “Mannequin” 
 

The dangers of Looking Glass and Artificial Intelligence based computer systems 
     A Looking Glass facility exists on the island of Penang in Malaysia.  (Also Pine Gap, Rennes, Yucatan and Giza) 
The room starts to spin. This is horrible! I now see several large forms step out of the centre     (about five or six of them ). They are large furry 
bigfoot type creatures. Two of them appear to be around seven feet tall with long snouts. They are snarling loudly and have rows of sharp teeth 
with saliva dripping from their jaws. The others are smaller and wear cloaks.  

[ALSO DESCRIBED BY WHITLEY STREIBER IN COMMUNION  hp]  

It turns out a renegade force of Pleiadians from Aldebaran [IN TAURUS, BUT SO ARE THE PLEIADES, I THINK IT MEANS ALCYONE] 

came in at the last minute and attempted to assist working group in capture of wolf type EBE.  
The ships that flew over our heads were these Pleiadians.  
A renegade group because they do not follow general 'federation' policy of non-intervention  
The Pleiadians are on the base and will come to this meeting. Three blond 'giants' walk in the room.  
 

Star Gate YUCATAN 
 

“A large door is at the end of the room, two banners stand on either side- Nazi swastikas on them.  
[RECALL THAT BETTE  HILL SAID THERE WAS A NAZI ON BOARD WHEN SHE WAS ABDUCTED IN 1961]   
A major LOOKING GLASS facility exists in Yucatan.    
“as natural evolution has done its job and created a new type of being, a protean being, namely Ascended Machine Technology.   
THESE ARE THE INSECTOIDES 
[NOSTRADAMUS SPEAKS OF A PROTEUS BEING], then there is the PROETUS as well – the “GOLDEN OAR LEAGUE” of 2 5 
“ It almost seems as if some kind of shape-shifting is going on” 
“I am here because of ENDTIMES programming. An important aspect of what I was taught in the countries focuses on ENDTIMES. 
This is the opening of a stargate over temple mount in Jerusalem and letting in various ET star ships which will be aired on television. 
This is planned to happen soon.   

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_19a.htm#As
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“Some kind of Star Gate time displacement machine was situated below this chamber in the Yucatan 
Exposure in the chamber to energy generated by time displacement machine below would cause the human body to become 

fused/interwoven [O.M.G NOSTRADAMUS DESCRIBES THIS] with the electro-magnetic fields in chamber- This could cause the 

body to disappear, shapeshift etc- hence multi-dimensional entity that jumped into…  
“Some kind of new reptile species that has not been encountered before is active in the jungle.  
[A dinosaur has been cited in Northern Territory – Nexus Magazine] they have come here in a medium sized craft  
     “Two reptilian lifeforms (tall wearing some kind of robes ) walk down a ramp from a circular shaped craft.  
They are met by military officers from the base with me in the background. Small Grey type beings wheel carts of hardware down the ramp and 
these are taken to a small building to the left of the camp by military personnel.  
Note:- treaties are occurring all the time but every ten years or so, the main ones happen.  
This is because technology is given to the human governments in stages,  
and this equipment is able to manipulate time, space and DNA in a more of advanced way than before. – 
The 1985 Central American treaty was another massive double-cross. (see “Mannequin/James Casbolt) 
[Was this the Reagan Nicaragua event] 
“Also space region tests are run - much of this centres around 'asteroid combat'. 
“REAPER virus 
The workings of an engineered virus are explained to us which  reanimates  dead  tissue.  

[NOSTRADAMUS SPEAKS OF THIS – I HAVE BEEN NAMING IT MEN IN BLACK] The rest of their bodies then spontaneously combust 

[NOSTRADAMUS HAS MENTIONED THE POE EFFECT]  This happens to hundreds of them all at once.   

“in cryogenic chambers and transferred mid-air on board some kind of ET Lightship manned by Tall Grey EBE's. We are in a medium sized 
room with low lighting, a quiet humming noise can be heard as several of these EBE's man computer consoles. These EBE's have a treaty with 
the NSA (National Security Agency) and have an agreement to deliver us to the Clavius Moon Base after they perform certain studies on 
us.       These EBE's are living machines moving away from artificial intelligence towards natural survival. I hear the EBE state the following-
"Transmission stabilized" "Outcome successful"  
"Proceeding to Alpha Centauri"  
========================= 
The Tall Blonds/Swedes are supposed to be medically and technologically superior in some ways to the EBENs, but not in all ways. The Talls 
also are said to produce the Oriental-looking Men In Black (MIBs) and human-looking “robots,” or androids, that walk among Homo sapiens on 
Earth. I was told, “Our government's greatest concern is who walks among us on Earth and looks human, but is not.” 
Further, back in August 1983, a source told me that the Tall Blonds were responsible for, “terrorism. Our government is copying Swedes for our 
own offensive actions. U.S. Air Force is taking offensive action against them? And other nations because of Swede-manipulated terrorist 
activities.”  
Ebe told the Colonel, “Everything the Tall Blonds do, they do for a specific reason.” But what exactly does that mean?  
Are the EBENS or the Tall Swedes the mutilators of Earth's animal life? Some sources say the EBENs are, some sources say the Tall Swedes 

are, some sources say the reptilian humanoids are, and some sources say all three of those major non-human groups harvest tissues and 
fluids from Earth life for a variety of purposes - usually excluding the human population.  
 

 

Part 5: High Strangeness Files about EBENs  
© 2009 by Linda Moulton Howe   
“Ebe was like a child with the mind of a thousand men.”  
- USAF Colonel, Los Alamos    
   
EBEN entity sketched in charcoal 
by Colorado professional artist after 
abduction with his wife from freeway between  
Boulder and Longmont around Thanksgiving 1980.  
See 102205 Earthfiles in Archive.  

 
Out from under Majestic: Dan Burisch uncensored 

A video interview with Dan Burisch - Part 3  
Las Vegas, July 2006 

 
Shot, edited and directed by Kerry Lynn Cassidy 

 
MIBs: The Men in Black 
Kerry Cassidy: OK, so tell us about... 
 
Dan Burisch: Sure, OK. Well, the Men in Black.  
K: ...about the Men in Black. Yeah. 
D: Part of it is a psychological operation you have within Majestic and that they operate to scare people away from things that they’ve 
seen, that they don’t want them, you know, further bringing information out in the population. The so-called “people factor.”  
Anything about that, they attempt, or have attempted... I don’t even know that they’re still in operation... to suppress. Then you have 
the real McCoy. The real McCoy is not human. The real McCoy is in fact a P-45 J-Rod.  (A He Rod from 45,000 years into our future) 

http://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=1004&category=Real%20X-Files
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They’re using, through the use of some sort of sinuous biomechanical technology, the skin of a dead human. 
K: Wow... 
D: The skin of a dead human. These are the ones that walk up to you and they look like they’re shuffling like they’ve just filled their 
drawers. When they speak through this technology that they are wrapping around them, they sound very bland, very monotone. And 
they don’t belong. You tell very quickly that they don’t belong. 
K: Have you met one? 
D: I’ve met several of them. They were operating around my work at Sunchase before we were moved to a different location. I can say 
they’re very “sallow” in appearance. They thought that it was an appropriate expression to sing me “Happy Birthday” one year over 
at, ah, I think it was at the start of 2003. It was either ‘03 or ‘04 ...‘03 I think it was. Yeah.... and I did not like being around them.  
And they will not think twice of using force on you. They will hit you. They will push you. One did me.  
 

Part 4: Military Insiders Comment About Zeta Reticuli and EBENs  
© 2007 by Linda Moulton Howe 
“We now know that some Tibetan scrolls written in ancient 
Sanskrit  were actually written by Ebens and those scrolls seem 
to be made of  something that never ages.”        - Military Insider  

"To the best of our knowledge, no cooperation exists between the 
different alien groups. And I think there was a war about 6,000 years 
ago between the Ebens and the Blonds over territorial rights to a 
planet somewhere. I don't know if it was out at Zeta Reticuli or around 
here or what." 

 
 

"So, both groups, the Ebens and the Blond humanoids, make android creatures to do work for them on different planets?" 
"That's what I understand. Androids come in many different types - insect, humanoid MIBs (Men In Black), and others. All have an advanced 
implanted brain that can operate on its own or by remote control. Ironically, we think some of these genetically engineered creatures have a 
higher intelligence than their creators." 
"So, there are the Ebens, Greys and the Blond humanoids. Are they the main groups you know about?" 
"Yes." 
"Then below the Ebens are the Big Nosed types, Eben scientist types, Men In Black, Reptoids and small worker drones?" 
"Yes. And sometimes I think they have made, or work with, small blond humanoids, which really confuses the picture!"  
"And the reptilian humanoids?" 
"The androids can be reptilian. Both groups - the Ebens and the Blond humanoids - can make robots or androids that can be anything they want 
them to be. Both groups know how to mix and match genomes in DNA easily. Remember, they are millions of years advanced beyond us." 
 

Men In Black: Government Agents Or Visitors From Beyond? 
Thu Oct 27 2011 15:54 
 
Who are the “Men in Black”? In the blockbuster Hollywood movie of the same name, they were fictional characters. In real life, they are 
fearsome individuals who attempt to silence the witnesses of UFO and other paranormal phenomena. 
    In his latest book, The Real Men in Black: Evidence, Famous Cases, and True Stories of These Mysterious Men and Their Connection to the 
UFO Phenomena, the popular, bestselling author Nick Redfern (pictured left) delves deep into the strange world of these mysterious operatives. 

    Nick Redfern is fully qualified to explore this theme. He works full‐time as an author, lecturer and journalist, and has researched a wide range 
of unsolved mysteries, including Bigfoot, UFOs, the Loch Ness Monster, alien encounters, the worlds of the supernatural and the paranormal, 
and government conspiracies and cover‐ups. 
    Nick is a regular contributor to UFO Magazine, Fate, Fortean Times, and Paranormal Magazine, and author of numerous books. Originally 
from England, Nick Redfern lives in Arlington, Texas with his wife, Dana, and his website is www.nickredfern.com. 
    New Dawn magazine spoke to Nick about the Men in Black – their origins, some classic cases, previously unknown reports, secret 
government files, and the many theories that have been presented to explain the mystery. 
 
NEW DAWN (ND): What prompted you to write about the Men in Black (MIB)? 
NICK REDFERN (NR): In speaking to people about the MIB phenomenon, two things became clear to me. The first was that, even in the UFO 
research community, many people assumed that the mystery of the Men in Black was one that was mainly set in the 1950s and 1960s. In other 
words, many people assumed the MIB had gone away and aren’t active today. However, I had in my files cases as late as 2009. So, that was 
one reason to write the book – to demonstrate that the phenomenon is still very much ongoing, and not just a mystery of the past. The second 
reason was because many people’s views on the MIB were kind of based on the Hollywood Men in Black movies starring Will Smith and Tommy 
Lee Jones. The films are good fun, and entertaining. But, they only portray the MIB as agents of a secret arm of the government. The reality, 
however, is that most MIB are described as being far stranger than that – they sound almost alien, creepy, weird, and not even human in many 
respects. So, that was the other, main purpose in writing the book: to reveal that while the government secret-agent angle is certainly valid, it 
doesn’t tell the whole story. 
ND: The Men in Black first appeared in the early 1950s, to a UFO investigator named Albert Bender.  
Can you tell us about his encounters with the MIB? 
NR: Albert Bender was a man who, in the early 1950s, established a UFO research group – called the International Flying Saucer Bureau – in 
his home-town of Bridgeport, Connecticut, USA. Bender was an unusual character, who lived in the attic of his step-father’s home, and who was 
deeply interested in not just UFOs, but also the world of the occult, and was very knowledgeable in both areas.  
Bender’s IFSB attracted a huge amount of attention, and created links with UFO groups and researchers all around the world, including 
Australia and England. In other words, the group became very successful, very quickly. Then something strange happened: without warning 
Bender suddenly shut down the IFSB and quit Ufology.  

http://www.nickredfern.com/
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The rumour-mill – based on what Bender had quietly told a few friends and colleagues, albeit in a brief, enigmatic fashion – was that he had 
been silenced by three men in black-suits who warned him to leave UFO research, which he did until 1962 when he briefly resurfaced with his 
own book on the events in question, Flying Saucers and the Three Men. 
ND: Gray Barker was a legendary UFO researcher and writer from the 1950s onwards who chronicled the exploits of the MIB.  
Can you tell us about Barker and what he uncovered? 
NR: Barker was a man who, like Bender, was heavily into both UFOs and the occult, and also horror movies, gothic horror stories and things like 
that. So they kind of gravitated to each other and became friends. Barker was also an excellent, atmospheric writer who quickly and astutely 
realised there was a fascinating story to be told about Bender’s silencing by the three men, and Barker told the story in his 1956 book, They 
Knew Too Much about Flying Saucers. In that book, Barker relates the silencing of Bender, but alludes to the theory the MIB were from the US 
Government. However, in 1962, Barker – who was a publisher as well as an author – published Bender’s very own book, the aforementioned 
Flying Saucers and the Three Men. Bender portrays the MIB as very different from anything that might surface out of the Pentagon! In Bender’s 
book, the MIB come across as definitively supernatural entities. He talks about them materialising in his bedroom, along with accompanying 
overpowering odours of brimstone – which is a classic facet of supernatural encounters. They have weirdly glowing, or self-illuminated, eyes. 
And they have the ability to render Bender unconscious or place him into an altered state of mind. So, it’s very ironic that the man who arguably 
started the MIB mystery – which many people assume is all about government agents – actually described the MIB as nothing like CIA or FBI 
people. They were much, much stranger. 
ND: The Men in Black turned up during the famous “Mothman” sightings at Point Pleasant, West Virginia, in the 1960s – which became the 
subject of the Hollywood movie, The Mothman Prophecies, starring Richard Gere.  
What is the story behind the Mothman‐MIB connection? 
NR: The link between Mothman and the MIB is just as weird as the saga of Albert Bender a decade earlier. The Mothman Prophecies movie 
was based on the book of the same title written by legendary Fortean author, John Keel, and told the story of this ominous, glowing-eyed, 
winged creature seen in and around Point Pleasant in the mid-to-late 1960s. Despite its cartoon-style name, Mothman was a very unsettling, 
shadowy thing that haunted the town’s old TNT plant and hung around in the shadows, like some grim-reaper-style thing. And, on this latter 
point, sightings of Mothman culminated in the collapse of the town’s Silver Bridge that spanned the Ohio River, and which led to the deaths of 
dozens of people who were on the bridge and drowned. Some researchers saw Mothman as the cause of the disaster. But, today, more seem 
to take the view that Mothman is some form of warning phenomenon; that it tries to warn people of impending disaster, rather than actually 
causing it. 
 And when the Mothman encounters were at their height, UFOs were buzzing about, and the Men in Black were seen roaming all around Point 
Pleasant, making veiled threats to Mothman witnesses and local journalists, and even plaguing people like Keel and Gray Barker, who also 
wrote a book on the affair called The Silver Bridge.  
It’s almost as if the MIB were trying to prevent people from learning the truth about both the UFO presence and the true nature of Mothman. 
ND: John Keel had his own face‐to‐face encounter with the MIB. Will you tell us about that? 
NR: Yes, this is an extremely bizarre story that was provided to me by the well-known author on all-things paranormal, Brad Steiger. Steiger 
said to me: “I’ve never put this in any of my books, and I feel a little awkward, but on the other hand, what I am about to tell you really 
happened.” Steiger added that Keel “…began to tell me of the visitations he’d had with three men who had not knocked, but had entered, his 
apartment. They literally came through the door. He told me of an evening when they were challenging him to lay off the whole Mothman thing; 
to lay off UFOs, if he knew what was good for him.” Well, having heard that astounding aspect of the story – which sounds astonishingly like 
Albert Bender’s experiences with the three MIB that materialised in his attic – you might think: could it get any stranger? Yes, it could; and it 
certainly does, as Steiger added to me: “John was the sort of person who responded to threats like the red flag to the bull. But, he said to me 
that, on this occasion, they reached under his sink and took out a jug of Clorox. They said: ‘What is this?’ and John said: ‘That’s disinfectant, it’s 
very powerful.’ They brought it over to him, took the cap off, and gave him a smell. John wrinkled his nose, and when they asked if it was Clorox, 
he said ‘Yes, that’s what it is. Now put it back before you spill it.’ Whereupon, the three of them – in front of him – put it to their lips one at a time 
and took large gulps of it. Now, by the time John had finished the evening, telling me stories like this, I decided that maybe I wouldn’t be quite so 
brave and quite so powerful. I began thinking: we’re not dealing with FBI agents or the Air Force.” 
ND: Some people have suggested the MIB are government agents. Does evidence exist to support this theory? 
NR: There’s absolutely no doubt at all that at least some Men in Black do originate with official agencies. For example, in the book I cite several 
significant cases from the 1960s – including one from England and one from the United States – where people had classic encounters of the 
MIB variety, with the MIB turning up in a black car, wearing black suit and hat, and making a veiled comment to the witness about not speaking 
publicly on their encounter. However, the significant thing is that thanks to the Freedom of Information Acts in each country, we now have the 
files on both events. In the English case, the documents identify the Man in Black as being attached to the British Royal Air Force’s Provost & 
Security Services. The P&SS get involved in cases ranging from espionage and counter-intelligence, to national security issues. In the US case, 
the files identify the MIB as agents of the FBI. So, clearly some cases of MIB are indeed government-originated. But these incidents are far 
outweighed by the weirder, Albert Bender-type encounters with the MIB. 
ND: Another scenario suggests the Men in Black are aliens themselves. What do you think about that? 
NR: Well, as bizarre as that may sound, the fact is that most of the Men in Black do look very, very odd, and they act equally as odd, too!  
For example, many of the MIB are described as only being about five-feet-tall. They have either olive-coloured skin or almost completely white-
coloured skin. They have oddly shaped, and strangely spaced, eyes and are painfully thin, almost to the point of looking practically anorexic.  
On top of that, they don’t seem accustomed to our ways, customs and languages to the degree they should if they’re from the government.  
They also seem to have the ability to literally appear and disappear – and I do mean literally!  
This has all led to the theory that perhaps the MIB are human-alien hybrids. In other words, creatures that – with a bit of camouflage, such as 
pulled-down hats, large wrap-around sunglasses, turned-up trench-coat collars, and largely only surfacing at night and keeping in the shadows – 
look enough like us to where they can move among us, and perhaps even infiltrate us, if they’re careful about how they do it.  
The imagery is kind of like an underground alien army working its way into our lives, slowly and subtly, in other words. 
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ND: In the 1960s, a number of UFO researchers and authors actually managed to photograph the Men in Black.  
Can you tell us about their experiences? 
NR: Yes, there are at least two cases on record where the MIB have been captured on film. The first story comes from two long-time UFO 
researchers/authors: Tim Green Beckley and Jim Moseley. Back in the 1960s there was a UFO investigator in Jersey City, USA named Jack 
Robinson. Jack was married to Mary, and in 1968 they began to experience weird activity – when they would return home at night, after maybe 
going out for dinner, it looked like someone had been in their apartment and had been rummaging through Jack’s UFO files. Then, during the 
day when she was at home, Mary started seeing a Man in Black staring up at the apartment from a ground-floor doorway in the building directly 
opposite them. Mary said he had an unsettling look on his face, kind of unemotional and zombie-like. Mary happened to mention this to Tim and 
Jim, and because the guy appeared three days in a row, they decided to drive over early one morning and see if they could see the Man in 
Black for themselves. Sure enough, he was there, staring ahead, with the black sunglasses, long black coat, and enigmatic stare. Tim, in the 
busy morning traffic, managed to get a photo of the MIB, and which he believes is one of the few authentic photos of a genuine Man in Black. 

ND: In your book, you discuss a weird MIB experience reported by a notable author in London, England, in the early‐1980s.  
What is that story about? 
NR: This is the story of Colin Bennett, who has written a number of acclaimed biographies on such people as Charles Fort and George 
Adamski. Back in the early 1980s, Colin had a very unusual experience in London. He was walking home late one night, and saw a UFO in the 
sky. Even stranger, it began to shape-shift, from a bright-light in the sky, to an old Second World War bomber, and finally to a large, 
black, triangular-shaped craft. He raced home to tell his girlfriend, and as he entered the apartment, there was this MIB sitting on the couch!  
The man had claimed to Colin’s girlfriend that he was due to meet someone who lived on the floor above, and as the person was out, asked if 
he could wait. Mary, Colin’s girlfriend, said yes. Although, it’s clear that as the evening progressed, the MIB was far more interested in learning 
about Colin’s UFO experience than he was waiting on a friend. This is made more likely by the fact that as soon as Colin finished relating the 
account, the MIB stood up, seemingly satisfied, and walked out into the London night, as mysteriously as he first arrived! 
ND: Marie Jones is a best‐selling author of books on mysteries of this world and beyond.  
What is the story concerning how she was terrorised by the MIB? 
NR: Marie is a respected author and a very credible one, too. In the mid-1990s she was deeply involved in alien abduction research, which 
seems to have led her to be targeted by the Men in Black.  
She allowed me to interview her for the book, and told me some very disturbing things, such as how the MIB would make intimidating phone-
calls to her home, even telling her what she was wearing, and what book was on the bedside table. It disturbed her to such an extent that she 
walked away from the abduction phenomenon, which may very well have been the goal of the MIB. 

ND: Will you discuss the theories of paranormal author Joshua P. Warren, who has speculated that the Men in Black may be time‐travellers 
from our very own future? 
NR: This is a very intriguing theory. Granted, it’s speculative to a degree. But Josh asks the question: why are the MIB always seen in old-style 
clothes? Why, even in the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s do they always wear the 1940s/1950s-type Fedora hats and skinny black ties? Why do they 
drive old-style black cars? In other words, everything about the MIB seems to be out of time. Josh speculates that perhaps the MIB are, in 
simple terms, time-cops, whose role it is to guard the timelines, to prevent time-paradoxes from occurring, and to ensure that the past, present 
and future don’t fall into disarray. It’s a fascinating scenario to think about. 
ND: What surprised you most while you were researching the book? 
NR: That’s an easy one: it was without doubt the fact that MIB encounters are occurring on a scale that easily parallels – if not even exceeds – 
the number of reports from the 50s and 60s. Even I was amazed at how active the MIB still are. 
ND: What is your personal opinion on who the Men in Black are? 
NR: My personal conclusion is that there are at least two things going on. There are the government-originated MIB, and there are the weirder 
MIB. As for the former, I prove in the book that some can be traced back to official agencies of at least several governments.  
As for those stranger MIB, my personal view is that they are paranormal.  
Of course, much of this depends on how we define the paranormal! My personal view is that the MIB may be the inhabitants of multi-dimensions 
or extra-dimensions that co-exist with ours, and whose role it is to keep us away from the truth about not just UFOs, but a whole range of 
strange phenomena too. But as for why, that is the big question still eluding us! 
ND: What do you hope the publication of your new book, The Real Men in Black, will achieve? 
NR: I hope it will help people to realise that the MIB mystery is very much an ongoing one, that the MIB are not just the stuff of Hollywood fiction, 
fantasy or hoaxing, and that they are a very real, menacing and disturbing phenomenon not to be treated lightly. In fact, I have already received 
dozens of new reports since publication of the book. And, with the permission of the people, I am collating their accounts in a new book to be 
titled Strange Tales of the Men in Black, which will allow the witnesses to relate their experiences in their own words, with just a short 
introduction from me to each account. If anyone reading this would like their case included in the new book, they can contact me 
at nick_redfern@sbcglobal.net. 
 

NR: There’s absolutely no doubt at all that at least some Men in Black do originate with official agencies. For example, in the book I cite several 
significant cases from the 1960s – including one from England and one from the United States – where people had classic encounters of the 
MIB variety, with the MIB turning up in a black car, wearing black suit and hat, and making a veiled comment to the witness about not speaking 
publicly on their encounter. However, the significant thing is that thanks to the Freedom of Information Acts in each country, we now have the 
files on both events. In the English case, the documents identify the Man in Black as being attached to the British Royal Air Force’s Provost & 
Security Services. The P&SS get involved in cases ranging from espionage and counter-intelligence, to national security issues.  
In the US case, the files identify the MIB as agents of the FBI. So, clearly some cases of MIB are indeed government-originated.  
But these incidents are far outweighed by the weirder, Albert Bender-type encounters with the MIB. 
ND: Another scenario suggests the Men in Black are aliens themselves. What do you think about that? 
NR: Well, as bizarre as that may sound, the fact is that most of the Men in Black do look very, very odd, and they act equally as odd, too! For 
example, many of the MIB are described as only being about five-feet-tall. 

mailto:nick_redfern@sbcglobal.net
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 They have either olive-coloured skin or almost completely white-coloured skin. They have oddly shaped, and strangely spaced, eyes and are 
painfully thin, almost to the point of looking practically anorexic. On top of that, they don’t seem accustomed to our ways, customs and 
languages to the degree they should if they’re from the government.  
They also seem to have the ability to literally appear and disappear – and I do mean literally! This has all led to the theory that perhaps the MIB 
are human-alien hybrids. In other words, creatures that – with a bit of camouflage, such as pulled-down hats, large wrap-around sunglasses, 
turned-up trench-coat collars, and largely only surfacing at night and keeping in the shadows – look enough like us to where they can move 
among us, and perhaps even infiltrate us, if they’re careful about how they do it. The imagery is kind of like an underground alien army working 
its way into our lives, slowly and subtly, in other words.  
The Real Men in Black: Evidence, Famous Cases, and True Stories of These Mysterious Men and Their Connection to the UFO Phenomena by 
Nick Redfern (New Page Books, 2011) is available from all good bookstores and www.amazon.com.  

You can find out more about Nick Redfern at his website www.nickredfern.com. 
The above article appeared in New Dawn Special Issue 17. 

 

“When my mother was in her 20s - 'way back in the 1940s - she and her second husband witnessed a rather close encounter with a UFO.  
They reported it to the local sheriff, which I guess was a big mistake. Two days later three "very strange men who didn't walk or speak normally" 
came to their cabin on the outskirts of a small town in Colorado. Mom was home alone. They insisted on coming in to "take her statement for 
government officials" about her sighting. She tried to keep them out, but they pushed their way into the cabin. She said they quietly forced their 
way inside, walked around looking at photos on the wall, turning the kitchen faucet off & on, looking at the floor radio which was playing music at 
the time, and didn't ask her one thing about her sighting. They wore dark sunglasses, dark hats, and had milky-white skin. She was frightened, 
but didn't know what to do, except stand as far away from them as she could.  
Then, suddenly, they all turned and looked at each other... then, just as weirdly as they'd appeared on her porch, one of them turned to her and 
said, "I think we're done here." And with that they walked out the front door and down the steps to the driveway. She ran to the window to see 
what kind of car they must have driven up to the cabin, but is less than 10 seconds; they were nowhere to be found. They had no car in the 
driveway; they didn't walk down the driveway to the street. They simply weren't there, anymore. She said they never flashed a badge, took any 
notes, and seemed far more interested in normal things in her cabin than in asking her about her sighting. She always felt the sighting was just a 
ruse to come in and scan her aura. She never saw them again, and she was convinced they didn't come from the government.” 

Dan Burisch – his own “Glossaries” 

 MiB: The famous "Men in Black" I have a wonderful chapter on these 
o These are J-Rods that 'wear the dead' and act as 'timeline guards' to ensure that sensitive 

issues, events or even conversation is not disclosed that could change our future history to 
any considerable degree. The bodies belong to human cadavers that supposedly are relegated 
to the first half of the twentieth century (see the "Preserve Destiny" interview).  

o They usually intimidate but do no actual harm to humans. 
o Dr. Burisch is alleged to have had 2 of them sing him "Happy Birthday" on one occasion.  
o The picture to the right was snapped shortly before the MiB was 'taken into custody' by 

Majestic agents, during the run-up to the Cabrillo Bay operation of Project Preserve Mother.  
 

Dan Burisch: Sure, OK. Well, the Men in Black.  Kerry Cassidy: ...about the Men in Black. Yeah. 
D: Part of it is a psychological operation you have within Majestic and that they operate to scare people away from things that they’ve seen, that 
they don’t want them, you know, further bringing information out in the population. The so-called “people factor.” Anything about that, they 
attempt, or have attempted... I don’t even know that they’re still in operation... to suppress. Then you have the real McCoy. The real McCoy is 
not human. The real McCoy is in fact a P-45 J-Rod.  
They’re using, through the use of some sort of sinuous biomechanical technology, the skin of a dead human. 
 

Peter Farley 

Chapter 10   Orion and the Fall of the Atlantean Branch 
The Men from Orion are the agents of what Barbara Clow terms “the big lie” - that Orion has engaged in a program of seeding walk-ins - 

Orion robots - on Earth.  
“In the last battle . . . crystals were implanted in the etheric bodies of people by the Orion Atlanteans. . .The crystals are implanted with a 

variety of interesting programs . . . The Men from Orion knew that Earth would undergo another struggle at this point between the positive and 
negative forces. Therefore, many of the key crystals were programmed to help their cause. The end phase of the plan is to bring in walk-ins 
from Orion in order to use the crystals to maximum advantage.” 

The Men from Orion are an unusual life form, not really humanoid at all. They resemble more of a machine in their anatomical 
structure, and their appearance as we think of Atlanteans being the red race, is more a copperish-red color.  

This is the archetype of Mars - the red planet. Clow says in one of her works that the Atlanteans are “the metal people who came 
from the stars.” The machine-like men in the movie The Matrix and even the Terminator himself are archetypal Orions, shape-shifters.  

 

Amongst all the information above, there is NO contradiction with the data provided by Nostradamus in the 
Hidden Texts, and there is much in the way of verification. 

 

“The Napa Sentinel reported the flight patterns, interviewed eyewitnesses, talked to military and intelligence sources, and provided a scenario 
for the entire phenomenon. Since that period of time, however, reports have surfaced across the country.  
Black helicopters overhead, unmarked. 

http://www.amazon.com/
http://www.nickredfern.com/
http://www.newdawnmagazine.com/special-issues/new-dawn-special-issue-17
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 In a few ground sightings, the occupants of the helicopters have been described as men wearing black uniforms carrying automatic weapons. 
The helicopters appear almost unreachable.  
In the Watsonville area, one such helicopter landed. Law enforcement officials went to investigate but left the scene when encountering armed 
men in black uniforms. "We had black helicopters come over here every day," states several Massachusetts families. "They were just plain 
black, with no markings."  
A Paris, Texas-based group, "These mystery helicopters are almost always without identifying markings. The aircraft are frequently reported 
flying at abnormal, unsafe or illegal altitudes. They may shy away if witnesses or law officers try to approach. But there are several accounts of 
aggressive behavior on the part of the helicopter occupants."  
These type of helicopters have also been reported over Loring, Maine, Wurtsmith, Michigan and Malmstrom, Montana, as well as northeastern 
New Mexico. Military officials in Colorado state that black helicopters seen in their area do not belong to the military. When the FAA was asked 
to investigate black helicopter traffic over New Mexico, Freedom of Information Act requests show they had no investigation on file. Yet, the FAA 
did have investigators in the field taking depositions from individuals.                                                                    G-d help us in our time of need. 
                                                                                                                                                                   John Winston.  johnfwin@mlode.com  
 

10 5  3 Carcas, Tholosse consumeront leur brigue 
OATHS CAIQUES [ufo]  CAT (Dal) HOST HARE (Lepus)      

N REBUILT  REMOUNTS  (m.i.b)  ONCE  after  HOT LOSS 
ASCHTAR CIRQUE CONSUMES  CLATHRACEOUS  (fungi class)     
               RULE SUMER  ATHOS   OS  
              TRACE CARCASE CHAOS…                                     [MIB]  

 

HARE  = Feb 18 – Mar 17 or from Lepus constellation near Orion 
ATHOS - Number = 9 (18) Boys name - alternative name for 
Zeus, the ruler of the heavens. (The Anun.nakim)  
ASCHTAR   ASHTAR (Command)  the “police” of our universe 

N is the Erid.anu. HOT LOSS would be the GRAND PULSE – C.M.E 
 

F Rolleston   CHERUBIM 
Texts where the root 
occurs in this sense  

Hebrew 
Roots 

Gen 3:24  Cherub, thus the Mighty One  

Exo 25:18  Che*, thus, in this manner  thus  Gen 32:4  hk 

2 Sam 22:11  
1 Kings 6:24  

Rub, the mighty  mighty  Isa 63:1  br 

                                             FACE  (FIRST DECANS – each of ten days) The four faces on the wheels of Ezekiel 

Eze 1:6  Man, Adam, the likeness                              AQUARIUS likeness  Gen 1:26  Md 

   

Lion, Arieh, coming (Arab. sense) as light, a river: also, 
separating, rending. Psa 80:12                     LEO 

flood  Amos 8:8  r) 

Ox, or Bull, Shur, coming, stepping forth      TAURUS steps  Job 23:11  r#) 

Rev 4:7  Calf, Eglah, coming again, as circling           BAAL-ANU 
round 
about  

2 Chron 4:2  lg( 

   
Eagle, Nesir, caused to come down.     Separating (Arab. 
sense)                                                          SCORPIO 

directeth  Job 37:3  r#y 

*CHE see Dan Burisch ~ his grey was named Che-el-ih 

** Herodotus (Persia 484BC-425BC) was told by the Egyptian priests,  that  after 3000 years the dead would rise again. ..Men In Black? 

 ALPHA DRACONIS -- Home of green [GRAYLES ] and brown skinned,     [THE TAN ] 7- 8 ft. tall Reptilian humanoids, many of whom 
have assimilated human DNA to enhance their emotional centres, and who rule a large number of subdued planets via psionic 
implants, linked together into a collective, hive, or group consciousness that is ultimately controlled by a massive computer network 
and sub-space transceiver that exists at some undisclosed location near the home system, one that operates simultaneously on the 
material and astral planes. These Draco are said to serve an elite class of Reptilians, the White or Beige Dracos and dark-skinned 
winged Dracos called the "Ciakars".   

[THESE WOULD BE THE UUYVERNS of NOSTRADAMUS] they maintain a major underground earth base below Dulce, New Mexico 

(source: Alex Collier, and others). 
 

55. MOTHMEN…UUyvern Bruce Lee 
Largely subterranean, pterodactyloid-like hominoids with bat-like wings. Sometimes described as possessing ’horns’ and thus are considered 
very similar to the traditional depiction of the ’devil’, according to certain individuals who have encountered them. Although often referred to as 
’Mothmen’, this title might be a little misleading.  
These creatures — which have also been referred to as the Ciakars, Pteroids, Birdmen and Winged Draco — have been encountered near 
underground systems near Mountauk Point, Long Island; Point Pleasant, West Virginia; and Dulce, New Mexico. (identical to the Sumero-
Babylonian UTUKKI, a demon of the KI GAL or underworld).   
 

THE AUKRIJ… (in BAHRE forum)  pronounced “Aukree” (Interesting article in Nexus Magazine   Vol. 17, No. 5    
 

mailto:johnfwin@mlode.com
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_watchers04.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/esp_sumer_annunaki12a.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/esp_sumer_annunaki12a.htm
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Central to the story are the Weiros—cloned biological robots that are essentially indistinguishable from humans and intent on their own agenda. 
They are essentially at war with the W56 group. If their description and activities are any indication, the Weiros, or CTRs as they are usually 
referred to in Breccia's book, will likely provide one answer to the "Men in Black" phenomenon.  

("CTR" is a sort of acronym coined by Sammaciccia for contrari, or "contrary".) 
 

THERE ARE CONCERNS THAT THESE VISITORS - WHO LIVE AMONGST THE SUBURBS 
MIGHT BE "UMMOS" - something similar to Men In Black but not zombie like at all 

 

DOUBLES, ROBOTOIDS AND REPLICAS 
 

PHOENIX JOURNAL #24, PP. 92-94 

How is it that you find this difficult to accept? 
These “genetic/holographic” DNA/RNA replicas have been in the perfecting for well over four 
decades. All that is required is a holographic fragment (literally, one cell) and a replica can be 
reproduced. Then all that is required is down-loading of the memory data and programming 
of the manufactured entity. I have spoken of this procedure prior to this and will not take 
precious time to repeat and repeat for those who simply do not wish to go back and effort at 
gaining the information. You see, I, Hatonn, care not in the least whether or not you believe 
me nor if you understand the mechanism by which it works. 

from FourWinds10 Website 

You are “willing victims” of the lie and YOU will awaken or sleep 
 

HUMANLIKE GENETIC REPLICAS, SYNTHETIC DUPLICATES, 
ROBOTOID HUMANOIDS, ROBOTIC RNA/DNA DOUBLES 

As Referenced In The Phoenix Expresses and Journals 

Earthfiles.com 2002 -- Part 2 - J-Rod and Microbiologist Dan B Burisch, Ph.D. 

• 10/05/2002 -- Part 1 - Two Scientists Describe An Extraterrestrial Biological Entity Called "J-Rod" 

• 05/23/2004 -- Part 2:   Whistleblower Microbiologist Dan Burisch Interview on June 7, 2003 

• 03/17/2004 -- Part 1 - "Horrible Secret" in UFO Crash Retrievals Near Roswell, New Mexico, in July 1947? 
 

2 13 
EXPEDITIONARY FORCES ~ BLOODLESS CONSCIOUSNESS 

Men in Black 
NO LONGER BETWEEN ~ UPRISE BEYOND: - SLEEP WALKING 
ACTIVE AMONGST THE AGES 

Because of using the Stage Gate 
DAY OF DEATH IN ABEYANCE OF BIRTHDAY 

visiting both day of birth and day of death – putting each aside 
By using the Stage Gate 

THE DIVINE SPIRIT: BLISS WILL TRANSPORT THE SOUL 

BLISS3 MEANS PASSION/RAPTURE 
felice, taken as helice – a component of the Stage Gate 
HELICE is also a key word for Ursa Major-MAR.GID.DA. 

If ‘ARM’ (Cepheus) is added, you get ARM~MARGIDA 
However, felicity means bliss 

SEEING AGELESSNESS ON ACTIVATION OF THE WORD 
Literally seeing. Voice activation Go to WITH WAND IN HAND 

2 13 
Le corps sans ame plus n'estre en sacrifice 
Jour de la mort mis en nativité: 
L'esprit divin fera l'ame felice,** 
Voyant le verbe en son eternité 

 
The body without soul no longer to be sacrificed: 
Day of death put for birthday: 
travelling from one time to the other 
The divine spirit will make the soul happy 
Seeing eternity in its word 
 
Time machine Voice application: seeing literally 
**the friend Felice – I wonder if this is a reference to the 
“feline” cat eyed tall blondes? 

 1 78 2  SARAUSIOS   codes within codes 
 

WHAT WHERE WHEN 

ARIA AUS SOS (sing the first song/warning ARIA AUS SOS…send to Australia for help  ARIAS US I OS       I: Dec 20  OS = Capricorn 

AS ISUS OAR. As is god of the Aettir 
Ysus (Sirius Blonds) and Argo 

ARUSA SOS I  
Eve of winter solstice & Halloween 

SOS A ARIUS         A: is December 21/22 
(Aryans Antarctica 

AS S.O US AIR    As: god of the Aett. S: Ursa  

O: Andromedans 

AS S.O US AIR  

S: Ursa O: Andromedans 

AS ARIUS OS  

As: god of the Aett 

AS UR OASIS 

Iraq 

OASIS AUS R (Nov 25 – Dec 22) 

Australia is an oasis in R 

AUS OASIS R (Nov 25 – Dec 22) 

 R = Draco 

ASS O. USA R I   

Ass: Auriga. O: Andromedans 

IS AS OAR US (O. RA - ray) 

 

ASS O. USA R I  (eve of winter solstice 

R: Nov 25 – Dec 22 

IS AS OAR US (O. RA) 

 

ASSUR   S.O.  A.I 

Ursa, Andromedan artificiel  intell  

ASSUR (Assyria)  I - A - OS 

Dec 20 – 22 and Capricorn 
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AURAS SOS I (Halloween or Dec 19/20 

I is Egypt too 

IS S.O. AURAS  

S: Ursa O: Andromedan 

AURAS SOS I 

 

IS OUR ASSA  indicates Seraphim O. RISSA (Norway) USA 

O is cultural inheritance also 

IS OUR A  ASS  A is Cassiopeians 

ASS is first decan Pisces 

AISA R, US OS  

R: REPTOID grey- Draco 

O. USA, SARIS (India) 

 

AISA R, US OS  

Aisa: mantric greys, female 

RUSSO - ASIA (AISA) = Red Mantric ORISSA (in India) USA/AUS RUSSIA A OS 

SASSARI (Italy Sardinia) U O 

U: Universal Originator 

RIO US AA SS   (Aryan – Harappa ) 

AA: ancient astronauts 

S. O RUSSIA A  

 

SOARS USA I 

 

S.A (Sth Afr) USA ROIS.  (SOIR) RIO - S 

S = SUN. Rois: kings. SOIR: pm 

URSA O. SS I A 

 

URSA ASS IO 

Ass and Ursa at Io 

SOURS ASIA 

 

US AIR SOS A  

Winter solstice 

USA RIO ASS       [mule/Auriga] or in Pisces   URSA OASIS (Egypt area ASS US RIO  A 

URSA O. SS A.I (artificial intelligence 
O: Andromeda SS: Aryan 

 URSA A.I. S  OS (Capricorn 
S: C.M.E. 

 
SAROS  (moon cycle)  USA   II  U.S.A. 

The saros i/ˈsɛərɒs/ is a a period of 223 synodic months (approximately 6585.3213 days, or nearly 18 years 11 days), that can be used to predict eclipses of 

the Sun and Moon. One saros after an eclipse, the Sun, Earth, and Moon return to approximately the same relative geometry, and a nearly identical eclipse will 
occur, in what is referred to as an eclipse cycle. A sar is one half of a saros.          A series of eclipses that are separated by one saros is called a saros series. 
 

NASA, H.E. Bond & E. Nelan(STScI); M. Barstow & M. Burleigh 

3.  
4. Top 10 Brightest Stars 

space.about.com/od/stars/tp/brighteststars.htm 
 

Sirius, also known as the Dog Star, is the brightest star in the sky. Its name comes from the Greek word for scorching. 
Distance: 8.6 LY  Spectral Type: A1Vm 
2. Canopus 
Named either for an ancient city in northern Egypt or the helmsman for Menelaus, Canopus is the second brightest star in the sky. 

Distance: 74 LY  Spectral Type: F0II 
3. Rigil Kentaurus 
Rigel Kentaurus, also known as Alpha Centauri, is the third brightest star in the sky. Its name literally means foot of the centaur. 

Distance: 4.3 LY  Spectral Type: G2V 
4. Arcturus 
Arcturus is the brightest star in the constellation Boötes, which is one of the oldest constellations in the night sky. Arcturus,  the She Bear. 

Distance: 34 LY  Spectral Type: 5IIIFe-0.5 
5. Vega  is the 6th if our Sun is the first 
Vega is the fifth brightest star in the sky. Its name comes from the Arabic for the swooping eagle.   

Distance: 25 LY  Spectral Type: A0Va 
6. Capella 
The sixth brightest star in the sky, Capella's name is from the Latin for little she-goat. Capella is in the constellation Auriga. 

Distance: 41 LY  Spectral Type: G5IIIe+G0III 
7. Rigel 
The seventh brightest star in the sky, Rigel's name is from the Arabic for foot, indicating its place in the constellation Orion.  

Distance: 1400 LY  Spectral Type: B8Ia 
  

 

NAME 
 

APPARENT 
MAGNITUDE 

 

ABSOLUTE 
MAGNITUDE 

 

PARALLAX 
(ARC SECONDS) 

 

DISTANCE 
(PARSECS) 

1. Sun -26.7 +4.87   

2. Sirius -1.44 +1.45 0.379 2.6 

3. Canopus -0.62 -5.62 0.010 100 

4. Arcturus -0.05 -0.30 0.089 11 

5. Alpha Cent A -0.01 +4.34 0.742 1.4 

6. Vega +0.03 +0.58 0.129 7.8 

7. Capella +0.08 -0.49 0.077 13 

Rigel +0.18 -6.81 0.004 250 

Procyon +0.40 +2.68 0.286 3.5 

SkyEye - Brightest Stars       www.obliquity.com/skyeye/misc/bright.html 

 
 

 1. Sirius    1 80  1  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Saros.ogg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Saros.ogg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synodic_month
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse_cycle
http://space.about.com/od/stars/tp/brighteststars.htm
http://space.about.com/od/stars/p/canopusinfo.htm
http://space.about.com/od/stars/p/rigilkentaurus.htm
http://space.about.com/od/stars/p/arcturusinfo.htm
http://space.about.com/od/stars/p/vegainfo.htm
http://space.about.com/od/stars/p/capellainfo.htm
http://space.about.com/od/stars/p/rigelinfo.htm
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/88const/cma.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/88const/car.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/88const/boo.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/88const/cen.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/88const/lyr.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/88const/aur.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/88const/ori.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/88const/cmi.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/misc/bright.html
http://www.obliquity.com/skyeye/misc/bright.html
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/Saros.ogg
http://0.tqn.com/d/space/1/0/R/i/2005-36-a-full_jpg.jpg
http://space.about.com/od/stars/p/siriusinfo.htm
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1The Canopus Revelation 
www.philipcoppens.com/canopus.html  
1The identification of the constellation Orion with the Egyptian god Osiris has become engrained in human 

consciousness, yet it is one of the biggest misunderstandings dominating the understanding of Egyptian mythology. 
Rather than the constellation Orion, it is the star Canopus that is linked with Osiris, as identified by ancient writers 
as well as early 20th century scholars, whose evidence has since been bullied into silence, if not oblivion. 
Canopus, for Egypt the South polar star, is the second brightest star in the sky and interplays with Sirius in such a way 
that ancient accounts say they control time and evolution. Furthermore, Canopus was the star of the navigators, both 
ancient and modern, and was believed to allow access to the Afterlife - the domain of Osiris. Canopus was specifically 
identified with his Chest, his Ark, in which he was transformed from mere mortal to resurrected supergod; an image 
that has inspired Mankind ever since. The story has been at the origin of the Grail legend and alchemy, both of which 
have a specific link to Canopus - revealed here for the first time. 
Canopus was therefore literally a "stargate", where man could communicate with and aspire to become gods - and 
enter into other dimensions. This book will reveal what the Egyptians actually believed as to what happened to the 
soul after death, when it entered into the Duat (or Nibiru), the crossing between life and the Afterlife, and the paths it 
the soul could choose. It will show how they coded this knowledge into their mythology and how ancient accounts and 
modern physics use the same symbolism… to describe the structure of the universe, the playground of the Egyptian 
gods and the souls of the deceased. 

This book radically reinterprets the myth of Osiris in its proper context… what the ancient Egyptians believed would 
happen to the soul. Mankind is again on the brink of discovering this knowledge through modern science… 

“This is a brave book. As if it were not risky enough to challenge the accepted established scientific Egyptological 
paradigm the author of 'The Canopus Revelation' has taken a long and incisive re-examination of the modern 

'alternative' interpretations of Ancient Egypt. As a sceptical reader of modern writers such as Bauval and Hancock. 
I found this book to be a thought-provoking breathe of very fresh air. 

The Author, Philip Coppens, has applied himself diligently to the facts and has unearthed what must be one of the 
most startling re-examinations of Egyptian stellar lore of recent times. 

I thoroughly recommend this book.” 

P. J. Morris, Amazon.co.uk 
OSIRIS was always painted green by the ancient Egyptians – I am wondering if Osiris was a Grayle – which are always 
described as “greenish” in colour  –   or worse  –  a Man In Black 
 

8 63  1 Quand l'adultere blesse' sans coup aura  
CANOPUS  PAUU  (Procyon/Gemini) BLESSES QUARAN ~  

ADULT  BESTSELLER 
QUADRANTAL  AN                                 (Annunaki)  

NATAL AQUA SEAS  TREBLE                   
QUANTAL   REBELS  COUPS  
Enables  BASELESS  Adulteress (the final president) 
 

 
Yes, there are over 4,000 lines (QUADRANTAL) just about the 
Oannes and the Anu. This will have to be in a book form… 
currently in the works 
 
REBELS COUPS = THE OCCUPY resistance 

5 100  2 Du feu du ciel a` Calcas et Gominge 
CYCLE ~ COMETS COMING  A  (Dec 22) 
GENOMIC  FEEDING  COME  TIN 
DEUU FED FEIGNED - CARCASE  

A  ARCS  CARTOMANCIES   (celestial zodiacs)  

CESAR  TRACES  COMTES  (greys)  

TRACES METONIC FEUD  
A  ARCS: Cassiopeia in the hybrid breeding nurseries   
TOUTATIS has a four year cycle    

 

Of fire from the sky at Carcassonne and the Comminges:  
FED. the Federation, the greys that need “dew” 
TRACES FEEDING DEUU [greys] GENOMIC CARCASE, 
COMTES [greys] FEUD. FED(eration) FEIGNED METONIC 
CYCLE COMETS ARCS COMING TIN (Sagittarius) 
[METONIC - 19 yr lunar cycle basis Julian calendar]       
both the Hungarias and the Geminids are cyclic 
* CARCASE FEIGNED:  Men in black  

DRACO MOTHMEN  
In the constellation of Draco, there is another race of entities which has in the past visited Earth. They are 8-foot-tall. dark, nocturnal 
aliens who appeared around graveyards and parks. They have red eyes that glow in the dark and wings to fly. They are referred to by us 
as Mothmen. They are also the source of legends of the past relating to gargoyles and Valkyries. Even some qualities of vampires have 
been taken from the qualities of this creature -- the ability to fly and nocturnal habits. The Mothmen have no particular influence on earth 
at this time other than as causing panic and a cause for curiosity.  
They are mostly hidden underground and do not wish to attract attention  
A Virginia Base was demolished in August 2011 by the Andromeda Council ordering the Procyons to use sonic weapons to do so 
 

1. The Trumpet Shall Sound, and the Dead Shall Be Raised 
www.topical-bible-studies.org › Day of Blowing the Trumpets 
The Trumpet Shall Sound, and the Dead Shall Be Raised. Matthew 24:29  

Amazon.com: And the Dead Shall Rise: The Murder of Mary Phagan ... 
www.amazon.com › ... › True Accounts › Murder & Mayhem 
Amazon.com: And the Dead Shall Rise: . 
 

http://www.philipcoppens.com/canopus.html
http://www.topical-bible-studies.org/29-0002.htm
http://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.topical-bible-studies.org/29-index.htm&rct=j&sa=X&ei=mz0pT-vJDe2UiQeY1ui6Ag&sqi=2&ved=0CCQQ6QUoADAA&q=AND+THE+DEAD+SHALL+BE&usg=AFQjCNEwITGo6VwM4ge3mRfHWmluBWg_yg
http://www.amazon.com/Dead-Shall-Rise-Murder-Lynching/dp/0679421475
http://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.amazon.com/True-Accounts-Nonfiction-Books/b%3Fie%3DUTF8%26node%3D11314&rct=j&sa=X&ei=mz0pT-vJDe2UiQeY1ui6Ag&sqi=2&ved=0CC0Q6QUoADAB&q=AND+THE+DEAD+SHALL+BE&usg=AFQjCNFOLrk6ayE_9rrJ3UWTNOHX3LFsEw
http://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.amazon.com/Murder-Mayhem-True-Accounts-Books/b%3Fie%3DUTF8%26node%3D11320&rct=j&sa=X&ei=mz0pT-vJDe2UiQeY1ui6Ag&sqi=2&ved=0CC4Q6QUoATAB&q=AND+THE+DEAD+SHALL+BE&usg=AFQjCNGVBRep20zfiuyFIFGITzjAlknFpg
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 3 82 
Friens, Antibor, villes autour de Nice, 
Seront vastees fort par mer et par terre:              and BY the ground 
Les sauterelles terre t mer vent propice, 
Prins morts troussez, pilles sans loi de guerre: 

 
Frejus, Antibes, towns around Nice, 
They will be thoroughly devastated by sea and by land: 
The locusts (lobsters) by land and by sea blown propitious, 
Captured, dead, bound, pillaged without law of war   (sent off in trains 

 

4  48 
Planure Ausonne fertile, spacieuse, 
Produira taons si tant de sauterelles: 
Clart solaire deuiendra nubileuse, 
Ronger le tout, grand peste venir d'elles. 

 
The fertile, spacious Ausonian plain 
Will produce so many gadflies and locusts, 
The solar brightness will become clouded -                      chemtrails 
All devoured, great plague to come from them. 

 

3 66  2 Sera par un de sang vindicatif  
DAVINCI  SAVING  FAIREST  SANCTIFIED  ARTIFICE    

VINDICATING FEARS … SEND FATIDIC   
decided uuin in saga 

aid uuidening nag sic              see 5 96 1 

AVID AVENGING IN DIƒCS  (discs) 
INVADING ACTS  -  FIRE  RAPE  IS SANCTIFIED       

Will be by one of revengeful bloodlines 
SANCTIFIED ARTIFICE   this is telling me that Da Vinci experienced 
the same as Nostradamus – and kept something as a token! 
aid uuidening – the orbit of the Earth 

Nag is a date in ‘horse’  (love the ‘sic’ 

IS SANCTIFIED: the necessity of depopulating the Earth is what has 
been “sanctified”       

Nag   HORSE BLACK                 NOVEMBER 25 - DECEMBER 22 

HORSE PALE OCTOBER 28 - NOVEMBER 24 

HORSES SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 27 

HORSE WHITE JUNE 10 - JULY 7 
 

4 55  3 Mort presagee de sang statue taincte  
ASTUTE .A. AGENTS  COME TIN (Sagittarius)  AGE  
REPORTS COMET PRESAGE CREMATION MANTICORE STATUE 
ANGST PRESTORAGE AGEDNESS SEED STAGNATES   
TUNGSTATE  OMITTANCE  IN COMET   

Death foretold, the statue stained with blood  (Sphinx) 
A.  agents are those from Cassiopeia 

MANTICORE = the Sphinx 
The SEED BANK at Norway 
TUNGSTATE: is wolfram, used to harden bullets 

 

5 96  1 Sur le milieu du grand monde la rose  
D'ORLEAN LORD NAMED OS    

LEONARDO’S RULES UNARGUED  

AUGURED MILL MILE LIE UUIDER II                

GUARD REILLUMED OLDER  MADONNA   

DAMN U.N - EG RUDD drudge, GUARD 
DEMON RANDOM GOURMAND 

OS (in Capricorn) D'ORLEAN LORD (golden lord) NAMED 

The rose on the middle of the great world. The middle of the 

‘olde’ world was Giza. The rose is the stage gate/grail 

MILE LIE UUIDER II: Mill is the millwheel of the ages  ... 

LIE WIDER: our own Astronomical Units in II = Nov?           

OLDER  MADONNA  go back to 3 66 2 
The person in the U.N. is a prime minister 
Drudge: To do tedious, unpleasant, or menial work 
RANDOM GOURMAND = a cannibal 
 

5 96 1 DAVINCI  SAVING  FAIREST  SANCTIFIED  ARTIFICE – GUARD  OLDER  MADONNA:       go back to 3 66 2   

 

Here is a question for you Dan Brown… 
What is the connection between the “fairest sanctified artifice” and the “re-illumed older Madonna”? 

 

 

LEONARDO’S   RULES   UNARGUED  

 

Leggere le bone opere e osservarle  
Le penne leveranno li omini, siccome li uccelli, inverso il cielo 

Read and observe - happens in bone   (Capricorn) 
Pens men (RAPTURE) will rise up as birds, the skies reversed  
                 AFORISMI, NOVELLE E PROFEZIE di Leonardo da Vinci 
 

« The skies reversed » can mean only one thing:  the Earth is reversed  
 

“ Mill  mile lie wider” …  and the orbit is altered 
 

OF REAPERS (THE FALSE RAPTURE) 
There will be many who will be moving one against another, holding in their hands the sharp cutting iron. 

These will not do each other any hurt other than that caused by fatigue, for as one leans forward the other 

draws back an equal space; but woe to him who intervenes between them, for in 

the end he will be left cut in pieces. 

A STAR WARS SCENARIO - DO NOT GET INVOLVED ~ ONE FACTION ARE CANNIBALS 

sic erat scriptum, "thus was it written” 
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OF THE LANTERN (CAN.OPUS IS KNOWN AS THE LANTERN, BUT SO IS THE SUN) 
The fierce horns of powerful bulls will protect the light used at night (THE SUN) from 

the impetuous fury of the (SOLAR) winds. 

THOSE (THE) ERID.ANUS (THEY WEAR HORNS) WILL PROTECT US 

AND KEEP (US) SAFE FROM THE SOLAR WINDS 
 
 

   
 

   

6 61 1 – ARREST, (a solar flare)  RARE REPEL…page 9        This strange thing near the sun certainly does look like bull’s horns! 

 

 

 
 

2  75 
La voix ouie de l'insolite oyseau, 
Sur le carron de respiral estage: 
Si hault viendra du froment le boisseau 
Que l'homme d'homme sera Antropophage 
“The voice” of the (rare) unwanted bird = the hawk headed Horus 

 
The voice of the rare bird heard…          (the vulture/Lyra/Aquarius 
On the pipe of the ground-floor air-vent :           (Pipe is a Celt date 
So high will the bushel of wheat rise,            (wheat  means  Virgo) 
That man will be eating his fellow man. 

Pipe is March 18 – April 14 

 CANNIBAL … ANTROPOPHAGE codes within codes TO ADD TO MEN IN BLACK JUNE 2012 
Horus - Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia 

Horus was the ancient Egyptians' national patron god. ... depicted as a falcon, most likely a lanner or peregrine, or as a 

man with a falcon head. ... Nekheny may have been another falcon-god, worshipped at Nekhen (city of the hawk),  

Which Egyptian god has the head of a hawk 

Horus, the ancient Egyptian god of the sky, and child of Isis (Sirius) and her brother/ husband Osiris, (Orion) had the 

head of a hawk.  
The Anun.naki used eagle head helmets when flying and fish head helmets when underwater (Sitchin) 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horus
http://wiki.answers.com/Q/Which_Egyptian_god_has_the_head_of_a_hawk
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6 12  2 Du Vatican le sang Royal tiendra   NOVA ALACRITY  

L: VENATICAL  ARYTENOIDAL LAESTRYGONIAN     
LIGATORY  LANCE,  DRAIN  ORGANS 

TAUT VI RID CALENDAR DAY     

IT LAID A LONG YEAR UNIT  
GYRATIONAL ORDINATE ~ RAY DEED  (Nova: note “deed”) 

DAL ACTIVITY UNREAD ~ DIVERT NAUTICAL DAY 
VALIDITY RED ANU, CAT IT TRULY AID ADVANCE 
AN UTILITY LEO RAID ~ NAG. U L ALTERNATING OII    
I  ATTUNING LAY: LEO RAID, GUILLOTINE TRAIN A DAY 

L: = Tau Cetians or from Cetus or in Pisces 
VENATICAL hunting  ARYTENOIDAL dialyser 
LAESTRYGONIAN    ancient  Gk Giant Cannibal  
LIGATORY using a ligature 
TAUT VI would be the “repulsive six” of the second coming 
By moving Earth to another orbit, we get a longer year, and lose 
the day we currently have. The ordinates gyrate, as they would 
do while the Earth suffers this kind of upheaval. 
CAT means the Dals. U is ‘heavenly’ L: is (Tau) Cetus in the south 
Alternating = changing to the north in “011” possibly November 
Because “NAG” (Celt Horse) covers November to December 

DULY ACTIVATE ~ DRAIN ARTICULATED IVY (Virgo) DAN (Scorpio) "CADAVER UTILITY DNA”  =   MEN IN BLACK 
VALIDITY = telling the truth:  AN means the Anu, who use (UTILIZE) those from Leo (Denebola) in league for the false rapture.  

It seems they plan the false rapture during major events in Scorpio (Nag)…ALTERNATING would mean the poles shifting 

The trains will be raiding in Leo,  with every day seeing an entire trainload of people guillotined 

 

6 18 1  LAESTRYGONIAN  (anct Gk Giant Cannibal )  LARGE PALER IPHIS [praying mantis] DIALYSE 
 see Ur wall glyph of Giant holding a mantis by the leg in the forum DAVID HUGGINS & NOSTRADAMUS 
 

6 32  4 Nez par fureur quant Berich viendra mordre 
Berich = Rib Che, greys from Leo. Nez/nose is Pegasus 

QURAN RANDOM INVADER RICH BANQUET    
ARCH DIVINE: TIBER  RUFE URBANITE   
UPRAZE RICH HIV BACTERINE     chemtrails 

RUE  URFA*  ARM  ORDER  BUTANE  PENZA      

TIBER RUFE (red) URBANITE = the Anun.nakim (Eridu) 
BACTERINE:   bacterial vaccine        
ARM. is the obsolete name for Cepheus constellation. The obsolete name for 
Ursa Major is MAR.GID.DA  = Armargidda = ARMAGEDDON 
Urfa=Edessa or Ursa an astronomical  clue,  in this  case “Other World” would 
be visitors from the Ursa constellation, who seem to be cannibals   

 

9 4  2 Deux chefs esleuz, le premier ne tiendra        see 5 92 4 
DREAD ENTIRE EMPIRE 
CAUDEX () DRAINED FLESHES  
UXED  UZELESS  PERIMELE [cuckold]  

Two presidents elected, the first will not accept … continues… 

The victims plundered who voted for the first 

CAUDEX (thickened trunk)  meaning big barrel chests, such as the 
Anu and the Reptilian 

In 6 12 2:  it said:  TITULARY ADVANCED I:-  saying the title either “improved” or changed in Yew Tree Day (Halloween or December 19/20)  
I see this as one president handing over the ‘title’ to another (the ‘cuckold’) who in previous lines was Condoleezza Rice, also said to be the 

FINAL PRESIDENT in 2 96 2 says Nostradamus                                  PERIMELE = back stabber, cuckold, the “adulteress” 
It was discovered that it was Condoleezza Rice who gave the high-level OK to tell workers that the WTC dust was 
not toxic and that they could go back to work into Manhattan, despite knowing that the dust was toxic..  
CBS established that the Administration knew the dust was toxic. CBS 2 story, pulled off the air 

WITHIN THIS FORUM IT STATES THAT THERE ARE THREE SOURCES FOR MEN IN BLACK 
BUT THERE ARE ACTUALLY FOUR - REMEMBER IN THE BIBLE WHERE IT SAYS 
"AND THE DEAD SHALL BE RAISED TO JOIN THE LIVING..." 
 

WELL THE SOULS OF THE DEAD HAVE NOW HAD TO BE CALLED UPON  
AND THEY HAVE BEEN NOW LIVING WITH THE LIVING,  
BUT THIS CANNIBALISM THING IS NOT ONLY A MIND BENDING PROJECT 
IT IS A SOUL BENDING PROJECT 
AND POSSIBLY WHAT THE SOUL STEALING “OTHER  WORLDERS” HAVE BEEN 
EXPERIMENTING WITH 
 

    
 

6 61 1  NEMESIS PIPES LINE at page 9 
  
THE FOLLOWING FEW LINES ARE NOT RELATED TO MEN IN BLACK – RATHER THEY ARE REMINDERS 

From ASTEROID COMET METEOR: updated with the new codes received since that forum was published 
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3 4 1 Quand seront proches de defaut des lunaires 
NOT SQUANDER NORSE (Edda) PORTENDS 
DEFAULTS  QUADRENNIALS 
UNDULATES - LUNA UNREALISED  DAN  
U.N salted UN-SALUTED NORSE [Edda] SEAL 
UN CHOSE INSULATED SULFATED UUETLANDS 

 

Warning from Nostradamus: not to ignore the omen, even if 
in the form of legends NORSE: Edda, an asteroid 
UNDULATES (Chaotic orbit & QUADRENNIALS Four year 
cycle as Toutatis does) SEAL: means “fixed event” 
UNREALISED: no one sees it.    DAN is in Scorpio 

 

10 1 3 Prins preme mort, et le rest en chemise 
PAPER FOURTEEN LETTER 
Encipherments RESET LETTERS  
HENCE LETTERS  R  LETTER  O IN PRIME (premise) 

METEOR  PREMISE  INSPIRES  REMOTE  

FOURTEEN: Agrippina chapter 14, which speaks of shape shifting 
angels good and bad…and where they are from 
See “Fossickers Guide to Nostradamus” by Allan Webber 
see the “Runic Skies” in the Glossaries 
R: Draco O: Andromeda = the Andromeda Council, the NINE 

 

10 1 3 METEOR  PREMISE  INSPIRES  REMOTE: this is the method being used to move the Earth to a REMOTE position safe from the sun. 
This is why the NINE in 9 4 4 do nothing about the TRIAD AIMING ORDINATES OF THE ASTEROID. Because the asteroid rolls Earth onwards 
 

1 45 4 Par sectes monde confus et schismatique 
The world is confused and divided by sects 

I  CREATE  CODES:  COMETS OMENS      

CO-ENCODEMENTS  PARQS 

TRACES  U E COMTESSE  
AIMS EQUIP CHASMS AMISH SECT 
ONCE COMTES EQUIPT PRATIQUES 
PICARESQUE DEMONS SPARCE CHEST 
SCHEMATIST CHEMISTS AQTI CONFUSE  

 

U means ‘of the heavens’  
E refers to Zeta Reticuli Herculis greys 

COMTESSE: a female grey (the Cassiopeians) 
EQUIP: cause ONCE - after 
PICARESQUE: roguish = greys 
AQTI: hidden agenda = chemtrails aimed against people who wish to 
live a natural and genetically manipulated free environment (Amish) 
The chemtrails have ingredients which cause confusion 
COMTES: male greys have found a way to use a stage gate 
PRATIQUES: Stage gate Port clearance 

schematist. Sche´ma`tist. n. 1. One given to forming schemes; 
a projector; a schemer.  
THE SHADOW GOVERNMENT 

 

9 4  4 Saccager case qui premier maintiendra  
CASE  RAIMENT ~ CAGE  CEASE 

CAIQUE NITRAMINE SACQUES  
NINE  PRESQUE  EMPIRE’S TRIAD  AIM MARIE I 
PICARESQUE (rogues) EQUIP MARINE Americans  
TRAINED IN ARMS                

1.Devastated  the  first  who  maintained  home   (Earth) 
2.The victim plundered who maintained the first  – Cheetham 
3.The house (Earth) which maintained  the first one, plundered 
PICARESQUE (rogues) would be the greys giving high 
technology to the Americans (in relation to controlling the 
populace) ARMS also means in Gemini 

9 4  4 CASE/The matter is one of the CAGE (lapidary cage is the Milky Way) RAIMENT: dressed up (this is what the problem is – 
someone is being told one thing, when the case is quite different) CEASING as we know it, i.e. our current view 

CAIQUE mother ship NITRAMINE (nitrous atmosphere) SACQUES ufos: we are seeing these around the sun now 
NINE is the Ennead PRESQUE:  suspect, yet do nothing about it… EMPIRE’S TRIAD = Sirius, Erid.anu Peleus (Orion)   
AIM MARIE (an asteroid = any asteroid, but in this case it is Toutatis) in  I which is the eve of the December solstice = 19/20 
Saccager  - devastated 
Case = along - anyhow - anyway - appear -  - back - bench - blind - borderline - CASE - case history - collapse - cross - curious - - dismiss - display - distressing 
-  - either - emergency - escape - extreme - fasten - federal -  follow-up -- genuine -   hut  home 
Maintiendra -   preserve  uphold   take care of 
 

1. The first translation is saying the first who were the keepers of Earth are devastated (not just the Watchers) 
2. The second is saying the one who maintained the first is the victim –  
        this could be YHWH, or the humans who (in fact did not) maintain the Earth their home, they trashed it 

        3.    The third translation : the house (Earth) which maintained the first (humans) is devastated 
 

  

  

 Triangle / Pyramid Forming On The Sun - March 12, 2012 ...  

12/03/2012 · Sunspot; Egypt; Ancient Sumerians; Ancient Egyptians; Hopi ... Solar Cycle; License: Standard YouTube License ...  

Formation of the triangle on the sun ... 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HGu-UMfcBA 
 

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/along
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/anyhow
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/anyway
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/appear
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/back
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bench
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blind
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/borderline
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/CASE
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/case%20history
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/collapse
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/cross
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ONE OF THE STONES FOUND IN 1955 IN CENTRAL MEXICO 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Study this crop circle closely 
The proportions of the Earth on the right, with the Moon orbiting 
Compared to Planet X on the left 
 

This planetary body may be just one belonging to the Nibiru solar 
system, since Nibiru is supposed to be four times bigger than Jupiter 
 

This is the « fuse » event – possibly the nudge that sends Earth out, 
It is the « crossing » event, the « feuding auras » episode 
 

See the planispheres being compressed, the orbit of the Moon being 
deflected and the plasma or  
Tesla effect between both planets 
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I REGRET INTERPRETS BORING TOPICS "I REPORTING BIG SECTOR 

IT COINS BIGGER REPORT - IT IS: OPT BIGGER CORNER…     which is a larger orbit 

but "NOT BIGGEST PRIOR RICE” – again – Rice to be a president, the FINAL president 

thus giving us the “normal orbit” and when it will alter

BOG RECIPE (mud) RISING -TROT (horse dates in Scorpio and Sagittarius)  

A pun on ‘horse’ using RISING TROT, but also meaning the MUD RISES 

BITTER GROCER TORT IN OS, (Capricorn),  PIG  (Feb 18 – Mar 17) 2013? 

COPE TRIGGERS IN ORBIT º – the asteroids "COPES IN ORBIT - CORE TRIGGER TIP (of the Earth) 

IT BRING PIGROOT (see “Earth bucks” in 9 44) ~ (Earth’s) TIP (lies on her side1) RESTORING BIG CORE 

                                  (when “little” core would be a reference to a time portal) 
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  º Just as Da Vinci says: “O marvel of mankind! What frenzy has thus impelled you! You shall hold 

  converse with animals of every species, and they with you in human language.                   ALIENS 

  you shall behold yourselves falling from great heights without suffering any                     EARTH 

  injury; the torrents will bear you with them as they mingle in their rapid course.                 ORBITS 

 1Isaiah 24: 20  

“The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed like a tent; 

  and its transgression shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not rise again.                                                                                                

 24:19 The earth is completely broken down, the earth is fully dissolved, the earth is exceedingly moved.  
 TO HER NEW ORBIT WHERE NOSTRADAMUS SAYS OUR SUN IS “HIDDEN, ECLIPSED BY MERCURY”   

 “And in the end there will be a New Earth and a New Heaven, and  
 

  From the Lost Book of Enki  

  Seal of Endubsar  
 

THE ANDROMEDA COUNCIL 

SPIRITO CON ~ R.O. (Andromeda council) IT BIGGER INSPECTOR - BIG REGRET  

Beforehand I have been using the letters as O.R. but “R” is Raidho which means “I will to will thy will”, and  “advancement” 
and inner healing. Interesting that the words “dimensional journey” is also a description of Raidho, as the Andromeda Council  
are inter-dimensional!  The “O” is Othilla, which means “cultural inheritance”.  Also an interesting meaning in this case! 

R.O.  ORBIT,  GREETING  CORPS  in  I  (Halloween and/or Dec 19/20) - BEG RESTRICTION  in  PIG (Pisces) 

RECITING R.O GROPES ORBIT R.O (Andromeda Council) & GENETICS (Anu) GRIP ORBIT, RECEIPT TO BIG RINGS (Saturn 

REGISTER RESTRICTING TON REPETITION  

TON  (day – from “tun” the Maya day. The link between the Maya and the Anu is Quetzal.Coatl)  
The  CORPS  mentioned above does not seem to mean the Men In Black 

 

THE ANUN.NAKIM and RIB (obsolete for Leo Constellation, Denebola) 

ORIGENISTIC (Anun.nakim) ORIGIN BIG RETROSPECT… REGRET BRING ISOTOPIC nuclear science 

BIG RETROSPECT would be Genesis 2. When the YHWH of the Anu began terra forming 

PROGENITORS (Anun.nakim) PRESCRIBING PRIORITIES PROTECTING RIB REGISTER CO-OPTING;  

ERGO IS PROTECTING RIB (those from Leo which are involved in the false rapture and use shape shifting craft) 

REGISTER COPING ORBIT POST (after) BIGGER CRITERION STOPs   BIGGER CRITERION PRIOR TO BIGGER INSECT (Mantis 

The BIGGER CRITERION is the moving to anew orbit. The Mantis have been involved in the hybrid breeding programs 

 

FROM SIRIUS - ISUS/YSUS/JESUS 
 
CERES GOING ORBIT TRIP ORBITING TO GRIP GO ORBITING TRIP. CERES, ON (Oannes/Anu) ORBIT TRIP GIG  

CERES, RIB GOING TO TRIP  -  CERES GOT ORBIT IN GRIP - ORBIT NOT RIP GIG - CERES TORO (time portal) GRIP BITING is the rip gig 

CERES PROBING RIOT GIT (idiot) – RIO GIT (fool),  CERES (Sirius) TRIO GROPING BIT, CERES PORTING - BIG RIOT T  (July 8 – Aug 4) 

CERES IT BRING PIGROOT (see “Earth bucks” 9 44) ~ (Earth’s) TIP RESTORING BIG CORE, CERES ORBITING – OPT RIG TO GRIP GO TRIP 

The RIP GIG (event) is the particle collider of RAYPOZ in 9 44. Note the pun R.I.P. Rio de Janeiro is supposed to become the south pole. 

9  44 
Migres, migres de Genesve  trestous.      (pun on « migrains » 
Saturne d'or enfer se changers  
Le contre RAYPOZ exterminera tous 
Avant l'a ruent le ciel signes fera.               Bucking/pigroot 

Migrate, leave Geneva every last one of you  
Migrate, leave the seventh example  – all of you 
Saturn will change to golden inferno –                   a new sun 
The contrary "Raypoz" will exterminate you all   
Before the bucking (Earth) the sky will show signs  

9 44 GENESVE…codes within codes :  SEVEN  EG : this is referring to “the seventh rock” of 1 43 which is the Earth 

9 44 3 – this is the ‘RAYPOZ’ quatrain 

REVELATION,  ONCE  (after)  YEAR  OSCULATES  (after one year becomes another 2012 - 2013?) 

5 46  3 On produira contre lui grans sophismes  
NUCLEATOR  SPOONERISM (causes 
PERSON  NEURALGY  MOPISHNESS 
MOSES SOPHI RULE YULE - SUN CRUELER AGONY 
HIS (its)  IMPONDEROUS  OMENS  OS     (in Capricorn) 

UGLY RAN (a Viking god) SHIP COUNTER RAID  
ANGRY  SHOPS  (they are empty)     

                         
 

One will produce great wisdom against it   
The “it” is the particle collider of 9 44 due to start ‘late Dec. 2012 
 
NUCLEATOR   SPOONERISM means the  PARTICLE COLLIDER 
[to switch the first letter/s, as in “mords wuddled”]: RAYPOZ  of 9 44 
Which is POSITRON  RAY that causes damage to the NEURONES 
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4 76 1 

ORION    “I AM THE WAY. I AM THE LIGHT” I AM A WRATHFUL & JEALOUS GOD 

CITE ORION TRIGGERS BP (oil spill) ORION PC TRIGGERS BITE - cannibals 

ORION CREST BIGGER PIT (outer space) "ORION SECT BIGGER TRIP … ORION GIRT (around) BIG SCEPTRE (Jupiter) 

ORION CRISP - BETTER GIG ORION BIG CRISP GETTER (stealing helical casing, of the sun)  

SCRIPT ORION EGG orbs ORION ET TRIBE do BIGGER SCRIPT Bible 

ORION SPICE (chemical mix) TRIGGER TB - ORION TRIGGERS EPIC TB (scrophules & pestilence) 

Interesting that Mannaz the sky rune represents Orion – or the other way round 
Orion represents Mannaz, the “I – ME” rune. The Ego, the id. It also means “man” 

10 99  2  Timide dama seront auec mastins 
TITANISMS (the Anu) SCAM Satan mimics St. 
mass mist antic - mist is mans act    (man is key for Orion) 

M (Orion) IS SAINT TREASON 

   3 44 
Quand l'animal l'homme domestique, 
Apres grands peines et sauts viendra parler, 
Le foudre vierge sera si malefique, 
De terre prinse et suspendue en l'air. 

When the animal man is domesticated  
After great pains and leaps (SCORPIO) will come to speak: 
The lightning (FUSE)  in Virgo will be very harmful, 
Earth TAKEN and suspended in the air.      (0ct 31 – IN SCORPIO) 

See the forum HERO EHUUA ENLARGES ROUTE 
 

 

Da Vinci: 
OF DRAWING WATER WITH TWO BUCKETS BY A SINGLE ROPE 

And many will be busying themselves with a thing which the more they 

draw it up will tend the more to escape in contrary direction die  

 
AT FIRST THIS DOES NOT MAKE GRAMMATICAL SENSE 
"DIE" (DEE-AY) MEANS IN VIRGO, AND VIRGO IS MISSING IN THE LOST BOOK OF CESAR 
SO TO SAY 'CONTRARY DIRECTION' MEANS JUST THAT 
POLES SHIFT IN LATE VIRGO 

 

OF REMOVING ON ALL SAINTS' DAY  
Falls on Thursday, November 1, 2012  

 

“Many shall leave their own dwellings, and shall carry with them all their goods and go to dwell in other lands.  
THE GREAT TRANSLATION AGAIN 

 

OF ALL SOULS' DAY  
All Souls Day falls on Friday, November 2, 2012  

 

“How many will there be who will mourn for their dead ancestors, carrying lights for them!  
OCTOBER  31ST  –  YEW  TREE  DAY…THE GREAT TRANSLATION.  HOW APT – and in the dark… notice. 

All Souls' Day in United States 
www.timeanddate.com › Calendar › Holidays › United States 
All Souls' Day in the United States is dedicated to prayers for the dead. ... Many western churches annually observe All Souls' Day on November 
2 and many eastern churches celebrate it prior ... All Saints' Day ―Thursday, November 1 2012 ... 

1. Christian Festivals – Christian Religious Calendar 2012 & 2011 
www.calendarlabs.com/calendars/religious/christian-calendar.php 
Nov 01,  2012, Thursday, All Saints' Day. Nov 02, 2012, Friday,  All Souls' Day. Nov 2 2012,  
Thursday, Thanksgiving  (USA). Nov 30, 2012, Friday, St. Andrew's  

 
 

71 1562 May. 2013 ? 
Rien d'accordé: pire plus fort et trouble. 
Comme il estoit, terre et mer tranquiler. 
Tout arresté ne vaudra pas un double. 
Dira l'iniq Conseil d'anichiller. 

Nothing in accord, worse and more severe trouble  
 land and sea returns to quiet: 
All (Earth) arrested, it will not be worth one double      (a coin) 
The iniquitous one will speak, Counsel of annihilation. 

 
 

 

http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/us/all-souls-day
http://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/&rct=j&sa=X&ei=qBRwT73iFI3BiQe1pcjyBQ&ved=0CFYQ6QUoADAF&q=all+souls+day+2012&usg=AFQjCNGsQxRlVZxNmW_p4bin0m6kjV9lTw
http://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/&rct=j&sa=X&ei=qBRwT73iFI3BiQe1pcjyBQ&ved=0CFcQ6QUoATAF&q=all+souls+day+2012&usg=AFQjCNFVHOVTj1oFyX6wtpMxdnZHu9_nTQ
http://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/us&rct=j&sa=X&ei=qBRwT73iFI3BiQe1pcjyBQ&ved=0CFgQ6QUoAjAF&q=all+souls+day+2012&usg=AFQjCNEM0XDGN2pihRDTTK-WxDHhJL8P3Q
http://www.calendarlabs.com/calendars/religious/christian-calendar.php
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3 1555 Ianuier.       JANUARY 2013 ? 
Le gros airain qui les heures ordonne, 
Sur le trespas du Tyran cassera. 
Pleurs, plaints et cris, eaux, glace pain ne donne 
V. S. C. paix, l'arme passera. 

 

The big bronze one (our sun) which arranges the hours of the day  

This is referring to two things: ‘hours’ is Mercury & our spin 

Upon the wild goat passing, the placement far to go :    
Of the Earth in Capricorn 
Tears, laments and cries, waters, ice, without bread        (no grain)   
Peace  the V.S.C. the arm (Cepheus reptilians) gone by 

TARYN = TARYN  means 
ROCKY HILL        GAELIC 
THUNDER NORSE CELTIC 
OF THE EARTH LATIN 
TOWER  ENGLISH/PLANETOID/PYRAMID 
THE REAPER GK 
WILD GOAT HEBREW 
TO CARRY ARABIC-BORNE, CARRIED AWAY 
YOUNG/NEW SANKSRIT 
QUEEN     GRECO ROMAN/CASSIOPEIA 
LITTLE PRINCESS-SCANDINAVIAN-ANDROMEDA 
FROZEN RUSSIA 
FAR TO GO WELSH – INTO NEW ORBIT 

From the Alchemye list of obsolete names 
And from the Celtic Tree zodiac 

V= ANDROMEDA (Council) 
V=  Alder tree  =  March 18 to April 14 

S= URSA MAJOR EAST (Leech) sits like a crown on Orion 
S=  date is Willow = April 15 – May 12 

C= OPHIUCUS  the “dreaded Hanix from the North” Aquila 
C=  date is Hazel.Nut  = March 22 – 31 and in  August 5 – September 1. As Ophiucus 29/11-20/1 

ARM = CEPHEUS contains seven stars – the “children” 
I saw seven stars mentioned in the Bible…here Nostradamus 
has told us (more than once) that the seven stars belong to 
Cepheus (see 1 10) – as a warning! Cepheus is not mentioned 
amongst the second coming, they come as opportunists 
This is also saying our sun has turned “orange” (bronze) 
With the placement of our Earth ~ “far to go” 

CEPHEUS – with seven children. There are interesting articles in Earthfiles regarding the arrival of cannibalistic reptilians 

Revelation 2:1 "To write: These are the words of him who holds the seven stars in his right hand and walks among 
the seven golden lampstands 
Revelation 3:1 "To write: These are the words of him who holds the seven spirits of God and the seven stars.                
I know your deeds; you have a reputation of being alive, but you are dead 
Revelation 12    talks about the dragon which was cast out of heaven—he drew one-third of the stars of heaven 
with him, cast them to the earth.               (This describes the Earth turning; it describes the view from the Earth) 
 

Origen (c.185-c.254), biblical critic, theologian, and spiritual writer: Born in Egypt, he was brought up as a 
Christian. 

In the hidden texts I have seen the word “ORIGEN” not realising (as usual) that this is an author to whom I am to 
refer. In the same way that Allan Webber was guided to Cornelius Agrippina Chapter 14 – which speaks of angels 
being either “good” or “bad” and that many of them can “shape shift”. 
Those are the basics, a summary… 
and when applied to what Origen has to say, clarifies certain discussions stated in the Bible.  
One question being the connection between the stars being “living” things and the analogy of stars being 
“angels”… or at least the source of angels…says Origen 

So here we have the reason Nostradamus has been telling us to “TAKE THE BIBLE LITERALLY” 

 

16 1557 May. 2013 ? 
Conjoint ici, au ciel appert depesche, 
Prise, laissée, mortalite' non seure, 
Peu pluye, entrée, le ciel la terre seche, 
Defait, mort, pris, arrivé à mal heure. 
  

Conjoined here in the sky the connection opened: TOUTATIS 
Taken, (those) left behind, mortality not certain:   false rapture 
Little rain, entry, the sky and earth dried, 
Death undone, caught (up), arrived at a bad hour. 

 

Death undone. Men in Black. Caught up (false rapture) or the 3am martial law and off to the trains… 
Toutatis (with a “quadrennial” orbit 3 4 1)  is a peanut shaped asteroid “conjoined” until it gets close to Rome 
where it separates to become the  “two headed monster” 9 3  over France 3 32  with “Tuscany the worst” 9 45 
 

  7 36 
Dieu, le ciel tout le divin verbe a l'unde, 
Porte par rouges sept razes a Bisance: 
Contre les oingz trois cens de Trebisconde, 
Deux loix mettront, et l'horreur, puis credence. 

 
God, the heavens,  the divine word in all the waves, 
carried by seven red-bald heads to Byzantium: 
The anointed of Trebizond, against three hundred  
Two laws he made, first horror then trust. 
 

http://bible.cc/revelation/2-1.htm
http://bible.cc/revelation/3-1.htm
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The “anointed” means a coronation. Otto’s mother was Byzantine. Trebizond is Lombardy. This quatrain is about the three 
centuries that the newly anointed king Otto had removed from the calendars, just so he could be crowned in a “millennial” 
year. Thus bringing his seventh century into the tenth.  There was great superstition regarding the turning of a millennium. 
7 36  The Missing Middle Ages  by Hans Ulricht-Niemitz 
 

 
From page 12 
 

well, yes, Peru did not happen in 2012… the explanation sits in the Preface to Cesar.  
The Peru Slip is yet to occur. 
Today, from within my computer a document made itself known to me. I had kept it to 

“read later”, and here is ‘later’… many people say:  “one should not pay any attention to stuff one reads on the internet”.  
However, when these words in the Hidden Texts provide parallel information which states the same details as others have 
written – one needs to pay attention.  

Here is an example: 

… »It was a giant wave coming right at us! Then I started remembering in New York the giant buildings, how they look, 
and I said, ‘That thing is bigger than those tall buildings I remember. That Old Man is going to take all this out like little toys!’  
And then all of a sudden about a dozen people appeared to my left hand side, and they were part of the crowd that came from who 
knows where.  
Then the starships appeared and started quickly, franticly, beaming people up and out of the city in the ships.  
So, exactly as I say on my left, this group of people were just looking at me, and with their minds telling me, 
 ‘Yes, it’s us, we are here and we are ready. Tell us what to do. Where do we go?’ And there was no expression on their faces.  
…From the Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf.  
Sean: Florida was gone? ….  Did you see when this happened? The incident, in the future?  
Adrain: Yes. So maybe the time is approaching. I usually never talk about dates because things are changing constantly in the 
future, because the path that is leading energies back and forth isn’t fixed.  
If I say things and they don’t happen people will say I am a liar. 
I have been in the future several times in the same place at the same time and it has been different every time.  
I have predicted horrible storms for Florida in 1997 but the Pleiadian forces are trying to change this, just as they changed the four 
other hurricanes that were coming behind Hurricane Andrew.  
Sean: What causes this tidal wave?  
Adrain: A meteor that is going to hit the Caribbean.  

 
10 92  4 Gisant le chief au milieu comme un tronc   

SALIENT ETHNICAL GIANTS CASTING  (Anu) 
FUL  AIM  CISLEITHAN   FAMULI             

CHILE ~ VERMONT, ING  

STEALING  HELICE  CASING  (see illust. Pg 30 
UUILIEM LII COGNISANT COC   
 

1 91    PUNIQUELORIENT 

 
Nostradamus told me not to tell about Vermont …until now! 
CISLEITHAN  FAMULI            (Hungaria/Asteroid 
(Ing = both harvest/abduction and I Yew Tree Day 
Halloween/Dec 19/20 with Ng being REED Oct 28 – Nov 24 
UUilliem52 is the J-Rod attendant to Nostradamus in the stage 
gate, aware of “Coq”/Puppis from Argo-moles in the Unholy Six 
 

PERU  QUI T IN NOEL NOT LIE down QUIN (May) NO PERU QUITE NIL. LION  'N'  QUIET  PERU. IN PERU" OUTLINE N' IQ. 
QUINE LOT – the 40 angels of John Dees FIVE BOOKS OF ANGELS 

 

1 10  2 Ou les enfans  septaines du Roy sont pris  
PRINTS  SONY  LOUISE   

FANS DURATIONS PORTIONS  
SONY TRESPASS INOPPORTUNITY 
    or:       Opportunity in sony trespass 
 
INAPTNESS  STEPS  NOT  YOURS  

Trusty pen - sparsity  on poison                

DINOSAUR  PERILOUS  PESTS  

PRINT STONY SOUL SEEN   OS
Senior Ras.Putin top stony spy 

 

In the Preface to Cesar, Nostradamus explains god’s prophecies’  
failures being discrepancies in chance , of  nature and time lines 

Where the seven children of the king (Cepheus) are held 
8 88 4 “NOISOME COMETS YULE ~ GRACE” 

Publishes that the asteroid (LOUISE) will have great noise attached to it 
This noise is involved with promoting the life of the problem 
INOPPORTUNITY – no opportunity…  no chance of escape 
 
Errors in publications are not the collators: not many errors  (in the stage gate 
forum some of the timelines change and this alters some prophecies, see Peru 
Slip which was to be in May but is now “NOEL”)                            at May 30 2012 
STONY SOUL =  men in black 
OS = bone, either means DNA or in Capricorn – or even “AUS” Australia 
 

“Stony Rasputin” – is this saying RAS (head of) PUTIN (Hebrew for Cobra) ….. 
 is he a man in black? Or a “replica”? Ras is the head of Draco constellation 

From DelphiAssociates Website

http://www.delphiassociates.org/
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8 88 4 Lui mesmes apres soin someil marrit scome 
ELOIM: AMPERES (c.m.e?) NOISOME COMETS 
M. SCLEROTIUM COST SIMEON  

COMETS  ASPERSIONS  I  YULE  

SEEMS  MY OMENS LIE                (e.g. “Peru Slip”) 

IMMORTALISER  SESSION  COMES 

CYMOLUSE (small flowers-seen) TIN – in Sagittarius and/or UK 

SIMEON can mean the year of the monkey, Pisces and the 

Yid nation. Any or all. I = Egypt  I December 20/Halloween 

M = Orion. SCLEROTIUM: Men in Black? 
TIN: the ‘tin’ isles, (UK) the Metal is Zeus – 
TIN: in Sagittarius/Pisces or Jupiter 
small flowers could be Artemis Alba = Wormwood 

In other lines the Eloim (light being) produces radon which is dangerous to humans… so as well as a coronal mass ejection 
(‘slayer rays’) happening at Yule, so are the Elohim. In 3 5 it says: “but two great good natured ones by land and sea will relieve 
all parts” – this could be referring to the Plejarens (from Pleiades) and the Arcturans (of the Hopi) – are they the Eloim? No. 
SEEMS MY OMENS LIE: well, yes, Peru did not happen in 2012… the explanation sits in the Preface to Cesar. Peru is yet to occur. 
 

7 26 2 Sera livree une mortelle guerre: 
VERMONT,  ISRAEL  RUE  METEORS                         

URGE – NEVER MORE TELL RE: VENUE 

Latitude Israel,  is 31 degrees 30' N  
Vermont 44°33'31.69"N – same as Lake Champlain and 
Yellowstone 

 

RE ISRAEL (a duplicated text) GIVES: 
 

SEER  LIAR,  I ERR  ALES …where Nostradamus is apologising for  information which was good at the time of  publication 

[brew date of Peru slip, in May] IS SEAL RIER [destrier/war horse seal: red horse October 28 – November 24 
 
RA REELS I - REAL ERIS1 ALL RE-RISE:  "LIER [Earth] ARES [in Leo/manslaughter] "LIER EARS [in Virgo – ‘ears of corn’] 
RAIS [‘slayer’ rays], REEL, LIER [Earth], REELS I R A - RAi RESILE, [recoil] SERA [Earth will be] RARE ISLE SAILER -  LIE R 
EL RISER  A "ERASER ILL (by moving the Earth “sailer” to a new orbit)            RE L (conduit/Tau Cetians/Pisces] ARIES  
ARES [manslaughter] RIEL [currency] R [Draco] LEASE [treaty] R I  RILES EAR [Virgo/BoÖtes/Arcturus]  

see vignette & 3 5 
RAS [‘head of the snake’] REEL [orbit]  I  [can mean Egypt] - EARLIER EELS [reptilian] R [Draco] AIR [mining gold for 
their atmosphere] EL [Elohim] AESIR [As the god of the Aettir]   ~ AIR REELS [because the Earth does] R RELIES RA  
RE: ALERIS  [Eagle/Governor of all] (Anu) R (Draco) REALISE RE-SAIL [Nibiru] REARISE L [Pisces/River/flow/conduit] 
 

Dates: “I” Yew Tree days of Halloween & eve of winter solstice Dec 19/20. RED HORSE October 28 – November 24 
             “R” Celt Elder Tree: November 25 – December 22 … ”A” December 21/22 
 
 1ERIS – goddess of strife and discord. Dwarf planet/asteroid… 
 

  3  5 
Pres loing defaut de deux grands luminaires. 
Qui suruiendra entre l'Avril & Mars: 
O quel cherr! mais deux grands debonnaires 
Par terre & mer secourront toutes pars. 

Near far the failure of the two great luminaries 
Which will occur between MARCH and APRIL  

TWO GREAT LUMINARIES…SUN AND MOON 

Oh, what a loss! but two great good-natured ones 
ARCTURUS & PLEIADIAN? DAL? 

By land and sea will relieve all parts 
 

The Treaty with SCEPTRE: the Rod tribes. 
Contract broken December 19/20/21/22/23 

“Pillar” is the 23
rd

 of December 
Fir tree on horizon is the ‘eve’ of the winter 

solstice 
Add three more trees = a period of four 

days 
The Arm (Cepheus) on one pillar 

Prince [coronet] = (Sirius) on another 
The shape of the Scythe means the ‘back’ of 

Leo, which is Denebola, not Regulus 
The tiny sketch between Arm and monk is a 

‘pale horse’ being led away 
Note the pedestals: the monk’s has three 

“foundations”. The monk is either a “lay” or 
a “lad” which means Dal. There are three 

letters on his plinth. J.Y.O. 

 

 

 

3 PILLARS = 3 events to DECEMBER 23
rd

 
Also represent the three columns of the 
Kabbalah - The Sephiroth where the centre 
one is AIR, the right one is FIRE and the 
left is WATER 

 
CYPRESS PINES 
January 25 – Feb 3 = Jan 28

th
  

July 26 – August 4= July 29
th

  
PINE: SEPT 2

nd
 – SEPT 29 = Sept 5

th
  

Subtree: February 19 – 29
th 

= Feb 22
nd

 
 
  

Subtree: Aug 24 – Sept 2 = Aug 27
th

  
3 pines – add 3 days to any date here 
 
The three letters could be JNO a reference 
to JNO COOK.NET 
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I have found a document by a German Professor, which he wrote in 1995, saying that the 'middle 
ages' or the 'dark ages' are actually 325 years that was removed from the calendars by the stroke 
of a pen. 
This is an easy thing to do - Pope Gregory did it when he took ten days out of the calendar 
And that is how the professor made his discovery - it should have been 13 days that Pope Gregory 
should have taken - if that year was really 1582! 
 

Dr Hans Ulricht-Niemitz is saying that in fact 1582 was really 1257AD 
 

Making us in 1687 AD 
@ 2012 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WE REALLY HAVE TO GIVE CREDIT TO ALLAN UUEBBER 
FOR FINDING ALL THESE WORDS, OR BEING ‘GUIDED’ TO THEM! 

 
I AM CERTAIN HAD I BEEN GIVEN THE JOB OF ANAGRAMMING THE WORDS 

THERE WOULD BE AT LEAST ONE IN EVERY SINGLE QUATRAIN LINE I WOULD NOT HAVE RECOGNISED 


